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THE ROMANTIC

Cast:

John (the Romantic)—a young man
Jack (the Romantic Spirit)—an older man, somewhat of a paternal figure. Very elegant,

the Mother
the Boy
the Woman
two Thieves

The Romantic's room has a table and a chair downstage. There are many papers,
an inkwell, a feather, a candle, and books on the table. At first these are neatly
organized. There are also books and papers orderly stacked on the floor. Over

the table hangs a single light bulb which is never turned on. Upstage, but in view,

is a simple cot with a tattered spread. Stage left there is a small window covered
with a ragged curtain. A door is stage right.

The scene opens with the Romantic seated at the table. His 18th c. breeches
and shirt are fairly clean, although they are old and slightly torn. He has a neat,

clean appearance. His beard is smooth, his face clean, his hair carefully combed.

The candle seems to be the only light. There is an orange-rose dimness about the

room. Outside it is dark. There is a noticeable lump on the cot, although it

remains in the shadows.
The Romantic is thoughtful. He makes a few attempts to write, scratching

the feather on the paper. He stares into space often, then sighs deeply.

Rom: Ah. It's no use. I can't write. I can't think of a thing to say.

(He rubs his eyes and yawns.)

Does the night last forever? Come on Morning I Hurry along.

(He stands and goes to the window.)
You pale, yellow dog MoonI What a weak reflection of the sun you arel You're not

lighting a thing. Why do you even bother hanging in the sky? Shadows, a thousand

shadows. I can't see anything clearly. Where is the sun? Perhaps I can write when

the sun streams through the window. (pause) Oh, my eyes. . .they hurt. That

ridiculous candle gives only enough light to fry a. moth. I'm tired. Perhaps sleep. .

no. . .1 can't. I'll wait for the sun. (pause) It's comingi I see its faint

gold there on the horizon. Gold and pink fingers clutching at the earth, trying

to heave itself into the skyi Fool sun—don't grab at the clouds, they'll drift

away. Come, come. Rise steadily. That's it.

(Turns to the bed.)
Wake up you lazy Soul I The sun is up I

(A bit of light has begun to filter into the room. A dark figure rises from the

bed slowly. He is dressed in a fine suit: silk ruffled shirt, tie, tailed coat,

tailored pants, spats, silk top hat, white gloves and a cane. He yawns and stretches)

Jack: What? Get up now? The sun is shining. It's daytime. What do you want?

Rom: Get up. Jack. I haven't been able to sleep all night.

Jack: That's good.

Rom: But I don't understand why you made me stay up during the night. Why can't
I Work during the day?





Jack: It's not proper, for one thing. For another thing, the night is much more

mysterious and definitely more inspirational.

Rom: Pahl I couldn't write a thing. And you were certainly no help, snoring till

the candlelight quavered. I think I'm going blind.

Jack: Ah, good. That's good. Now shut the curtains and get some rest.

Rom: No, It's morning. Come, look.

(slowly, dreamily as he gazes out)

The mists are rising and there is dew on every blade of grass. Ah, listen

—

the birds have started calling. Gently, softly. Do you hear? And the

light. . .it's touching everything and dancing. . .yes, dancing I on every-

thing. Oh—but quiet, quiet.

(Jack comes to the window.)

There's a fawn—do you see?—slipping into the forest. Perhaps I can write

now, now that I've seen something and I have some light without all that smoke.

Jack: It is better to have the smoke in your eyes.

Rom: You are no help. Now come along. Tell me what I'm to do. Help me.

Jack: What is it? And where is breakfast?

Rom: We're not hungry. Listen to me. I want to be a Romantic, that's what.

And I can't write and you're no help.

Jack: So, you've seen the sun and the morning. Sit down, write.

(He motions to John to take a seat at the table. He then seats himself on

the cot and silently watches the young Romantic who fidgets, makes a few

attempts to write. Jack comes behind him.)

Jack: You're writing! Good. (pause) What is this?

I

(takes the paper and reads it with shocked disbelief)

"Leave one quart of milk

—

that silver-spun web of udder silk"!

Rom: (shamefully) I just remembered the note I was supposed to write to the milk.-

man. . .and, well, I've been trying so hard to think of rhymes.

Jack: (pause) G. . .good. Yes. Good. You're improving. Keep working.

(The Romantic writes a little more, then leaps to his feet and goes to the

window.

)

Roin: I can't. It's impossible. (looks out, softly)

There's something so lovely about the morning. I want to take it in my arms,

touch it, taste it. Jack I Come here, quickly.

(Jack walks easily to the window.

)

Look at that woman walking in the garden! She's. . .she's (whispered) lovely.

Her hair is brighter than the sun and her eyes—why, the brook is not so blue.

Her lips. . .

Jack: (dryly) "are like cherries. .
."





Rom: Who is she? I must go to her.

Jack: I think not.

Rom: I must have her.

Jack: Treasure her in your mind. You'll be much happier. She can't talk back.

Rom: I must embrace herl and the morning I . . .1 must write this, mustn't I?

Write all of it. . .Yes. I feel. . .1 feel such emotion, such tumult. . .

Jack: In your breast.

Rom: Yes. In my breast.

(He goes to write again. He scratches for a few moments, goes longingly

to the window, back to write, again to the window and sighs heavily.)

I can't seem to say anything.

Jack: Can't! Can'tl You're a Romantic aren't you? An artist?

Rom: Of course. But you're no help. What are you doing here anyway if you can't

do anything to help me?

Jack: I never said I couldn't do anything.

Rom: (thoughtfully) Why can't I write yet? Jack, do you really think I am not

a Romantic?

Jack: Don't doubt it if you wish it and believe it. You have potential. It's

what you truly want, isn't it?

(The Romantic nods solemnly.) Then we must work. Who ever said it would

be easy? Here, relight the candle. I'll draw the curtains.

(He does so, then glances at the room.)

Tsst, tsst. Much too neat. I'll just muss things a bit.

(He sets to work. With swipes of his cane he scatters books and papers about

the room. He throws back the covers on the bed, then looks to the Romantic.

With an impatient gasp he tousles the Romantic's hair and beard. He tries

to make a curl stand, but it obstinately refuses.)

You're too clean; I don't understand how. . .or why.

(He rips the Romantic's shirt.)

How can you possibly think in such order? Perhaps that's the problem though—

perhaps you think far too much. You should simply feel. Don't think. When

you think, you doubt. When you doubt, you think. Then you can't write at all.

That's all the logic I've ever found that works.

(He gives a satisfied look at the room, then sits on the bed and quietly taps

his cane on the floor.)

There. How's that?

Rom: Better.

Jack: Good. Can you hear the music?





Rom: What music?
(the can taps more insistently)
Oh, yes. That music. I hear it.

(He begins to hum a bit of Chopin)

Jack: Excellent I Now write, createl

Rom: (suddenly still) I. . .1 can't.

Jack: Not enough atmosphere? I should have known.
(He stands and draws a small box out of his pocket. Then the goes to the
corner of the room and begins walking slowly around the room scattering the
box's contents. ">

Rom: What's that?

Jack: Spiders.

Rom: Spiders.' What for?

Jack: Cobwebs. Spiders make cobwebs. In a couple of hours we'll have wonderful
shiny cobwebs fastening book to book and page to page. A spider is a great
artist, you know. And as they say, one artist inspires another. Stopped
humming, eh? It's hard to write and hum at the same time. I'H fix that.

(While talking, he takes a phonograph from beneath the bed and puts on dark,

eerie—but Romantic music.)

Like that? Enough to put chills up your spine. Mmmm, Oh, and. . .

(He draws out a small atomizer and begins to spray it about the room.

)

Rom: What's that?

Jack: This? It's Piranesi #5. Hmmmm. I'm almost out.

Rom: What is it?

Jack: Oh, it's just a bit of mood mist. Let's see. . .

(reads contents) Contains dungion delight, darkness, dampness, mystery,
eternity, ropes, chains, etc., etc.

Rom: All that in one tiny bottle?

Jack: It's the age of science, dear boy.

Rom: I can't breathe.

Jack: Exactly. What one stifles will eventually explode, creating something new.

That's what you shall do, I hope. But back to business—did I forget anything?
I'll just check to make sure.

(Pulls a small book out of his pocket.)
Romantic Etiquette. (nods) Here, herel I forgot the mouse.
(Releases a mouse from his pocket.)

Rom: A mouse?





Jack: Certainly.' To chew your books and papers. Authenticity. And always
remember to use a well-watered mouse.

Rom : Why ?

Jack: Who ever heard of ancient white paper? It's usually rather yellow,
(pause) Well, you're all set now. Write away.

(The Romantic begins to write furiously. Jack paces back and forth. The
Romantic looks up.)

Rom: What rhymes with "glopolous"?

Jack: "Glopolous"? I What the devil kind of word is that? Isn't there a French
word for it?

Rom: I thought that was French.
(goes back to writing, then his head pops up again. The lighting during this
should be rosy while his head is bent and the music pounding, but when he
asks his trite questions, the lights should be stark.)

Rom: How do you spell "bloomingly"?

Jack: "Bloomingly"?

I

Both: (the Romantic mimicking) What kind of a word is that ?

Rom: I'm certainly getting no Wordsworth out of you.

Jack: Let's not quibble. Just write.

(As John begins to write, there is a knock at the door. With surprise both
John and Jack look to the door. John shrugs.)

Mother's
Voice: JohnI JohnI Son, it's your mother. Let me in. I've got to see you.

(Silently Jack shakes his head. They are quiet for several moments. The
pounding continues.)

Mother: John, I know you're in there. It's your Mother , John. Let me inl

I'll box your ears if you don't.

Rom: I can't, Mother. Not now. Go away.
(The only answer is an insistent, relentless pounding on the door. John
looks despairingly to Jack.)

Rom: Oh well, let her in. Just for a few moments.

Jack: (shaking his head) Tssk, tssk.
(He opens the door. Enter the Mother as though in a whirlwind. She is

dressed in a simple maternal early 20th c. dress. She is wearing a small
hat and gloves. Halting in the center she gives a grunt of distaste as she
stares at the room, kicks a few papers and swipes at some cobwebs. She goes

to the window and yanks open the curtains .

)





Mother: This place is positively indecent. Unhealthy, Brrr. It's freezing
cold in here—aren't you cold?
(John shakes his head)
I knew I shouldn't have let you live here. What will the relatives think?
(She arranges his hair.)

Rom: (almost whining) But I'm an artist, Mama.

Mother: Just because you don't want to make your bed doesn't mean you have to

leave home. You're my baby and you shouldn't be living here all alone.
(She suddenly catches sight of Jack and she stalks up to him while pointing
ominously.

)

Who's this?

Rom: Jack. He's. . .er. . .a friend. He's helping me.

(Jack stares at the Mother coolly)

Mother: I've heard about such artist's friends I Older, even. You're not staying
here a minute longer, John.

(reaches for John)

Rom: (backing away) It's not like that at all, Mamal Jack's. . .well, he is. . .

you wouldn't understand. Mother.
(The Mother continues to stare at Jack.)

Mother: (to Jack) Do you come from a good family?

Rom: He's from a very old family. Right, Jack?

Jack: (slowly) I guess you could say that.

Mother: Well, I must say he looks much better than you do right now. White gloves. .

how quaint. And top hat. No one wears those anymore.

Jack: (sadly) No, madam, they don't.

Mother: It's a pity.

Jack: Yes.

Mother: (bustling once again) Well, John, dear. I came by to see how my young
artist is doing. I've told everyone all about you. Aunt Bitty just won't
believe a word of it. I told her that you're going to be a great success.
The whole family is quite proud of you. Except, of course. Aunt Bitty. She's
just jealous, though. Her son is going to be a doctor, you know, and I haven't
heard the last of it. I told her you didn't want to be a doctor. How could
you—when you're afraid of needles? Anyway, everybody, simply everybody is

a doctor these days. I told the family you'd make it big, though. Just wait,
they'll see. (pause) You are, aren't you, John dear? Yes, of course,
(going to the table)





Have you written anything yet? Let Mother read it, dear.
(She glances at the papers, then quickly dismisses them.)

I see I'd better let you work. Oh, John, Lamby, could I just have some little
something to show the family?

Maybe. . .maybe Mr. Jack's gloves there? Aunt Bitty would see how much class
you have. White gloves, could you imagine?

(John looks at Jack who, like the obedient servant he is, carefully draws
off his gloves and gives them to the Mother. She hurriedly stuffs them into
her purse.)

Thank you. Jack.
(She starts for the door.)

And, John, one more thing. I need something to piece quilts. Do you think
you could spare your poor, dear Mother something?
(John looks around blankly .

)

(wheedling) Don't you love your Mother, Johnny?
(John eyes Jack, then spots his vest.)

Rom: (whispered) Jack, how about the vest? Couldn't I give her the vest?

Jack: (pauses) It's your to give. . .if you want.
(Pause. He removes the vest, gives it to John, then slips back into his
coat. John gives the vest to his Mother.)

Mother: Oh, won't you get cold? Your poor little heart. . .

Rom: No, Mother. It's yours.

Mother: In that case, I'll just be running along. Thank you, dear.

(She exits in a whirlwind manner as before.)

Rom: (trying to be cheerful) Wasn't that better than that dreadful pounding?
(Jack only stares at him like a wounded, trusting puppy.)
I'm going to write, now. Jack. See?

(He sits down, tries to write with great unsuccess. He squirms beneath
Jack's penetrating stare. Finally. . .)

For heaven's sake. Jack. She's my mother.

Jack: I know. That's important. But forget her now. Just write.

(He goes to the window and shuts the curtains. Once again John starts to

scratch the paper and there is a frantic pounding on the door.)

Jack: (dryly) Not your Aunt Bitty, I hope?

Boy's
Voice: Help.' Help.'
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Rom: Go away. You can't come in here. Leave me in peace.

Boy: Help I I. . .1. . .can't run anymore.

Rom: Who are you? Do I know you?

Boy: (frantic) Please, sir. There's. . .someone. . .after me. He's coming.
He's almost here, sir. Pleasel Hide me.

(pause, then a high-pitched scream)

Rom: (clapping his hands to his ears)
Let him in, Jackl Let him in for pity's sakel
(Jack opens the door. A bruised young boy falls into the room. He lies
breathing heavily on the floor. The Romantic kneels beside him and craddles
the boy's head tenderly in his lap. Jack shuts the door, watches.)

Rom: (commandingly) Jackl Open the curtains I We need light,
(to the boy) What happened to you? Your face. . .

(The boy sobs heavily for a moment.)

Boy: He. . .he. . .beats me.

Rom: Who? Who beats you?

Boy: I don't know his name. He's ugly though. And he smiles funny, like it

wasn't a smile at all.

Rom: What did you do?

(the boy sits up and shrugs)

Rom: You don't know? Then why does he beat you?

Boy: I don't know. He killed a boy once. . .beating him.

Rom: What?

Boy: And he. . .well, he beats the girls and. . .(quietly) you know. . .

Rom: (standing, outraged) Why, Jack? Who could?

Boy: (involved now) And when he's really angry he burns houses. . .Oh, listen I

(pause, terrified whisper) He's out there; I can feel it. What shall I do?

(clings to John) Protect me, hide me.

Rom: You're not safe here. The walls are thin. He can still reach you. . .but

(looking at Jack) Here.
(He takes Jack's silk top hat) We shall outwit him. Take this hat and march
out like a real gentleman. He won't know you. You'll be safer. With your
authority and prestige he won't dare touch you. But most of all, you must
think . ThinkI Protect your intelligence and help the others. You'd better go,

(The Romantic pushes him out the door. The young fellow goes out proudly,

dignified, the hat cocked at a jaunty angle.)





Rom: (leaning against the door) Horrible.
(Jack shuts the curtains and silently holds out the chair.)

Rom: Yes. I'm coming-

(Before he reaches the chair, however , there is another loud knocking at
the door. The two look at each other dumbly. Jack shrugs and automatically
goes to the door.)

Rom: Who is it?

(No answer, a pause. Jack opens the door, then closes it.)

Jack: It's a woman.

Rom: A woman? Let her in.' Let her in I

(Jack makes a helpless gesture and elegantly rolls his eyes as he opens the
door. A woman slowly, silkily enters. She shivers and looks around. When
she first speaks, her voice is sweet, smooth.)

Rom: (whispers) My ladyl The lady I saw this morning. Herel Oh, Jack. . .

Jack: (retreating to the shadows) Be calm, lad.

Lady: Sir? I'm cold and. . .and lonely. May I sit down?

Rom: Of course.
(He pulls out the chair. She ignores this and goes to the bed, sitting
sensuously. Her 18th c. dress has hiked up, exposing quite a bit of leg.

John stares at her. She flirts demurely.)

Rom: What, what can I give you? Anything you want. . . the moon, the sun, the stars I

Lady: Perhaps a cup of tea would be nice.

Rom: Tea? Tea? (Looks to Jack.) I'm afraid I don't have any tea. Anything else?

Lady: No. (pause) You're too kind, sir, to let me stay here,
(audible sigh from the shadows)

Rom: My pleasure. . .

Lady: So soon? Ah, you men are all alike. There is at this very moment a horrible
man trying to find me.'

(weeps with great distraction and wile) I don't know what he'll do if he catches
me. Please, please protect mel

Rom: Lady, you are safe herel Wars, plagues and pestilence may come, but I'll never
throw you out. You are truly an angel from Heaven. It is my duty to guard
you. Now, pray, my lovely, what is your name? You shall rein through the
ages with Mary, Laura, Beatricel (pause) Is it Sapphire?
(he paces)

Lady: No.

Rom: Rose?
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Lady : No

.

Rom: Couldn't be Juliet?

Lady: No.

Rom: Lisa?

Lady: (pause) Myrtle.

Rom: (not hearing ter at first) Cleopatra?. . .ehl? Myrtle? Myrtle I I Mary,
Laura, Beatrice—Myrtle?
(Romantic turns to the desk, tries to write)
Myrtle. . .What rhymes with Myrtle? (pause)

(looks at her) Eyes, no. . .nose, no. . .hair, no. . .

Lady: No. But you are. Why are you sitting so far away?

Rom: (ignoring her) Oh my angel, will you guide me to my Heaven?

Lady: Your first time, eh?

Rom: I hope I'll only go to Heaven once. (pause) Oh, Myrtle, do you think you
could ever love a poor Romantic?

Lady: Why? Something wrong with you?

Rom: No. (pause) I can't wait to show you to the world. . . to my family. . .

(She suddenly shakes quite obviously.)

Rom: What is it?

Lady: Just a slight chill. Nothing important.

Rom: Cold? You're cold? What can I do?

Lady; How about your shirt first, honey lamb?

Rom: (dumbly) My shirt? That's an idea. (He goes to Jack) Give me the lace
shirt. It's nicer than the one I'm wearing.

(Jack says nothing but slips off the shirt and hands it to John. Now Jack
is bare chested except for his coat and tie. John takes the shirt to the Lady.)

Lady: What's this?

Rom: My shirt—didn't you want it?

Lady: (feeling the quality) Oooo, thank you. Yes, yes. I did want it.

Rom: Aren't you going to put it around you?

Lady: Goodness, not now. Come here. Hold me.

Rom: Me?

Lady: Of course, darling. Come here.
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Rom: (excited) I can't believe you're here. First let me just look at you a
moment. Oh blast this candle I I can't see you at all.
(He runs to the window, throws open the curtains.)
You're beau. . .(turning) What?

I

(The Lady squints in the light. Now that she can be seen fully, her dress
appears dirty, torn. Her hair is tangled and her make up is plastered on
heavily. She now speaks coarsely. Jack cannot help chuckling in the corner.)

Rom: The stench I I thought it was the mouse.

Lady: (Jumping upright on the bed) What mouse?

Rom: (horrified, yet awed) No wonder your hair shines—it's so greasy. Your face.

Jack: (softly) Extraordinary, isn't it?

Rom: Poxmarked, bagged. . .and your eyes I They're twice as blood-shot as mine.
Your cheeks. . .

Jack: . . .are like apples. . .

Rom: . . .half eaten by worms. And your lipsl

Jack: Red, aren't they?

Rom: Your breasts. . .

Jack: "If snow be white. .
."

Rom: . . .then your breasts are dung. Gol Immediately!

Lady: (sweetly, pleadingly) Am I to be unrequited?

Rom: Give back my shirt.

Lady: (stepping boldly down from the bed) No. Ya owe me, love. Now pay.
(advances on John)

Jack: Hmmm. . .expensive witch at that.

Rom: Look out I (points) Mouse.'

(The Lady scrambles onto the chair.)

Jack: (laughing) Sonnets, dear boy, try sonnetsi

(A knock at the door. John freezes.)

Rom: Oh no I I hope it's not Mother. (to Lady) Hide I Hide! She mustn't see you.

(The door swings open. A blind Beggar in rags stands there and John sighs,
relieved.

)

Beggar: (rattling his cup) Alms for the poor! Alms for the poor! I'm hungry,

sirs, couldn't you spare a morsel?
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Rom: (roughly) There's a spider right in front of you.

Lady: Spider? In here? (she screams)

Jack: (sotto) I think I just figured out why Romantics are unrequited.

Beggar: I can't see it. I'm blind. And I'm hungry. Almsl Alms for the poorl

Rom: (losing patience) Quiet, will you?

Beggar: Pity an old man. An old blind man. An old crippled blind man with an
ailing mother and twenty starving children. Almsl Alms for the poor.

Lady: Shut up, all right? We hear ya.

(to John) Give him something, will ya?

Beggar: Sir, how can you stand to see suffering, hungry people?

Rom: Or hear them? What am I to do?

Beggar: What have you done for the masses, sir? Hungry people revolt easily.

Rom: (sarcastically to Lady) Are you hungry?

Beggar: You could influence a revolution, a war. Feed the poor. Almsl. . .

Rom: All right. . .

(He goes to Jack and he eyes the pants. Jack hands them to him.)

Rom: (as he gives the beggar the pants) Here. This is all I have. I don't have
a fortune or anything. Take these, sell them and buy yourself some food.

Lady: (jumping down from the chair and latching onto the pants)
Give 'em here I I need some money, too.

5ar: You got the shirt, lady.

Lady: How can you tell?

(They get in a tug-of-war, ripping both the shirt and trousers. John tries
to stop them.)

Rom: Stop I Stop! They won't be any use to either one of you.

(There is a resounding rip. The three characters stare at each other. Then
the Beggar and Lady stomp angrily out of the room. John sits wearily on
the bed, leaving the door open. Two thieves quietly enter. John, his head
buried in his hands, does not see them. Before Jack can say anything, the
thieves use his tie to gag him and they bind him. They take the Romantic
Etiquette book and mist bottle from Jack's pocket. Then they set about clear-

ing the room. The phonograph goes first, then the candle, inkwell, feather,
hooks and paper. Next go the chair and table.)
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1st Thief: (whispering) What about the spiders?

2nd Thief: Everything. "

(Both snatch at some spiders, then leave. John finally looks up.)

Rom: Jack? Jack? I (noticing him, going to untie him)
What happened? Where is everything?

Jack: Two thieves took everything,

Rom: It doesn't matter anymore.

Jack: They even took the spiders. . .

Rom: (dejected) I give up. . .1 can't write anyway. (pause) I'm really
hungry now. . .

(Jack sends him a reproachful look)
I can't help it I I can't think when I'm hungry.

Jack: Very well.
(He begins to take off his shoes.)
It won't be much, I promise you. Do you like spats?
Green, even.

Rom: (wistfully) Did you ever really think I could be a good Romantic? (pause)
Cloistered away here, I could only see people's faces as I wrote and they were
always laughing at me. Aunt Bitty, Cousin Harold. . .Their ugly faces,
squinting with their teeth bared. (he shudders) I can't write anymore

—

not even able to try. Why should I? Perhaps I was never meant to be Romantic.
Just because I couldn't pay the electric bill (points to the light bulb)
I thought I could make life grand with a candle. I thought if I locked
myself away I could be a Romantic. I thought I had wonderful dreams and I

felt at home in this dark mess. I tried so hard—making rhjmies of everything,
(pause, sorrowfully) I'm just poor. Just dirt poor, plain and dumb. Like
everybody else. Only without the guts to face the world and a hard day's
work,

(pause) But why can't I be great? Why can't I^ make a discovery?

(Bringing John a shoe which he ignores. Jack chews thoughtfully on the toe
of the shoe.)

Jack: Eat. You'll feel better.

Rom: (laughs derisively) I eat, therefore I ami

(pause) Not bad. . .shall I write it down?

Jack: (shaking his head slowly) I think it's been said better,
(pause, John jumps to his feet and paces while Jack watches)

Rom: That's the whole pointi Everything's been said already. There's nothing
new under the sun. . .(his face lights for an instant) How's that?

Jack: Sorry.
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Rom: (Crestfallen)
I have nothing left to do. I'll never win fame or fortune. . .but aren't I

as good, as talented as the others?
(boastfully struts around for a moment)
The only thing that really made Aristotle was that he was the first man to

say all those things. Because they're really quite obvious. I could have
said them myself. I'm just too late. If I'd only had a chance. . .Adam only
made his fame by being the first to eat an apple. To eat an apple, mind you.
I've eaten a thousand apples. Am I famous? No. What can I do? (pauses,
in total despair) I'm really cold now. Jack.

(Jack looks pityingly,sorrowfully at John for a moment, then takes off his coat and
places it around John's shoulders. Jack is now in his undershorts

.

)

Rom: I'm of no worth. I don't work. What have I given to society? The beggar
was right. I couldn't even make a doctor.

(Meanwhile, Jack has begun to shake terribly. He is pale and drawn. Slowly
he maves to the bed and collapses.)

Rom: Jackl Are you alright? What's wrong?

Jack: I'm not feeling so well. I'm cold, too, I think.

Rom: Lie down, easy. That's it. Let me get you a drink.
(He reaches under the bed and pulls out a bottle cf liquor.)
Here, drink this.

(Forces it down the gasping Jack.

)

Jack: I'm. . .going to have to be going.

Rom: Like this? Why? Don't leave mel What will I do without you even? Jackl
Are you alright? Drink some more. (He puts the coat once again around
Jack's shoulders.)
There. Better?
(Jack nods slowly.)

What else?

Jack: (weakly) You must get back the other things.

Rom: How?

Jack: Do you really want to be a Romantic?

Rom: I can't live without you. . .I'm not like the others. I can't live in that

world

.

Jack: You've got to be sure and you've got to take a stand.

(Slowly the Romantic goes to the door, glancing at Jack as he goes. He

then stands in the door and speaks.)

Rom: Worldl I haven't much, and nothing that could be of real value to you.

When the time comes, I'll give you something more. . .

Jack: They'll never listen. You have to go out and get what you need. There is

a certain survival. . .
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(The Romantic leaves setting his shoulders. With each returning trip
the stark lights grow rosier. He first brings back the table, chair,
phonograph, and other small items. At his first entrance with these,
he has a black eye. Jack weakly raises his head.)

Jack: A bit of trouble?

Rom: (as he carries) A fight.- Had a devil of a time getting this. . .

But I did.
(He then brings back the pants and shirt and throws them to Jack who is
much stronger. The Romantic now has long bloody scratches on the side of
his face. Jack begins to dress.)

Jack: More trouble, I see.

Rom: The Lady. The trousers and shirt are still a bit torn, I'm sorry.

Jack: That's all right. Perfection is not guaranteed. What about the hat, gloves,
and vest?

Rom: I'll leave them if you don't mind.

Jack: Not at all. Shut the door.
(He rises and goes to the chair as John shuts the door.)
Now put the bed against it.

(Jack continues to dress.)

Jack: Please, some music. (The Romantic puts music on the phonograph)
Shut the curtains. . .scatter the papers. And more spiders, definitely
more spiders. Good. If you want me to stay you must go write,
(the Romantic does so. The cane begins to tap, and as the writing Increases,
so does the cane's beat. Finally, the Romantic sits back with a satisfied
sigh. Jack smiles, looks over his shoulder and opens the curtain.)

Rom: The moon.'

Jack: Yes.

Rom: It's lovely. It's never looked like that before.

Jack: It only reflects the sun, it's true, but it lights up the people's darkness
and gives them some beauty, some peace, some rest from the sunlight. Yet,
they often curse it, ignore it. But it remains. (pause)
Noxvi lad, you should rest and dream.
(He pushes the Romantic to the bed where he stretches out with a tired sigh.)

Rom: You're all right now, Jack?

Jack: (taking the chair to the window, sits watching the moon)
Yes, I'm fine. Dream now, lad. Especially dream.
(slowly but Insistently the cane taps. The lights are misty, rosy. The
music swells. Jack rises, picks up the candle, lights it as the music and
lights begin to fade.)

Curtain





THE LILT OF ACTING

CAST:

2 actors: Actress/Lil, (Later to be Actress/George)
Actor/Lil

Director
Messenger

PROPS

:

2 human bodies: one male, the other female

1 fan
1 pipe

The play should be performed in the round except for two openings in the

seating directly opposite of each other. Back of the one opening should be a dressing

screen. If performed on a stage, the stage should look just that—a stage that is

awaiting its play. There is a wooden chair and a mirror off-center in the circle.

The lights should be simple and low, to give the somewhat dingy, but romantic,

atmosphere of the stage which lacks only the life given it by its actors.

(The lights low; sounds of a woman dressing come from behind the screen. There

are loud "ooos," "ahhhs" and grunts, and finally the distinct sound of ripping cloth

and a gasp. . . Enter a somewhat bedraggled, huffy, but very beautiful young actress.

She continues to fuss with her long period dress which should be as lacy, frilly,,

ruffled and bowed as possible.)

Actress: (to herself, unaware of the audience) Blast this corset I Ughl I've

got to stop eating. That's all there is to it. Good grief, why we have to wear

these stupid things is completely beyond me. Vanity, pure vanity. Why did they

need small waists anyway? I'd rather be comfortable. Thank goodness for Levis.

I don't think I could take a whole blasted day of this pinching and poking I

(She is almost unladylike pulling and tugging on the corset, and she seems to be

mumbling to herself. Then, for the first time she actually notices the audience.

She is surprised, then delighted. She pats her hair and the dress into place.)

Actress: Oh. Yes. Ha, ha. Well, you see, I haven't had a job for months now...

not that I couldn't have gotten one, you know. I was. . . on a world cruise I

Yes, on a cruise, that's it. Spain, Japan, Iceland, Africa. And gracious, you

know the food they feed you on those ocean liners. . . and what with no work, I

think I've put on a pound or two. Give me a week and this dress would fit me

perfectly—corset or no.

(She moves her arm sharply and there is again the distinct sound of a rip.)

Actress: Rags, filthy rags I You'd think this rat-trap would have decent costumes

with the actors and actresses they've brought in. Perhaps I'll have another dress

for my part. . . But this one is rather lovely just the same, don't you think?

(She swirls about in feminine ecstasy of the flowing garment.)





Actress: It becomes my color. I have to be as beautiful as possible. Ingenues
always do, of course. It's a bit hard to bear sometimes, being cast into a type.

But can I help being beautiful?

(She flirts and flashes around the circle. Then with a bit of calculated insecurity)

Actress: I am, arent't I? (flirts with the males in the audience) Yes, of
course. With a bit of makeup and pretty clothes, most of us can be. Some take
more makeup than the rest of us but still, everything in a theatre dressing room
is possible. Why, one can be almost anything one wants. I myself have played many
a role—most of them important. Leading roles. Good leading roles. (making a face
for each) I've been old, young, pretty, ugly. The thing is, though, women doll up
everyday, and not for any plays. . . not for any that are to be done on stage, anyway,
So a bottle of cake makeup is really less of a challenge for us than it is for the
men. It must be fun for them for a change. . . .really different. Hmmm. Ah, but
women have some nice roles. I've played most of them: Desdamona, Cleopatra, and
Juliet for instance. I'm doing Juliet now. In fact, I've got my first rehearsal
in . . . (looks directly at the audience) Pardon, does anyone have the time? Well,
then, in about half an hour. I haven't met Romeo yet. Hope he's good. That's a

nice role. Lots of action. I bet I could do it just as well. That or Othello or
Hamlet or King Lear. There's a bit of a problem, though. Form and voice. There
are just some things that cake makeup just can'

t

change.

(She runs her hands lightly over her figure, as though to smooth her dress; suddenly
impatient)

Actress: Oh, drat I They really do get all the good roles and walk off with the

stage everytime and just about the time they run out of important lines, we girls
have to die for them just to give them a reason for more dramatic action!

(pauses for thought, then maliciously)
Heh, heh, Juliet, however, was a clever girl—got both the first and last of the

death scenes. Cleopatra was a bit slow to die, and Desdemona was a bit quick. At

any rate, what I'd give to have a man's rolel What's that? No, don't tell me I

can dress like a man. There are just some things a fellow can get away with that

a girl can't—like straddling chairs, strutting, stuffing his hands into his pockets.
By golly, that's something I've always wanted to do. But it just looks ridiculous
for a woman.

(strikes a strutting, dramatic pose and speaks in a false deep voice which rises

throughout the recitation, all of which is indeed ridiculous)

Seems madamJ Nay it is : I know not 'seems'.

Tis not alone my inky cloak, good mother.
Nor customary suits of solemn black,
Nor windy suspiration of forced breath.
No nor the fruitful (glances down) river in the eye
Nor the dejected behavior of the visage

.

Together with all forms , moods, shapes of grief
That can denote me truly. These indeed seem.

For they are actions that a man might play;
But I have that within which passes show. . .





Actress: Ah, Hamlet, you've said it. Because I can act any part. I am as an
actor totally capable of any , of every parti And all my talent is shamefully
locked in this feminine corset hanger I And my voice.' Oh woe, woe, woe'. My
voice is high and shrill like all our shrieking sex. We're only good for a high
"C" in opera. Anything lower than that is too monotone, and talking is just chicken
chatter. I make Hamlet's "To be or not to be" sound like a very young Romeo
attempting to woo Juliet. As for action, all we do is flounce and prance and giggle.
(She giggles, then roughly)
Bahl

that this too sullied flesh would melt.
Thaw and resolve itself. . .

(pause, then angrily)
Frailty, thy name is woman

I

(pause) We should have no sex. Then we could be the total actors.

(Messenger runs onstage breathlessly)

Messenger: Ma'amI Ma'amI Mail delivery for you. I put it in the dressing room,
(starts to leave)

Actress: Mail? Here? For me? Who from?

Messenger: Don't know. Was just a great big box. Heavy, too. Here's the receipt.
(He thrusts the paper at her and runs off.)

Actress: (reading) "Deangela's Body Shop: Wigs, masks, shoes, dresses, coats, etc.,

etc., etc."; hmmm. . .here it is. . ."Bodies all colors, sizes, and shapes. If not

satisfied return product to Box 7, Heavenly Road, Cloud City, Missouri." (with awe)

It can't be. That was just a joke when I wrote away to that company. I mean, the

place doesn't even have a zip code. Could it be. . .no, no it's not possible. . .

but. . .Wait here a second, will you? I'll be right back.

(She disappears behind the screen. Once again one hears ripping clothes. After a

few moments, a tall, very masculine, handsome man dressed also in period costume
walks cautiously out on stage. He looks around at the audience, turns around slowly
with his arms out.)

Actor/Lil: (with a deep mellow voice) Weill How do you like it? And it's just

an "anything that's available" piece. 1 couldn't have done much better with a special
order. Really something, huh? Gee, what a supply place I I almost ordered a horse,
but it only had three legs. That's something else I'd always wanted to be, too.

But I'll give them time for improvement in that area. Not that this is perfect, but
is it close.' Pity I can't ask myself out. Guess you could really call that "wearing
a date." (laughs) Hmmm. Now just what all have I got here? (flexes muscles)
Nice. What a hunk

I

(Then does a Tarzan yell, beating fists on chest; pauses mid-air and looks down the

front of his shirt.)

Flat as the desert. Haven't been that way since I was twelve. Jane Russell, eat

your crossed heart out. (pause, thinking) Oooo and no more shaving legs I Not

that I did a lot anyway. . .Wait. . .the face, I forgot the face.

(Runs to the mirror and feels beard line)





Ah well, it won't be bad. . .a moustache! Oh how grand I It can be long and I can

twist it around my fingers. Heh, heh.

(He does a melodramatic twist of an imaginary moustache)

I can't wait. How long does it take to grow a moustache?
(Goes to individual male audience members and asks: "How long do you allow for a

moustache?")

Well, with time it'll eventually come. Until then. . .

(starts to experimentally strut around the stage, watching himself in the mirror
and getting bolder and more exaggerated with every step. He thrusts his hands in

his pocket and makes comic stances, with his hands Napoleonically in his coat.

Discovering a pipe in his pocket, he tries it with elegant delight while straddling

the chair John Wayne fashion; suddenly he breaks into an operatic tra-la-la)

What a voice I What a voice.'

(He then sings a descending scale which has a very deep, lulling effect and he

holds the note long enough for sleep to set in. He looks to the audience and stamps

his foot sharply.)

Wake upl Wake upl (pause) How wonderfull I can't believe it. Oh, I can't wait

for the next play.' Who shall I be?

(jumps up and does a very dramatic rendition):

0, what a rogue and peasant slave am I

I

Is it not monstrous that this player here.

But in a fiction, in a dream of passion,

Could force his soul so to his own conceit?

YesI YesI Ha, ha. Yes, it works, it worksl But it's not monstrous at all. I

can play the great role of a mani "The theatre, the theatre, how I love the theatre"

For the "play's the thing / Wherein I'll catch the conscience of the King. "I

(He laughs. The Director wanders across the stage, his nose buried in his prompt

book. He enters opposite the screen, and exits near the screen.)

Director: (in passing) Rehearsal. Ten minutes. (exit)

Actor/Lil: Yes, thank you. Well, I'd better go change for now. Romeo would have

no mind to kiss me like this.

(Pauses, then bows slowly to the audience as he stands before the screen. He then

starts to leave, stops)

Please don't say anything of what you've seen. Good-bye.

(He dismisses them, the light comes down a bit. There should be an atmosphere of

finality, so that the audience should be about to leave when all of a sudden there

is a horrendous male shriek which has a feminine squealishness about it. It rises

from behind the screen. The actor runs back onstage pulling his hair frenzedly.

Lights come up at his entrance.)





Actor/Lil: (almost in tears) My bodyl My bodyl Someone has stolen my body I

It's gone I I swear I put it right in there (points) It couldn't have gotten up

and walked away—I'm not in it I Oh, I hope no one threw it away—no, they couldn'

t

throw me away. Oh, where am T? I can't do Juliet like this I

(he plucks at his clothec)
What am I going to do? (weeps uncontrollably)

(Quietly the Actress stands at the entrance across from the screen. She should be
in darkness and have some shock effect as she speaks and moves onstage. The lights
onstage should gradually become brighter at her entrance. She does not notice the

Actor at first, for she fusses with her dress as she enters.)

Actress/George: Blast this corset I Unhhhhl

(Moves farther onstage, bent forward, trying to straighten her shoulders. She mumbles
so that the Actor does not hear her at first.)

Balance, balance. . .whoa. . .now where in ftie heck is the center of gravity in this

thing? There. Upright at last. Phewww. . .Well, I'll be darned. This is the first

time I haven't been able to see my stomach since I was eight months old. But I can
feel it. Empty as a tank and loud as the third world war. Just my luck—I'm always

the one left with cars with no gas. The sound system is not too great either. I

thought I'd quit squeaking when I was thirteen. Well, dammit I There you are I I've

been looking all over. . .

Actor/Lil: (Looking up) My body! It's me I (runs and hugs Actress)

Actress/George: OuchI You? No, it's not; it's me. Let gol Who are you and what

are you doing with my body? (pointing)

Actor/Lil: Your body? I ordered it.

Actress/George: You ordered it? Now that's funny, so did my mother and father. . .

28 years ago.

Actor/Lil: But I found it in the dressing room. . .

Actress/George: That's where I left it. When I came back it was gone.

Actor/Lil: What are you doing with nr^ body?

Actress/George: (mockingly feminine) I didn't have anything else to wear. I had

a devil of a time getting into this. However do you women wear these things? (she

tugs on the dress) You've got a bit too much to stuff in this dress, I'd say.

Actor/Lil: Well! I. . .

Actress/George: Still and yet, this skirt is a lot of fun.

(She prances around, sweeping, swirling, curtseying, flirting, and just generally

captivating the audience, particularly the male segment. The Actor watches at first

with admiration, but begins to glare jealously as the Actress directs all attention

to herself.)





Great pivotal joint here (tries sinuous walk) But how do you turn these windshield
wipers on high? (makes absurd attempt to flutter eyelashes) Never mind. The
point is, why did you take my body? I mean, this one isn't all that bad.

Actor/Lil: (sarcastically) Well, thaaannnkk you I And you think this (points
to himself) is perfection? The arm creaks at the elbow and the knees are stiff.
Besides all that, you're bowlegged.

Actress/George: (laughing) Not me—you nowl Yes, the old tank does need some
oiling. But this lug has plenty of faults. However, the most important business
right now is to get rid of the corset. . .that'll help,
(starts offstage towards the screen)

Actor/Lil: No, no... you can't I

Actress/George: Why not?

Actor/Lil: You'll peek.

Actress/George: Do you think you have something that I'm not aware of? I'm still
in pain from that last hug. I can see already I'm going to have to rearrange my plan
of defense.

Actor/Lil: How dare you? I don't even know you. Who are you, anyway?

Actress/George: I, ma'am—or I suppose you are a ma'am, unless you make it a habit
of switching bodies—at any rate, I am George.

Actor/Lil: Just George?

Actress/George: Just George. and you. . . ?

Actor/Lil: Lil. What are you, the janitor?

Actress/George: I am whatever I am at the time. I'm George, supposed to be Romeo
right now—but am obviously not

.

Actor/Lil: You're Romeo? For the play now? You're an actor then?

Actress/George: That's what I put down under "Occupation" nn personnel forms,
(shakes head in puzzlement) But I'd hate to fill out the rest of the form now. . .

I don't know what I'd put for sex.

Actor/Lil: Oh, that's marvelous—that you're an actorl I'm Juliet. (pause)
You know, you're really not bad looking, (pats hair) I think you'll be an okay Romeo.

Actress/George: (dryly) Thank you. You're a swell Juliet.

Actor/Lil: (shyly curious) Do you kiss well?

Actress/George: Listen, honey, you'll never get any closer to those lips than you
are now. By the by, what kind of lipstick do you wear? (licks lips, then makes
a wry face) Don't tell me. . . 1938 Coco-Strawberry-rum Delight. A girl from Optima
used to wear it. They say her lips corroded and her boyfriend died from indigestion.
I just hope I haven't committed a fatal slip of the tongue. I don't care if the
painted savage was noble, there's something barbaric about cosmetic companies. Owwwl
Dad-blast-it, now I've got an eyelash in my—your—eye. See. . .what did I tell you?





Actress/George: Primitive torture. If you dumb broads wouldn't put so much
darned mascara on, they might stay in.

Actor/Lil : Look at it this way—you don't have to shave your face now.

Actress/George: But how long does it take to put makeup on this face?

Actor/Lil: Why, only a couple of hours.

Actress/George: What is it—a Picasso Paint Pad? Or paint by number? I may
as well shave a sheepdog.' Two hours?! Some advantage.

Actor/Lil: But feel how soft. . .(puts Actress' hand against her cheek)

Actress/George: Mmmm. . .nice.

(closes her eyes; speaks romantically to herself.)
I love you, I love you, I love you I Oh kiss me I

Actor/Lil? Me?

Actress/George: I'm hardly in a position to kiss yourself. Now come on. Just
so my lips can get in on the action. They like soft, too.

Actor/Lil: You're crazy if you think I'm going to kiss myself I

Actress/George: Suit yourself.
(sits, crossing legs, thus exposing them)

Ummm. Nice legs. (starts to feel)

Actor/Lil: Stop it I Don't touch my body.

Actress/George: It's your hands. I'm not really touching you.

Actor/Lil: Just the same. , .(reaches out) your intentions. . .

Actress/George: (backing away) Here, here. Don't touch. (mockingly) Gee Kid,

always after my body—no matter what one I've got. But mustn't contaminate yourself,
(pointing) My hands. . .your body. , .my intentions and your action don't accomplish
exactly what I'd hoped. I don't think I like this situation. Just for curiosity's
sake, what the heck do you think you're doing? It's ten to twenty for kidnapping,
or at the minimum two years or twenty dollars for shoplifting. Surely you're not

that desperate. Honey, when they say you get a man through his stomach, they don't

mean it literally.

Actor/Lil: (earnestly) Didn't you ever feel limited by your body? I mean when

you have a really great talent you should be able to play any role. But there are

limitations which Actor's Equity wouldn't even have dreamt of loading us with. And

you can only do so much with posture, voice, makeup and cloth. I always wanted to

try the great roles. But they're all written for men.

Actress/George: What acting school did you attend anyway? Don't you think you're

carrying this "getting into character" a bit far?

Actor/Lil: Didn't you ever want to play a woman's part?





Actress/George: No. Can't say as I had. (pause) But it's an interesting idea.
Here, what's this? (Reaches into dress pocket and pulls out a fan.)
A fan I Now, I always did wonder how these things worked. . .

(she begins to play with it clumsily in the manner of a huge man trying to work
such a fragile piece. She can be consciously comic, relishing any laughter, again
stealing all attention.)

Actor/Lil: (rushing over in horror to help)
No, no I Be careful—you'll break it. Look, it's like this. . .

(He takes the fan and begins to use it coyishly, femininely fascinated for the
moment with it, and forgetting the Actress-)

Actress/George: (calmly reaching into the oblivious Actor's pocket and getting
pipe) Hmmm. I see, I see.

(goes through masculine motions of packing and smoking the pipe, meanwhile be-
ginning to stroll about with a very masculine, contemplative swagger)

Actor/Lil: Drat!

(He reacts with feminine frustration; hands running through the hair, or placed
on the hips; pouting lips, wrinkled brow and nose and airy sighs)

Actor/Lil: How do you men ever manage? Your hands are so brutishly large and
clumsy. I'm actually very good with a fan.

(He finally gets it open and waves it gently with relieved satisfaction.)

Actress/George: Haven't ever had occasion to use one. You do it well.

(Actor smiles seductively and bats his eyelashes. Actress straddles the chair,
arms across the back, having some difficulty with the dress in this maneuver.
Slowly, whimsically, she begins to puff slightly on her pipe^)

Actress/George: (laughing) Don't pull that on me. My father warned me about your
kind.

Actor/Lil: (for the first time noticing that the Actress is smoking)
Hey.' 1. . .1 don't smoke I

Actress/George: (calmly) No?

Actor/Lil: My lungs. .
.'

(Actress with mischief in her eyes takes a deep draw, then begins coughing violently.)

Actress/George: Yes. . .(coughing) Yes. . .you're absolutely right. You darned
women don't have any constitution.
(She doesn't smoke the pipe anymore but continues to wave it around with masculine
emphasis .

)





Actor/Lil: (absorbed now in his hands)
Oh, but we do. (pause) Don't you ever file your nails? I don't have a file
with me. . .these are atrocious! (throws his hands up with despair; looks to
the Actress who is watching him with patient amusement)

Good grief! (Actor crosses to Actress)
What in the world have you done to my hair? (He pats the Actress ' hair into
place-

)

There. Oh, that reminds me. There is a file in the pocket of my dress. . .errr. .

.

your dress. If you don't mind. . .

(takes the file from the Actress and works on his nails with rapt attention)

Actress/George: Oh, stop it. (grabs the file) The next thing I know, you'll be
polishing them. I feel like I've left my house. . .nice bachelor pad. . .comfortable
seating, stocked food supply, I know where everything is, etc., etc., etc.

Come back and it's wrecked with curtains on the windows and lilacs in all the
glasses. I won't have it. And another thing—if you're going to be a man, walk
like one. You'll ruin my image simpering around here like that. (here she goes
to him, placing him in position) Now stand tall. That's right. Feet apart a bit.
Deep breaths. Puff out the chest. Yes. Now—walk. We'll start with the stroll.
Small steps, but done easily—lot of suave. You're a man of the world. Good. Good.

Actor/Lil: (beneath his breath) I've done this before— I can. . .

Actress/George: Shh, now. Let the expert tell you how. You've grown slack.
Okay. Bigger steps. Knees farther apart. Shift the weight completely from one
side to the other. You've got the hang of it. A swagger. Exactly. You're a

buccaneer, a cowboy, a rake! (to audience) Wonderful, isn't he? Such magnificent
form. I'd never had a chance to see myself in action before.

(spots a woman in the audience and she goes to her, almost sitting in her lap)

What do you think? Nice? How about a date with that fine specimen next week?
Good teeth. Strong, Nice legs. Oh well, think about it.

Actor/Lil: Can I stop now? (sarcastically) Maybe I should now model our new C.

Gable design. Maybe the lady would like it better.

Actress/George: (going to chair, sitting) I doubt it. Back to business—where
is all this dramatic talent you've got? What great role are you going to do now?
I'm not going to let you have my body forever. We'll have to exchange places
pretty soon for the rehearsal.

Actor/Lil: (now serious) A moment, a moment please. . .let me think.

(Director comes charging onstage, playbook in hand. He is a scatterbrained fellow
with a false accent which varies between French and German. As he trips onto the
stage, both the Actor and Actress jump. The Actress tries to get to her feet, but
her knee gives a bit and she grimaces. The Actor runs to her, holds her up.

Director: (yelling and grabbing chair) Rehearsal! Rehearsal!

Actor/Lil: (whispering) Oh, the left knee. I forgot to warn you. It's always
a bit shaky. Can't give it sudden starts. Are you all right?
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Actress/George: Yes. Never mind that. What are we going to do? We can't
change now.

Actor/ Lil : (somewhat delightedly as full realization of their position dawns
on him)

No. We can't, can we? I guess we'll just have to switch roles. . .

Director: (to audience as he parks the chair in the entrance opposite the screen)
Quiet! Everybody quiet. Now Romeo and Juliet. Let's hear some speeches from the
balcony scene, then we'll take it from the top. Balcony scene. . .from "0 Romeo".

(The two actors go to different sides of the stage, and looking out, both start
to speak simultaneously and with great fervor.)

Both: "0 Romeo! Romeo! Wherefore are thou Romeo?"

(At this reference to Romeo both turn and point to the other; with realization and
consternation they stare a moment then run to the center for a whispered consultation.)

Actress/George: What the devil? That's my line now. Remember, we switched.

Actor/Lil: Sorry . . .it just came. Oh. . .

(noticing the director who, like an overwrought prompter, is saying, "What's
Montague? What's Montague?")

It's your line. (pushes the Actress into place)

Actress/George: (with great irony)

What's Montague? It is not hand, nor foot.

Nor arm, nor face, nor any other part
Belonging to a man . .

.

(with a bit of a snicker)
. . .That which we call a rose
By any other name would smell as sweet:
So Romeo would , were he not Romeo called.
Retain that dear perfection which he owes
Without that title.

Actor/Lil: (piqued) "Henceforth 1_ never will be Romeo"!

Actress/George: (gratingly) "What man art thou, that, thus bescreened in night
so stumblest on my counsel?"

Actor/Lil: (whispering angrily) What are you doing? I've told you once—it

was all an accident that I found your body.

Actress/George: You've tricked me into keeping this stupid role.

Actor/Lil: Stupid?! Stupid! It's not stupid. You're damned well ruining it,

though.

Actress/George: You're not so hot yourself, honey. At this rate I'll never be
able to show my face to the critics again.

Actor/Lil: You're right if you don't shut up! I won't let you have your face again!
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Director: (clapping his hands sharply)
Quiet! Quiet! Rehearse! Rehearse!

(Both calm a bit and go to work—that is, being brilliant performers. But un-
awares, they each slip into their familiar roles so that the actor does Juliet's
lines, etc. Thus to the audience, Juliet appears to be the wanton aggressor. The
actors soon see the fun that is in the scene and they play it to the hilt.)

Actor /Lil: "I would not for the world they saw thee here."

Actress/George: "I have night's cloak to hide me from their eyes; and but thou
love me, let them find me here. My life were better ended by their hate. Than
death prorogued, wanting of thy love."

Actor/Lil: (whispered) What's this? We've switched lines. . .

Actress/George: On with it! They'll never know. . .

Actor/Lil: (backing away) "By whose direction found 'st thou out this place?"

Actress/George: "By love, that first did prompt me to inquire:
He lent me counsel, and I lent him eyes.
I am no pilot; yet, wert thou as far
As that vast shore washed with the farthest sea,

I should adventure for such merchandise ."

Director: Stop! Stop! You're debauching Shakespeare!

(Both Actor and Actress look at each other in puzzlement)

Actress/George: (lowly, to Actor) Us? Impossible.

Director: We've a play tomorrow—tomorrow! What's all this nonsense? Get your
lines straight or get out.

Actress/George: (innocently) Our lines straight? They weren't right?

Director: No, no. Of course not. Juliet doesn't pursue Romeo!

Actress/George: She doesn't? But you never know about Shakespeare— I mean,
there's sometimes more than meets the eye. At any rate, I'm just following my
lines in the script. That 's exactly how I learned them. How about you? (looks
to Actor who nods dumbly) See?

Director: You couldn't have. The lines aren't right, see?
(shoves prompt book under Actress' nose)

Actress/George: Hmmm. Yes. You don't suppose we got mismarked scripts do you?
Why I bet that's exactly what happened. Both of us. . .

Director: Then you don't know Juliet's lines andhedoesn't know Romeo's lines?

Actress/George: (looking to panicked Actor)
That's right.
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Director: (angrily) Mismarked Shakespeare? Who do you think you're kidding?
I'll give you just ten seconds to get on out there and . . .

(Actor rushing forward)

Actor/Lil: You see, sir. . .(pointing) he's me, no I mean, she's me and I'm her,
no him, and he's. . .errr. . .she's Romeo and I'm Juliet. . .

Director: You're bats. Both of you. Get out of here! Next time try a circus.

Actress/George: Wait! (she patronizes the director in a manly fashion by con-
fidentially placing her arm around his shoulder)

Sir, you're a wonderful director; just wonderful, and you see, Juliet here and I
knew how you loved ingenius new things so we thought we'd try switching roles.
Remember the motto of the 1968 Cosmogowskie Shakespeare Festival: "Do Shakespeare
different!" Besides—and I hate to remind you sir— I^ have just as much right to
Romeo as (pointing) Juliet does. Women's equal rights and all that stuff. Let's
try it. If you don't like it we'll switch for tomorrow night. . .

Director: All right. I'm liberal. I'm an artist. I'm inventive. Who is to
say an actress can't play Romeo and an actor Juliet? You can't discriminate art.

(Actress turns away to Actor pleased)

Director: But I won't let them think I'm too strange. . .You can't act Romeo in
a dress. Hurry and change—the both of you.
(he exits murmering: "I'm brilliant. I'm the new artist.")

(Actor looks at Actress in consternation)

Actor/Lil: No, no, you c. . .

Actress/George: I won't peek for crying out loud, I'll shut my. . .your. . .

eyes. (At the actor's look of doubt)
Cross my heart. Now come on. . .1 can't wait till we get rid of this corset.
(She drags his not quite offstage)

Actress/George: Which side of the screen do you want?

Actor/Lil: I'm not going to share this screen with you .

Actress/George: Then we'll divide it—you take part of it and I'll take the other.

Actor/Lil: Fine with me. I'll take this half. You move yours over there.

(He goes behind the screen; with difficulty the Actress moves her half of the
screen so that the screens are separated, yet are not too far apart; she then goes
behind the screen; behind these screens the following conversation takes place.)

Actor/Lil: (fearfully) I can't.

Actress/George: What?

Actor/Lil: I can't undress.
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Actress/George: Are you having trouble, too? I never had so much trouble with
an obstacle course—even in the army.

Actor/Lil: I mean, I can't. . .1 haven't ever. . .you know.

Actress/George: Oh well. Do the best you can. I can't get this hook undone.
I'll just ask one of the gentlemen to help me. (steps out)

Actor/Lil: (darting out) No you don't!

Actress/George: You can ask somebody to help you . One of these gentlemen will
be glad to assist you.

Actor/Lil: No. . .how could I? Undress before a strange man?

Actress/George: I think you'd be more embarrassed if you undressed before a woman.

Actor/Lil: In that case, I don't think I need any help,
(goes back behind the screen; then sticks his head back out)

And you get a woman

!

Actress/George: Okay, okay. Doesn't bother me.
(selects a woman from the audience to help with the dress)

Actor/Lil: You won't believe this.

Actress/George: What now?

Actor/Lil: Your zipper is stuck.

Actress/George: What zipper?

Actor/Lil: You know what zipper.

Actress/George: Just be careful. You can't return damaged merchandise.

Actor/Lil: There. At last.
(the pants fly over to the next screen)
Pass me my dress will you?
(the Actress' dress flies over the screen)

Actress/George: Phew—that's that.
(the corset snaps into the air and floats down over the other screen)
What in the world?

Actor/Lil: What? (his head comes around the corner of the screen)
What is it? (under his breath) What underwear did I put on today? Come
to think of it— I hope I put some on today. . .

Actress/George: It's the pants. They're too big and there's nothing to hold
them up.

Actor/Lil: Well, what'd you expect?
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Actress/George: I meant suspenders—have you got any?

Actor/Lil: No. And this dress won't work. I can't even get it over my head.

Do you have extras?

(dresses fly across; with each the Actor says "no" so that another dress sails

over till one satisfies him)

Actor/Lil: Would you send the slip and stockings please?

(those also pass over)

Send the lady, too, please.

(pause)

Actress/George: I can't. She's too heavy.

Actor/Lil: Don't throw her, dummy. Oh you just come, will you?

(the lady returns to the audience)

Fasten me please. Thank you. Now step out; I have to put on my stockings.

Actress/George: Heavens! I've seen myself a thousand times.

(suddenly she is shoved out before the screen)

Well, if you put it like that. You're bigger now. But hurry up will you?

(A few moments later the Actor and Actress stroll out onto the stage, adjusting

their costumes. The Actor is carrying a plastic rose. The Actress strides; the

Actor attemps to enter elegantly, but has a very difficult time moving in the dress.)

Actress/George: Ah, this is better.

Actor/Lil: Than what? Egad! (woefully) I never thought I'd see the day when

I'd have to wear more than a size 12.

Actress/George: Chin up kid—this should be wild.

Director: (rushing onstage with another chair)

Oh, good—you're here. Take it from the top of the balcony scene. Quiet!

(He sits. Juliet stands on the chair already on the stage.)

Actress/George: But soft! what light through yonder window breaks?

It is the east, and Juliet is the sun!

Arise, fair sun, and kill the envious moon
Who is already sick and pale with grief

That thou her maid art far more fair than she.

Be not her maid, since she is envious:

Her vestal livery is but sick and green.

And none but fools do wear it. Cast it off.

It is my lady! 0, it is my love!

0, that she knew she were!

Two of the fairest stars in all the heaven.

Having some business, do entreat her eyes

To twinkle in their spheres till they return.

The brightness of her cheek would shame those stars.
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As daylight doth a lamp. Her eyes in heaven
Would through the airy region stream so bright
That birds would sing and think it were not night.
See, how she leans her cheek upon her hand!

0, that I were a glove upon that hand,
That it might touch that cheek!

Actor /Lil: Aye me!

Actress/George: She speaks.

Actor/Lil: Romeo, Romeo! wherefore art thou Romeo?
Deny thy father and refuse thy name;
Or, if thou wilt not, be but sworn my love.
And I'll no longer be a Capulet.
. . .Romeo, doff thy name.
And for thy name, which is no part of thee,

Take all myself

.

Actress/George: I take thee at thy word!

Actor/Lil: What man art thou, that, thus bescreened in night,
So stumblest on my counsel?

Actress/George: By a name I know not how to tell thee who I am.

Actor/Lil: My ears have yet not drunk a hundred words
Of thy tongue's uttering, yet I know the sound.
Art thou not Romeo, and a Montague?

How camest thou hither, tell me, and wherefore?
The orchard walls are high and hard to climb.
And the place death, considering who thou art.
If any of my kinsmen find thee here.

Actress/George: With love's light wings did I o'er-perch these walls

Alack, there lies more peril in thine eye
Than twenty of their swords. Look thou but sweet,
And I am proof against their enmity.

Actor/Lil: Thou knowest the mask of night is on my face.
Else would a maiden blush bepaint my cheek
For that which thou hast heard me speak to-night.
Fain would I dwell on form. . .

In truth, fair Montague, I am too fond.
And therefore thou mayst think my 'haviour light}
But trust me, gentleman, I'll prove more true
Than those that have more cunning to be strange.
I should have been more strange, I must confess. ,

It is too rash, too unadvised, too sudden,
Too like the lightning, which doth cease to be
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Ere one can say "It lightens." Sweet, good night!

This bud of love, by summer's ripening breath.
May prove a beauteous flow'r when next we meet.
Good night, good night! As sweet repose and rest
Come to thy heart as that within my breast!

Actress/George: wilt thou leave me so unsatisfied?

Actor/Lil: What satisfaction canst thou have to-night?

Actress/George: Th' exchange of thy love's faithful vow for mine.

Director: (choked by a rage that has built)

Enough! I can't stand it! You ruin the whole tone. This is not a love story

—

this is a murder of the theatre! Oh, what will they say of me? My reputation. . ,

If I ever see you two near Shakespeare again. . .I'll. . .I'll. . .I'll. . .

hrrumpf f

.

(he snorts furiously, exits)

(pause)

Actress/George: (laughing) I don't know about you, but I didn't particularly
want to do Shakespeare now anyway.

Actor/Lil: (Contemplating for a moment, then laughing quietly)

No, I guess me neither.

Actress/George: It's about time I branched out into some other roles.

Actor/Lil: Id say you already have. . .

Actress/George: Oh. . .yea. . .ha, ha.

(puts her arm around him in comforting manly comradeship)

You really did do a great job, kid. You would have thought you were born in

britches. But what say we change for now? Then how about joining me for a drink,

Lil?

Actor/Lil: (pleading) Do we have to change just yet? How about tomorrow?

Actress/George: Well. . .You'll buy the drinks? (Actor nods vigorously)
Okay. Tomorrow. Shake,
(they shake hands)

Actor/Lil: (as start offstage) Great. There's this guy that I've been meaning
to punch for years now. . .

(stops)

Actress/George: Wait a minute. Not with my body you don't.

Actor/Lil: You don't think I'd use mine!

Actress/George: (thinks for a moment) Hey, not a bad idea. . .there's this guy.
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Actor /Lil: You wouldn't dare. . .

Actress/George: "Till tomorrow." (goes jovially offstage)

Actor/Lil: (running frantically after her, trying to keep his shoes on and
floundering in his dress)
Hey George! Wait for me! I'm coming with you—ALL NIGHT!
Oh, he wouldn't dare.
(still struggling with shoes)
Hey George! (exit)

(lights lower)





SILVER

The scene opens with a domestic set: rockers, couch, buffet, end-
tables, flowers, pictures and lace. There is a mustiness about the air
with the fragrance of violets, cedar and Russian tea.

As the lights come up a young boy in play clothes races through
the room. He is carrying a toy gun which he points playfully at the door.

PETER : No. I won't kiss you. Can't make me. Won't kiss you. Now get
away--Bang! You're dead. Mother! Cookies?
(He drops his gun and races through the kitchen door. A young girl

comes through the front door and pauses, gasping slightly.)

MARY : Peter? Peter! Where are you, you little monster? You promised me
a kiss for changing your sheets. You little brat. See if I ever do

that for you again.
(She pats her hair into place and straightens her skirt. Then she spies
the gun and picks it up. Peter runs in from the kitchen with cookies
in his hands and mouth. Mary, behind him, levels the gun and speaks
slowly.

)

MARY : Peter. (He stops) Cookies, Peter? (He turns slowly and nods.)
You owe me something, little boy.

PETER : What are you doing with my gun? I'll tell Mother.

MARY : Give me a kiss and I'll give it back. I won't even tell Mother you
stole those cookies.

PETER : I didn't steal them.

MARY : No?

PETER : Mother gave them to me.

MARY : For a kiss? (He nods.) You devil.

PETER : So give me the gun. I'll give you a kiss.
(She waits, demanding a chocolate kiss, then hands him the gun and slaps
his rear as he runs out the front door. Another girl, Cassandra, enters
nearly colliding with Peter. She carries a sack.)

CASSANDRA: What's the monkey up to now?

MARY : He's bartering again. New dress, San?

CASSANDRA: (blushing) Yes, Mother made me get it. What do you think?





MARY : I like the cut. I've always liked the cut and the length. It's

the colors I hate. Gold or silver. Makes you feel like a piece of bloody
money. That and you can see yourself ewery time you look at somebody else.

CASSANDRA: So what are you going to wear, Mary?

MARY : Green, I think.

CASSANDRA: Green? You wouldn't dare, Mary. Your mother will kill you.

MARY : Mother won't care. Bright green.

CASSANDRA: But Mary, not for the Autumn Rites dance. You have to wear the
traditional dress, (pause) My sister still has hers from last year.
If you can't afford one I'm sure she'll let you wear it. I mean, she

can't wear it any more. She put on so much weight when she had the baby,
I doubt she could even get the dress over her head.

MARY : No. I can afford it. I'm just not going to wear one of those
dresses, that's all

.

CASSANDRA: But it would look so good on your figure, (silence) Besides, green
isn't even an autumn color,

MARY : No it isn't, is it?

CASSANDRA: But you won't look like everybody else, Mary.

MARY : So you don't have to talk to me, Cassandra. I won't mind.

CASSANDRA: Don't be childish. Of course I will, (pause) I really am excited
about the Rite. Aren't you? Really, Mary?

MARY : Have you ever had anything to drink, San?

CASSANDRA: To drink? Of course.

MARY : Alcoholic, San. Like wine?

CASSANDRA: No.

MARY : Then don't drink much at the Rite.

CASSANDRA: Why?

MARY : You'll get sick. Horribly nauseous. And you'll forget. You'll
do stupid things.

CASSANDRA: No, I won't. I won't drink that much.

MARY : I wouldn't drink anything at all if I were you.

CASSANDRA: Only a little, (silence) Have you, Mary?





MARY

CASSANDRA

MARY

CASSANDRA

MARY

CASSANDRA

MARY

CASSANDRA

What?

Been drinking?

Yes.

How, you know it's not allowed!

So, who's to know . . . (She looks carefully at San.)

I won't tell , I swear.

I know. Have you practiced the dance?

No. I didn't think we were supposed to. I didn't even think we
were supposed to know it before. Mary, you don't . . .

MARY : Yes. Wouldn't you like to see? If you don't get drunk you'll have
to know how to do the dance and so you have to practice. Like this,
(she does a slow gyration, something like a languid belly dance.)

CASSANDRA: No.

MARY : Yes.

CASSANDRA: How did you find out?

MARY : Try it.

CASSANDRA: No.

MARY : I watched them last year.

CASSANDRA: (stepping back in horror) No. Mary, You really didn't do that.

MARY : Yes I did.

CASSANDRA: The Council. What will you do if the Council finds out?

MARY : They haven't and they won't, (silence) Wouldn't your sister tell
you anything?

CASSANDRA: No.

MARY
: (laughs heartlessly) No. They never tell us anything,
(silence)

CASSANDRA: I brought some magazines.

MARY
: I hate them. Nothing but silver and gold dresses. Especially now.
And makeup. I tried makeup once. It made my face break out. I don't see
how you wear it.
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CASSANDRA: But you're so pretty, Mary, you don't need any.

MARY : No, I'm not, dammit, so stop saying that.

CASSANDRA: Mary, what's wrong? You're acting so funny today, (silence)
I'm kind of nervous, too. I think everybody is. Anyway, I found some
old magazines the other day. When I was cleaning out grandmother's
trunks. You should see some of these pictures, Mary, you'll just die.
(They sit down with the magazines, and are soon wildly laughing over the
pictures. Suddenly Mary is still and she holds the magazine, studying
it carefully.

)

CASSANDRA: What is it? Oh him! Look at his haircut. Can you believe that?

MARY : I like his suit.

CASSANDRA: What? Are you kidding?

MARY : No. I 1 i ke the colors. So warm and brown. With only flecks of

gold. Like the earth. I can almost smell the tweed. I like the tie, too.

CASSANDRA: You really are weird today.

MARY : Can I have this picture?

CASSANDRA: If you really want it. I can't believe you. (Cassandra puts down
the magazines. Mary carefully tears out the picture.)
Have you been to see the doctor yet? (pause) I have,
(pause) I'm alright, (pause) I've even started collecting diets.
I'm not going to get fat like my sister.

MARY : Is she going again this year?

CASSANDRA: Of course. I mean, with twin boys . . .

MARY : Shhhh! Do you hear something?

CASSANDRA: What? Yes, yes, I do.

(They go to the door and look out.)

MARY : The plane.

CASSANDRA: The plane! I've got to go home.

MARY : Yes. How hard and sleek its belly looks from here. So hard, so hot.
Don't watch, San. It is too bright. Yes, now look. See, it is mirroring
the trees. Much better. I hate silver, (pause) "Down, down . . . like
glist'ning Phaeton . .

."

CASSANDRA:

MARY :

What?

Never mind.
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CASSANDRA: Oh, I just remembered what I meant to tell you. Helen Less' son
died last night.

MARY : Died?

CASSANDRA: Yes. Something mysterious.

MARY : Really, San.

CASSANDRA: You ought to have Peter vaccinated. Mother says so, too. That was
the third little boy who has died this year.

MARY : Peter is healthy enough.

CASSANDRA: Yes. Well, goodbye, Mary. I'll see you tonight.

MARY : Goodbye, San. (pause) San, kiss my cheek.

CASSANDRA: What?

MARY : Like we used to do when we were little. Do you remember? At parties.

CASSANDRA: Of course. (She kisses Mary's cheek.) There.

MARY : You have such soft lips.

CASSANDRA: Do you really think so?

MARY : Yes. And very nice skin.

CASSANDRA: Mary? Goodbye.

MARY : Goodbye, San.

(Cassandra walks out the door. Mary stands a moment at the door watching.
Her mother, Liza, steps through the kitchen door and silently watches Mary
for a moment. Peter races to the door, Mary blocks his way.)

PETER : The plane, the plane!

MARY : Yes. The silver god has landed.

PETER : Let me through, Mary, (pause, struggle) I'll give you a kiss.

MARY : No. Go play, (pause) Peter, did you know little Jack Less died?
Last night.

LIZA : Mary.
(The two children suddenly notice their mother.)

LIZA : The plane has landed, Peter? Why don't you go down and see it? I

think the agent will let you sit in it if you ask him. (Peter races off.)

MARY : No kisses?

LIZA : Why did you tell him, Mary?





I hate that plane. It makes so much noise.

Did Cassandra show you her dress?

Did you ask her to?

Have you been to the doctor?

Can I have cookies?

We need to get your dress.

I have a dress,

(silence)
Are you going to have Peter vaccinated?

: Yes. Why don't you take him to the doctor?
(Mary pauses a moment, then walks out the door.)

Mary! Do you want a cookie? Mary?
(Liza turns back, tears in her eyes. She walks to one of the walls and

takes down a picture. The wall behind is polished steel. The doorbell
rings.

)

: Coming. Helen. Helen, come in. I'm so sorry to hear about your
son. He died rather quickly, didn't he? Sit down. At least he didn't
suffer. And you're young yet. Really you should have gone to the Rite
the last few years and you wouldn't be . . . Ah well. There are many
years.

Will you alter my dress?

Your dress?

I'm afraid the seams are tight.

Yes, of course. Did you bring it?

Yes.

(Silence. Helen hands her dress to Liza.)

I think two inches out would be good.
(Silence.

)

The plane has come.

I heard, (pause) Where is Mary?

She is taking Peter to the doctor.

Peter? Is he alright?

Yes. Of course. Just to be vaccinated.

Yes. (pause) Is she excited?





Of course.

She is a beautiful girl. She will be appreciated.

She won't wear the dress.

No? I'm sure . . . Have you ever lost any children, Liza?

No.

Then Mary is your first. You must be excited.

Yes.

I remember when Momma first sent me . . . She cried. A little.

But its not so hard anymore, I think. Especially with the new day schools
for the children. The girls don't grow old so fast. The Council is

considering lowering the initiation age to sixteen.

: Sixteen?

: There is a push for population. I heard they are planning another
invasion in twenty years, (pause) Why didn't you have more children, Liza?

: (slowly) I didn't know about the invasion.

: No, of course not. It's not supposed to be known. The Man told
me last year. Confidentially, of course.

You went to the Rite?

No. I didn't cycle. But the Man came to me anyway.

Anyway?

He was Jack's father.

Oh.

I hear there is a new Man this year.

Yes.

Older, I think. One of the men on the Council. The Man last year
was \/ery impressed with Mary.

: Was he? I didn't notice.

: I've heard this is to be the year of the Generals. For the invasion.
Hasn't Mary been to the doctor?

She's taking Peter.
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: Yes, I mean .

That first year.

The year I first went was supposed to be good, too.

You miscarried that year.

Yes.

Why haven't you had any more children?

I win . . .

They used to say the same about you, Helen, didn't they? How beautiful

you were.

Yes.

Weren't you afraid?

I was excited.

I was terrified.

Why didn't you have any more children, Liza?

I can't. The pain . . .

Lucy said you were frigid.

Really? That used to be considered a social disorder. Now it's a

classified deferrment. (pause) I heard that a Man was killed in

Protobe last year.

It wasn't true.

Really. I heard a mother did it.

I heard a daughter did. Can you imagine what the Council would do?
(silence) Maybe I should get a new dress. I really feel awful. And my
hair cut. (The doorbell rings, Liza goes to the door while Helen removes
another picture from the wall. The steel shines through.)

Toma! What's wrong dear? Come in.

Has Cassandra been over here?

Yes. She showed Mary her dress, I believe. Sit down. Do you feel

well? Would you like something to drink?

Helen? Are you going to the Rite?

Yes.

I'm sorry to hear about Jack.





Thank you.

I haven't lost any children yet. It terrifies me.

With ten?

Except for the boys going off to the Council, (pause) Liza.
I must speak with you.

Helen? Aren't you going to get your hair cut?

Of course. When are you going to take down the curtains?

Later.

But the plane is already here.

Yes, I know. I'll fix your dress. Goodbye, Helen.
(Helen goes to the door.)

Goodbye.

What is it Toma?

That woman isn't really going to the Rite is she?

Yes.

She has no ovaries.

What? How will she stay here now that Jack is dead?

She is a beautiful woman. I'm surprised she's going to the Rite.
I figured she would go straight to the Council.

: For trial?

: For entertainment. Don't mistake. Someday she will be very wealthy.
(Silence)
Cassandra went to the doctor. She can't have children, Liza.

: It's the year for the Council.

No, Liza. Cassandra isn't pretty. She has strong bones and a good
mind. But she isn't pretty. And she wants to have children. Very much.
But she'd never live past the seventh month.

Does she know?

No.

Is she going to the Rite?

Yes. Even if I told her she would go.
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: Have you notified the Council?

: What would they do with her, Liza? Take her away to one of the

factories? She would hate that.

: There isn't any way to . . . (Toma shakes her head.) Then make sure
she's off her cycle.
(Liza goes to the buffet, and opening a drawer, pulls out a bottle.)
Put this in her wine, Toma. At least we'll have a year's grace.

Thank you, Liza, thank you. I won't ask where you got these.

Got what, dear?

Yes! To the Rite, the silver god descended.
(Toma starts to exit, stops, begins to take down the curtains. Steel

shines where windows would have been. Toma exits.)

Peter stands yelling in the middle of the gleaming living room.

Mother! Mother! The Man is coming!

(entering hurriedly from the kitchen) What?

The Man is coming.

Here?

Yes.

Now?

Yes. I saw him at the plane. He wants to see Mary.

Quick, the couch, the buffet!
(Mary walks through the door. Peter exits.)
Mary, thank goodness. Help me with the couch.
(They push the remaining furniture offstage. The stage now is a faceted
gleeming steel cylinder. Only one vase of flowers remains. Mary stares
at the vase a moment. Suddenly a Man stands stage left, watching Mary.
Liza enters SR where the kitchen door had been. She watches the stranger
a moment.

)

: Mary. The vase.
(Mary looks up startled, finally noticing the Man.)

: No, leave it.

: (entering) Mother! Look at my silver suit. The Man brought it for
me. (long pause)
(Mary starts to take the vase out; the Man takes a step towards her.)
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No, please, leave it. I insist. I like flowers.

Mother, do you like my suit?

(turning away) It's too big. I really don't know why you want
to look like everyone else.

: I'm going to be a Colonel.

(The Man laughs.

)

Forgive us. We are not totally prepared for the Rite.

Liza Wharton? You've changed, (pause) Do you remember me?

(searching his face) No ... no I don't think . . .

Probably not. I was just enough older than you, I doubt you
remember when I left. I'm Joshua Tahl

.

: Joshua? Yes, now I remember. From Morband. Yes, I remember. You

lived right across from Grandmother.

: That seems like such a long time ago. . . Two children. Lovely.

Peter demanded to see the plane. Perhaps you'll have a pilot someday.

Perhaps.

And this must be Mary.

Yes. My daughter.
(Joshua laughs quietly.)

I see. Mary. Is this your first Rite?

Yes.

We have heard about you at the Council, Mary, \lery good reports.
It was my fortune to be able to come.

(Mary says nothing, only watches solemnly.)
Do you have a dress, dear?

: Yes, yes of course she does. It is being altered. She dosen't have

to wear it until the Rite does she?

No.

I have a dress.

Yes, she does.

Are these your flowers, Mary?

They're mine. A mother's fancy.
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: They are mine. I grew them. I cut them. They are dying now. Do
you think they are lovely?
(pause. Mary takes the flowers, exits center stage.)

Peter, Colonel Peter, I say. How about running this message back
to the agent at the plane? Perhaps he will let you sit in the cockpit.

: Yes, sir.

(exits SL)

: Beautiful children, Liza. Several members of the Council have known
about Mary for years. It was only by senority I managed to come this year.

There are several beautiful girls this year.

Does she have a dress?

Yes.

I always thought you were rather attractive, too, Liza. Remember,
I used to tell you I would come to see you. But you were only six at the
time.

: And you were twelve. You didn't know what you were talking about.
You used to steal my dolls.

: Yes, you were always lovely. But a child. And to a child it doesn't
mean much. You never anticipated me?

: No. Never,
(pause)

: Two children, Liza? Why no more?

: I didn't realize we had a quota--yet. I'd heard rumors . . .

(silence)
Shouldn't you rest?

: Are you saying I'm getting old?

: No. I must finish preparing.
(She starts to exit SR, stops, comes back to Joshua and lays her hand
on his arm.

)

: (touching her cheek) Mother's tears, Liza? You do not know how
many mother's tears I've seen over the years. Mother's tears, daughter's
. . . blushes and tears. Like spring, flowers and rain.

: Be ge . . .

: Gentle? I am a gentle old man, Liza.
(Liza turns to leave. She pauses, looks at Joshua. Exits stage right.)
(Joshua looks around slowly. Tiredly then he raises one arm and a circular
steel platform rolls in. He adjusts it, looks around. Mary enters quietly,
center; she watches. Suddenly she adjusts the platform then stands waiting.)
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Ma ry.

I won't cry, you know. Mother does. But I won't.

What did you do with your flowers?

I hate the Rite. I hate the music and the dance and the sound.
I hate the color. I hate the Man.

: But you cannot kn . . .

: I've seen the Rite. I watched,
(silence)

: You are so young. You will learn to understand.

: We were going to run away, you know. All of us. To the wooded
section. They all said they would last year. But nobody would come
away with me.

: You would not have run forever.

: (Going nearer him, reaches out and touches the shining silver gun
on his belt.) Why do you wear guns?

: Not to shoot runaway girls, I promise you.
(He takes the gun out and lays it down on the platform. Mary studies it.)

You may pick it up.

(She does so, turning it over carefully.)

I would like to be a General. Someday.

It is not impossible, (pause) I can teach you to fire.

(pause) Thank you. That would be '^ery nice.

(Joshua stands nearer her.)

: You have lovely hair and eyes, Mary. Like your Mother.

: (drawing away) Don't touch me.

(She levels the gun.) Don't touch me.

: (slowly) It's not loaded, Mary, (she laughs) But it is very
dangerous to point guns.

: Yes.

(She takes a couple of steps away; and noticing that he does not follow,
she lays the gun down and exits center. Joshua watches her, then picks up
the gun and opening the chamber slips a few silver shells into the
compartments. He exits center stage. Two more steel platforms appear,
each at a different level above the stage floor. Meanwhile, a soft
exotic music begins to drift across the stage, becoming louder as a huge
silver cylinder is rolled onstage by a chorus of women dressed in silver
and gold shining dresses. On top of the cylinder is a magnificient spray
of flowers. The women circle and dance around the cylinder, straining
towards the flowers.)
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Softly the chorus chants.

CHORUS : Gentle Virgin mantels spread.

Petals dewed moist for bed

Lay down, lay down for Rite

Lay down, lay down for night.

Soft seep the fragrance tolled

air full rich of matter's hold

Wrapped in womb, for the Rite
Wrapped in sleep, till the night.

Virgins tears, and children's cries

Burst bold bud the youthful ties

Cradle blossoms of the night
Strew the flowers of the Rite.

(Cassandra and Helen break away, dancing. Joshua appears on the highest

circular platform, watching. Suddenly the rhythm changes. The women

chant more strongly, and in firm counterpoint:)

CHORUS :Wine, silver god.

Love, tonight?
Wine, silver god

It is your Rite.

Wine, silver god

And we part our fortune
With yours.

(Joshua signals, huge pitchers of wine are brought in. The women begin to

drink. The music continues. Liza and Toma stand stage right watching.

Suddenly Joshua speaks. The music fades, and though it remains in the

background, occasionally erupting, focus is kept on specific lights on the

circular platforms.

)

MAN : Where is Mary?
(Silence; the women stare at him.)

Liza, where is Mary?

LIZA : (slowly) She is coming.

(Suddenly from another circular platform Mary speaks. She is dressed in

a brilliant green gown with a hood tight about her head.)

MARY : Here.

(An audible gasp from the women.)

MAN : Mary.

LIZA : Where is your dress?

CASSANDRA: Mary.

TOMA : Mary.
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MAN

LIZA

CASSANDRA

TOMA

LIZA

: Mary will you join the dance?
(He waits, then walks over to her, and taking her hand, leads her down.
She is still.)
Wine?
(He fills a glass and hands it to her, she holds it. Joshua turns to

the others.

)

Drink, ladies, drink. The night is young.
(pause)
Liza, will you dance with me?
(After a moment she walks to him.)

: I do not dance well

.

(He takes her hands, they begin to dance midst the women, finally
including some of them. Mary drops her glass, remains watching.
Joshua focuses on Cassandra, swings her in from the circle.)

Cassandra!

Mother? Mother?

Dance.

(They begin to dance back towards the upper platform. The women, except
for Liza, Toma, and Mary remain dancing below. Joshua begins to kiss
Cassandra.

)

: (loudly, causing everyone to pause) Wine! Let me give her wine.
(Joshua nods, leaves Cassandra on the circle while Toma ascends towards
her, a wine glass in her hands.)

(Loudly chanting) Remember cycles not yet round.
Remember, Mother, the child you've found.
Only fields left bare are free.
Let not life become Death's key.

HELEN

HELEN

HELEN

(The light focuses a moment on Toma as she pauses to drop a capsule in

the wine, the light then encircles both mother and daughter. Slowly a

light comes up on Joshua who is standing on a platform, waiting. All is

dark below, except for a light within the flowers. The light on Toma
and Cassandra is dim. Into Joshua's circle Helen enters. She sways
sensually.

)

: Silver god. Wine?
(She gives him a glass. Slowly, sensuously she begins dancing again,
removing pieces of the silver dress.)

You do not dance a Virgin dance,

I am not a virgin.

You are not afraid?

(She kisses him. He does not respond. She dances, kisses and teases him
more.

)
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HELEN

MAN

HELEN

MAN

HELEN

MAN

HELEN

MAN

HELEN

MAN

HELEN

TOMA

Drink some wine.

Later.

Kiss me.

(pause. He does not.

)

Are you a Man?

Why do you come?

Kiss me. The Council demands it.

No. You are not a virgin.

(stops, with her back to him) I look old. The silver does not
hide it. I am old. And not beautiful.

No.

No.

Why do you come? Have you had wine?

How many children do you have?

My son died.

(Joshua goes to her, turns her around.)

: Have some wine.
(He kisses her. Light fades there and comes up immediately on Toma and
Cassandra. Toma has unbraided Cassandra's hair, and is preparing to leave.)

: Have some wine.
(Cassandra hold the glass, but does not drink.)

CASSANDRA: Thank you. Mother.
(Toma leaves. Cassandra starts to drink the wine, Mary enters, grabs the
glass.

)

MARY : Don't drink it. It is better to go aware than to be lulled. It will
also make you sick. We must be brave and strong. Do not drink.
Do not cry.

(She takes the glass, exits. She is on the second platform when Joshua
steps up and stops her.)

MAN : Mary, gentle Mary. You wear green.

MARY : Yes.

MAN : Have you been drinking?

MARY : (pause) No.

MAN : Please dance?
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: No.

: No? Then kiss me, my beautiful one. All the years of duty are
rewarded with bright flowers.

: You can see my face; my lips are beneath my nose.

: Petals.
(He bends to kiss her. She does not respond. He pulls down the green
hood and strokes her hair.)

Soft, so soft. Scented.

Your hair shines like your suit.

Silver. (He laughs sadly.) Silver? It shows maturity, gentleness.

How old are you?

Old enough.

How many years have you been doing this?

Many. But not enough.

So how many women have you had?

Had what?
(pause)
Shall I unhook your dress?

: There are no hooks, (pause) Last week the herds came down from the

woods. We had to cull the old bulls. They were so old with arthritis in

their joints and grizzle instead of muscle; they couldn't even jump the

cows. Instead, they just bellowed and kicked dirt into the air. Usually
into their eyes. The young bulls were a different matter altogether.
They rather reminded me of frogs, (pause) Would you like some wine?
(She hands him the glass and pulling up her hood slips away.

Joshua contemplates drinking it a moment. Liza enters; she takes
away the wine.

)

Forgive her. She is young.

And I?

We are old.

Tell me, Liza, do I have grizzle? Really, cows . . .! (He laughs.)
I do have arthritis.

: Me, too.

: Kiss me, Liza.
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(pause) No.

Why do you draw away?

The night is passing quickly. You have much to do.

I am tired, Liza.

(She begins to rub his neck.)

: Why did you come?

: Not that tired, Liza. I'm tired of the struggle. The women hate
us more every year.

No, I do not think so.

Yes. Yes, they do. I cannot do it anymore, Liza.

Then why don't you stay and supervise the Council?

I can, Liza. I mean, I am physically capable. It is the year of
the Generals. That is why I have come.

Yes?

But I can't, do you understand?

No.

I can no longer justify the cycle. Why, Liza do we live so far
apart? Why do we want children who will only do what we do, or worse?

: You live apart because there are so few of you.

: It is absurd to go on. I love no woman. I'm tired of touching
them, touching them, but never feeling anything. I am covered with
grizzle. Not nerves. I sense nothing. Feel nothing. Why do I go on?
The wine has deadened my tongue. I feel like a farmer, not a lover,
and nowhere near a hero, say nothing of a god.

It is getting late. Cassandra waits.

Helen is happy.

I will find Mary.

Why? She is your daughter.

What else? It is all we can do, Joshua.

Kiss me, Liza.

No.
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Yes, please. Do not play coy virgin with me.

I 'm not.

Virgins, damn, either they are always crying or giggling. They are
either like rocks or in constant motion. Usually with never an intelligent
thing to say. I can't tell you how tired of virgins I am, Liza.

: No.

Rite.

I am calling in a younger Man, a Lieutenant. He will finish the

: The sun is coming up. Why don't you go rest. I will rebraid
Cassandra's hair and find Mary.
(She kisses his forehead and exits.)
(The light fades on Joshua's cylinder. Slowly the women bring in chairs,
curtains and pictures which they place on the platforms and walls. Though
the set is not the living room of the first act, there is a coziness as
the sun comes into the room.)

A young Man in a silver suit enters, surveys the area. Silently Joshua
enters on a higher circular platform.

: Greetings.

: (startled) Greetings, General. Lt. Mathew Collect reporting for
duty, sir.

: At ease.

(silence)
You are probably wondering why I called you here.

: For the Rite, sir.

: Yes, for the Rite. But I can see doubts in you mind. Lieutenant.
You wonder why I'm here? Why there are two Men at the Rite, (pause)
You are a handsome Man. Strong. Perhaps unpolished, (softly) Not
that I should consider dirt in the eye polished. Tell me, Lt. Mathew,
what do you think of these cows?

: Beg your pardon, sir?

: You are also very brave. Adept. Never hesitating in strategy.
Sow the seed, reap the profit. Quick, smooth, efficient. Yes, I've
watched you for awhile now, I believe you will do.
(pause)

Thank you, sir.

(pause)
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Have you ever done this sort of thing before?

Beg your pardon, sir?

Have you ever done this sort of thing before? A small town Rite.

Or a lady visiting the Council?

: (slowly) No, sir.

(pause)

: What, blushing? Virgin city. Ah, well, this is one business done
more easily without revered wisdom gently reminding one of some long

forgotten moral order, (pause) Do you understand the Rite?

: Yes, sir.

: Good, yery well. So play bull .

Do you understand?

: Yes, sir.

but not in a china shop.

: Gentleness. Remember you're dealing with Virgins--for the most part.

Heaven help you if you're not. The older ones are worse--ah, but that's
not the point, although when they cling to you and swear never to let go,

you begin to wonder how successful they will be. And then there are the
flowers--young, fresh, tender. Like stroking petals actually. They
are usually quiet. Quiet, patient, afraid. Terrified. Get them drunk.
And be quick. Or rather, don't. Yes, do be quick in the . . . physical
sense. Violate, retreat. But linger with words and a caress. A kiss

here and there. More men have lost their reputations leaving a city
full of frigid women. Be gentle, (pause) Really, there is no feeling
quite like leaving a city of pregnant women. Much more satisfying than
pillaging, I assure you. (pause) You should count yourself fortunate,
Mathew. Young men usually do not share the Council's elect. You have
probably heard of some of these women ... girls. I must warn you,
however, about Mary. Lovely creature. Lovely. But not to be easily . .

to be easily . . .

: Loved?

: Oh, she is easily loved. Not easily
you sense how the wind blows?

. made with child. Do

: Yes sir, I believe so sir. I had a sister, sir.

: Did you? Did you really ... so did I. (quietly) She died in

childbirth when she was only eighteen.

: I 'm sorry, sir.

: (pause) The sun is setting. Rest.

(He exits. Mathew stands contemplating; Mary enters stage center. She
watches him intently, like a deer watching a great cat, yet unable to

move. He turns and sees her. For a long moment both are silent.)
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: Hello.

(Mary walks towards him, around him. Mathew is disconcerted for a moment,
then chuckles softly.)

My name is Mathew.

You are a Man.

(surprised, chuckling again) Yes.

How old are you?

Twenty-one.
(pause)

: Have you been to the Rites before?

: Yes. That is, I've watched.
(Mary laughs uproariously, Mathew blushes.)

Watched? Watched? You watched?!

Well, yes. There is such a thing as male--

Are you here to watch?

No.

(Mary goes to the edge of the platform and sits down. Soon she laughs.

The she is again quiet.)

Have you ever . . . been to the Rite?

No. I have a disease. An infection. Communicable.

Ah. How old are you?

Twenty-four.

(pause) I see. Incurable?

Yes.

Pity.

Hmmm?

Pity. It is a pity.

Ah . . . yes, a pity. But we all have our burdens. I suppose you
don't really like being a silver Man.

Well, I really don't know yet. It hasn't been too bad so far.
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MARY

MATHEW

MARY

MATHEW

MARY

MATHEW

MARY

MATHEW

CASSANDRA

MATHEW

CASSANDRA

MATHEW

CASSANDRA

: But it must be awful, being forced into service . . . like a bull
in a herd.

: (pause) I'd never thought of it that way.

: No, I suppose you wouldn't. Bulls don't. You see, they have a

'^ery limited vision. Right down their nose. Cows have a much broader
view.

: Really?

: Yes, Ah, bulls--poor creatures. They see one cow then another,
then another, then they get fat and can't climb and they're butchered.
For baloney. Baloney bulls, (she laughs) Ah yes, I pity you, poor Man.
So young. The most dreadful thing happened to the last poor young Man
who came here. He was very young. And he didn't have the remotest idea
what he was doing. The virgins killed him.

: What?

: Yes. It couldn't be helped. You see, once their passion is aroused,
it must be fulfilled; anything which neglects or obstructs this part of
the Rite is destroyed. For purposes of the cycle. The virgins don't
mean anything; they just can't help what they do then. Pure instinct.
(pause) You haven't even had any training? You must remain calm in all
circumstances. Passionate but calm.
(She stands and starts walking away, then stops, turns.)
I won't tell you how they killed him. Be calm.
(She exits.

)

(Mathew pauses, then takes his gun out and checks the chambers. Enter
Cassandra. They startle each other.)

Hello.

Excuse me. (pause) You're a Man.

Yes. Yes, I think so. My name is Mathew.

Mathew. That is a lovely name. Mine is Cassandra. You aren't
the same Man ... as last night?

No. I've never been to a errr, here before.

Oh. (pause) I was looking for one of my friends--Mary.
you seen anyone?

Have

MATHEW

CASSANDRA

MATHEW

CASSANDRA

Yes, a woman.

Here?

Yes, about so tall (indicated) with beautiful auburn hair.

Blue eyes?
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CASSANDRA

MATHEW

CASSANDRA

MATHEW

CASSANDRA

MATHEW

CASSANDRA

MATHEW

CASSANDRA

MATHEW

CASSANDRA

MATHEW

CASSANDRA

MATHEW

CASSANDRA

MATHEW

CASSANDRA

MATHEW
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Yes.

What was she wearing?

I didn't notice.

Was it a bright color? Green?

Yes, I think so.

That was Mary. Which way did she go?
(He points. Cassandra starts to exit.)

I was sorry to hear about her infection.

Pardon?

Her infection.

Mary has an infection? She didn't tell me . . .

I can't believe she's still a virgin. She looks tooyoung for her
age. Maybe . . .

: What? She's only eighteen, of course she is . .

: Eighteen?
(Pause, then Cassandra laughs.)

How old did she tell you she was?

Twenty-four. With an infection.

Ah, Mary, that is a new one . . .

That's not true either?

Not that I know of.

(pause)

: Was there a young man killed in a Rite recently?

. I think

CASSANDRA: What? Where did you hear that? (pause) Ah. Is that what Mary
told you? Well, really we're not supposed to let it be known., but . .

never mind.

MATHEW : Please--

CASSANDRA: No, it would be better if you didn't know.
(Cassandra turns to exit.)

MATHEW Cassandra? (She turns.) Are you . .
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A virgin? Yes. (pause) Infected, no.

Thank you. (He moves to her.) You are lovely.

Not as pretty as others.

It doesn't matter. You are kind.

Kind?

Beautiful. May I touch your skin? (She nods.) Soft. Like petals,
(pause) Please talk to me.

Shouldn't you rest.

I can't sleep?

(smiles gently) And what do virgin boys talk about to virgin girls?

Not weather, I think. Do you have a family?

Yes.

Not family either. Will there be plenty of wine tonight?

I think so. (pause) Have you ever been drunk?

No. Never,

Be careful, then. That is what Mary says.

Mary? Strange girl

.

She hates men, I think, (pause) I don't know why.

What time is it?

I don't know, the sun is setting.

Your eyes sparkle. Really. I've never seen eyes sparkle that way.

Why are you looking at me like that?

May I touch your hair? (He does.) It is so long. Like, like a mane.

I brush it a hundred times every day.

Every day?

What are you looking at now?

Your lips . . .

(He gently kisses her.

)

Your throat is quivering.
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CASSANDRA: So is yours. (He kisses her again.)) Would you like some wine?

MATHEW : Wine? Yes. Please, wine. (Cassandra slips away.)
Calm. Be calm.

(He begins to take down some of the pictures. Cassandra reappears with
a goblet and wine. Lights down on platform. Lights up on lower level.
Liza and Toma meet from opposite entrances.)

There is a new Man.

Yes. A younger Man. (pause) I hope he is gentle.

Yes.

Did you give Cassandra the wine?

Yes. Last night.

Good. Then she is sure to miss this Rite's cycle.

She will be heartbroken.

She will be alive.

(pause) Where is Mary? Does she know there is a new Man?

I don't know. Probably.

What will Mary do if she becomes pregnant?

Who knows?

I hope she doesn't kill the child.

We will have to deal with that later. Now I fear . . . ah . . .

(Enter Joshua unnoticed.)

Yes. (pause) I thought I saw someone running towards the woods.

Mary?

Have you seen her lately?

The Council

.

I don't think they will bother her. But has she returned?

(quietly) Yes,
(Both women turn quickly.)
I saw her going towards the woods, and I followed her.
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No, no . . . no.

Where is she?

She is perfectly safe. She never even saw me. (pause)

It is late. The Rite. Go to your daughters.
(They exit. Lights out. Music starts once again. The woman chorus
enters dancing and removes the house furnishings. The flower-topped
steel cylinder gleams in the light. Lights up on two of the circular
platforms. On one is Helen, on the other, Cassandra. They are swaying

sensuously. Joshua appears on the uppermost platform. He looks about

expectantly, not noticing the women. Suddenly, Mathew is standing in

the midst of the flowers on the cylinder. Joshua and the women notice

him almost simultaneously. He is extremely, joyfully, drunk, and he

begins tossing petals over the women who are clammoring at the base

of the cylinder. The focus centers then on one little circle in the

lower right section of the stage. The rest of the scene remains dim,

almost in a tableau. Liza stands holding a silver dress. Mary is

standing stubbornly in her green dress.)

There is a new Man; he may not like the green dress.

I don't care.

This is real silver, Mary, (pause) You went to the woods today.

(pause) Yes. Where is Cassandra?

At the Rite. Where you should be.

She shouldn't be there.

(slowly) No, she shouldn't.

What?

Cassandra won't be able to have children, Mary. Be thankful that

you can.

What? But she wants children.

She would not live past the seventh month.

Where is she?

At the Rite. She does not know.

She doesn't know? What is she doing at the Rite? How could you

let her go? She'll die. Mother. San!

: Toma and I put something in her wine. She won't cycle. There is

no danger.

Are you sure?
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LIZA

Yes.

Good, (pause) When?

When?

When did you put it in her wine?

Last night. When Toma prepared her.

No.

Yes.

No. I took her wine away.

(The two women look at each other; Mary exits running. Lights up on the

cylinders again.

)

: Wine, silver god.

Love tonight?
Wine, silver god.

It is your Rite.

Wine, silver god.

And we part our fortune
With yours.

(Mathew is laughing heartily. Suddenly, he stops.)

(loudly) Mary! Mary! I call Mary.

Mary? Mary. Mary?

Bring me beautiful Mary. And wine. Bring more wine.

(The Chorus screams, claws at the cylinder. Mathew laughs, throws more
petals, with each one calling:)

Mary, Mary, Mary.

(Meanwhile, on the top platform Liza dressed in a silver dress approaches
Joshua. At first Joshua watches Mathew.)

Fool . Fool

.

Young. He is young.

He is a fool, (pause) Liza. Do you come to dance? How beautiful

you are.

: No. I am not beautiful. And I do not dance. Joshua, please . , .

: Mary? Has she run away again?

: No.
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She can be persuaded, Liza.

(softly) I know. But Joshua, another girl . . . Cassandra.

Cassandra? Yes?

She cannot have children.

She looks strong.

She will die.

Why does she come to the Rite?

(pause) We did not want you to know. She does not know. I gave
her a root in her wine to change her cycle. But she did not drink the

wine. Where is she, Joshua? We must stop her.

(slowly) Where is Mary?

Looking for Cassandra.

Tell Mary to look for me and I will look for Cassandra,
(long pause)
(Liza takes a tentative step towards Joshua, and tries to put her arms
around him. She reaches to kiss him. He firmly pushes her away.)

No. You are old, Liza. Tell Mary to come.

Where is Cassandra?

(pause) Where is Mary?

(slowly) I will find her. (exits)

(Lights up on the cylinder. The Chorus of women are dragging-carrying
Mary in. She is screaming, calling:)

: Cassandra! Cassandra! Please tell me where Cassandra is!

(They put her down at the base of the cylinder. Mathew waves them away.

Mary has not yet noticed Mathew.)

: Cassandra!

: She is not here.

(Mary looks up.

)

: Where is she? I must find her.

(Mathew drops a few petals in her upturned face.)

: Beautiful Mary.

: Tell me where Cassandra is--please?
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How is your infection, my dear?

You're drunk.

(descending) Quite right,

(He grabs Mary, she squirms, he holds her more tightly.)
Would you like some wine, dear?

: Don' t touch me.

: You quaver. Don't you think it's about time you lost your precious
status? Isn't twenty-four a bit old for a virgin?

: I was lying. I'm only sixteen. If the Council hears about this

you'll . . . you' 11 . . .

Yes? Besides, I know you're eighteen. Sweet, sweet eighteen.
Come dear, don't look at me with terrified eyes. Won't you drink some
wine? The glaze is easier to face I believe. Stop struggling.

: Please, I must find Cassandra.

: Give me a kiss.

(He tries to kiss her.

)

: No, stop, let go. (She breaks free and runs towards the upper
platforms.

)

Cassandra! Cassandra!
(Suddenly she sees Cassandra swaying sensuously in the confining light of

the middle platform.)
Cassandra! Can't you hear me?
(Mary starts climbing up till she is on Cassandra's platform.)
Cassandra! Stop. Come away with me now! You must. We will go to

the woods. I have a place prepared. Cassandra. Listen to me! Wine,

I smell wine— have you been drinking?
(Cassandra does not notice Mary. Mathew, standing immediately below
the platform, laughs up at Mary.)

: Wine. Wine. She won't go with you, Mary. It is too late.

: Too late? (Realization dawns upon her.) No.

: Ah, yes. (Going towards her.) The seed is planted. The field
is turned for spring. Come now, beautiful Mary, let us take flowers
apart, petal by petal and crush for scent. Come now, the flower must
die if the fruit will ripen.

: Did you touch her?

: (laughing) Touch her? Touch her?! Come little one, let me show
you "touch". See the warm fruit starting to round already. It is her
glory. More so than her petals.
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Beast. Murdering beast.

What? What is that, my little bud? You mistake.

Don't touch me.

Touch you. Taste you. Have you. Come, let us perfume the night air.

(He lunges for her. She runs down to the lower level. He follows.
They dash madly around the cylinder until he finally tackles her and
lying on her, begins kissing her.)

Don't touch me!

Shhhh. Kiss me.

Monster. You smell of blood.

You mistake a farmer, with only the soil on his hands.
Be still.

: I'll kill you .. .

: I hate green.
(He begins ripping her dress.)

: (screaming) Murderer. Stop.

: (Striking her almost senseless.) If you cry, cry tears, not sound.
I will kiss them away. (Looking at her now nearly still face.)
Ah, beautiful creature.
(He raises himself momentarily to sip some wine. Mary stirs and grabs
his gun from his belt. As his weight settles back over her she places
the gun between them.)

: Get off me. Now.

(As he realizes the situation, he rises slowly. She stands shakily and
begins backing away.)
Tonight the thorn shall not split the rose.

You cannot go far.

Cassandra?

She doesn't want to hear you.

(weeping) Cassandra . . .

(Mathew suddenly leaps at her. She instinctively fires the gun. There is

a blinding flash of cylinder steel as a great light hits the metallic
surfaces. Mathew falls at the base of the cylinder. Petals spray over
him. Mary drops the gun.)
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: Beautiful virgin ... Wine . . .

(Tentatively she gives him wine.)
Why do we pick flowers in the fall? Because they die anyway.
Brown blossoms but luscious fruit. Harvest, dear Virgin.

A Man's harvest is in the fall, a woman's in the spring.

Please, a kiss on my lips . . .

(Mary shakes her head.)

You really are infected, horribly infected. And your disease grows . . .

(Pause; Mathew becomes delirious.)
You look like my sister. But I won't kiss you. Even if you take my gun.

You know. Mother says you shouldn't point guns. But I want to be a

Silver Man someday. What do you want to be when you grow up? No, I

won't give you a kiss. Look, the plane is coming. I must go see the

plane. You can't be a Silver Man--ever! No, I won't kiss you. The
plane has landed.

(He grows silent, still.)
(Offstage the Chorus can be heard chanting.)

: Wine. Wine. Silver god. Silver Man. Wine?

(Mary touches Mathew' s blood. She lays down the gun, and standing,
she pauses then begins to run. Enter Liza. She looks about then sees
Mathew; with a scream she runs to him.)

Mary. No, Mary.

(She looks off in the direction Mary ran. Kneeling, she smears blood

on her own arms and hands and picks up the pistol. Enter Joshua.)

: Where is Mary?
(Sees Mathew.

)

No, don't come here.

Liza-- (Takes a step forward.)

No, please Joshua.

Liza. Don't you want Mary to be a mother? There is nothing wrong
with the Rite.

Isn't there?

It is necessary.

Necessary.

He was a boy. Just a boy. A fool, but a boy, nonetheless.
Give me the gun, Liza.

: No, Joshua, please.

: So where is your rescued Virgin? A mother's crime, Liza is to keep

the chick too long under your wing. Where is Mary?
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: (weeping) My beautiful Mary.

: Yes, Liza, where is she?
(He steps nearer till he holds Liza and takes the gun from her.)

You did not kill him.

(She begins to shake her head, then nods slowly.)

: She has probably gone to the woods.
(He exits.

)

(Lights up on the upper platform. Mary sits at the edge. Joshua
enters; walks slowly up to her.)

Mary. So here you are.

Where were you?

I went to the woods.

I didn't go there.

I know.

I killed him.

Yes.

(He kneels, pulls back her hair and gently strokes her face.)

I really didn't mean to. He was so heavy.

Your eye is swollen . . .

Cassandra, poor Cassandra.

Shhh, child. Something will be done.

The Council . . .

Need not know. What a gentle face, my lovely flower.
(He stops suddenly.

)

No. No.

: Why did you stop? I smell of blood? Kiss me, please. Hold me.
Tighter. All I can see is your silver hair. Such strong silver hair.

: (pause) Would you like some wine?

: (firmly) Yes.

(Lights down on the top platform. Lights up on the cylinder below which
is a heap, a body cloaked in green--the shade of Mary's dress. Flower
petals are scattered over it. Cassandra enters, looking for Mathew.
Lights come up dimly again on the top platform. Joshua is cradling a

sleeping Mary in his arms. She is wrapped in his silver cloak. Liza
appears. She is carrying two wine glasses. She enters, noticing her
daughter in Joshua's arms.)
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(quietly) Dawn is coming.

Shhh. She sleeps.

She does not look bitter . . .

No, the petals are crisp and fresh, just unfurling from their tight
bud. The sun will be warm. The flower will bloom.

(Mary stirs, he kisses her; she continues to sleep.)

I have decided to stay, Liza.

Stay?

Yes. I'm not going to return to the Council . I'm going to stay
here.

: With Mary?

: Yes. With Mary. We will have many children together. One father,
one mother. A home.

You cannot.

Why?

It would not work. You must return.

I cannot. I love her. She needs me.

No. No, she doesn't. A woman needs no one. (pause) Come again
in the spring.

No. I will come in spring and winter, summer and fall. I will
not go.

: You cannot stay, (pause) I brought you some wine.
(She hands it to him, watches intently as he sips.)

This is bitter.

It is morning; your tongue is not awake.

Too awake, I think, (softly) She sleeps. I would wake her.

But I dare not.

You silly old man.

Then let me dream, if we both sleep.

I will, (pause) Such a child. She always plays. And laughs.
My baby.
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: She win have her own now, Liza.

: (slowly) Your baby. (Noticing the way he so carefully rocks Mary
in his arms.) Your baby. I think she always wanted a father.

Really, Liza, please.

You would have made an excellent father, Joshua.

Yes.

How many children do you have, Joshua?

This will be our first.

No. How many other children do you have?

They do not matter.

No, Joshua?
(The lights up slowly on Helen's platform. She turns upward and softly

calls.)

: Joshua! Joshua! Where are you? Your child calls. Joshua,
come touch me.

(Lights up on the Chorus of women gathering around the cylinder.
They beckon to him.

)

Silver god, silver Man . . .

No! No! It is morning.

Give us wine.

The sun is rising, look! No more wine--look!

Silver--wine!

Quiet, the children sleep. Your god bids you be quiet.

Wine. Silver god. Wine. Silver Man?

They call. You must go.

No. I will stay with Mary.

(He lays his head on Mary.)
I am tired, so tired, (pause) What is in the wine, Liza?

: I drink it, too. I am tired. Tired of falling petals, of winter
and frost. Spring is so short and the summer's harvest too cruelly
taken.

Wine?



I
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LIZA : Joshua.

MAN : No. Leave me in peace.

LIZA : We must go in peace.

(Looking fondly at Mary.)

Our daughter.

MAN : I am so tired. I think I will dream with her.

(He begins to sleep.

)

LIZA : (Reaching over, kisses his lips.) Good night, Joshua.

Good harvest, good night.

(She then curls up in sleep next to him, her hand also around her daughter.

Slowly Mary stirs. Meanwhile the Chorus turns away from the cylinder.

They start bringing the furnishings once more as the sun's brilliance

increases. Cassandra and Helen join them. Mary raises her head.)

MARY : Gentle, silver heart . . . sleep, no do not stir.

(She childishly but tenderly kisses the gray head resting on her lap.)

So still , Joshua.
(She laughs.

)

Children and dogs. Yes. And holidays and evening prayers.

Strolls and talks. Yes. Oh come, Joshua. Wake up now.

You sleep too long. I am young and impatient.

(She tries to wake him.)

Joshua!
(Then she notices her mother.)
Mother? Asleep, too?
(She tries to rouse her mother then Joshua again.)

You are too still, gentle wise heart.

(She checks his heart.

)

Still, too still. You are still. False lover. And you, too. Mother.

False parent. No not false. True. True to child.

(She puts her hand on her stomach.)
There is no movement. True. True to child.

(She notices the wine and drinks.)
This is not so sweet when the sun makes it so hot. But my mouth is so

dry.

(She drinks again.

)

Goodnight. I think I will dream again. And wake again, because I

cannot understand this wakening.
(She sleeps.

)

(The "house" is now in order. The women crochet and laugh and read.

Enter Peter with his toy gun.)

PETER : Has the plane left yet? Where is Mother? I'm hungry. Where is

the Silver Man? He promised he'd take me shooting today.

CASSANDRA: (Going to him.) Did he?

PETER : Yes. Where is Mary?
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CASSANDRA: I don't know. Do you want to play?

PETER : Yes.

CASSANDRA: Then play up in the flowers.
(She gives him a boost up onto the remaining cylinder.)

PETER : Ugh, flowers! I hate flowers. Let me down. Where is Joshua?
Let me down.

HELEN : No, stay up there.

PETER : I hate flowers.

HELEN : Touch them.

CASSANDRA: Smell them.
(The Chorus is gathering around.)

PETER : I will shoot you. Let me down.

CHORUS : Wine? Silver god? Silver Man? Wine?

PETER : Let me down.
(He begins throwing petals down and firing his pistol.)
Bang. Bang. You're dead.

LIGHTS.





PUMPKIN

The set is a basic white box which will later be tinged with pastel

blues and pinks. The box fans out and there are three arched entrances;
Stage Right, Center, and Stage Left. A white drop behind these entrances

should mask them until a character makes an entrance and is silhouetted.

The first scene is dim with a large fur rug center stage, surrounded
by overstuffed satin and fur pillows. Candles are placed before the rug.

A bottle of wine sits chilling. Soft music becomes more noticeable.
There is a suggestion of incense.

The man, dressed in a suit, enters center arch. He pauses, surveys
the setting, plumps the pillows, nervously twists the wine in the ice,

sets out a tray of cigarettes and lighter. He tries to hum, but is

about a third flat. After a nervous glance at his watch he starts to pull

out his wallet, but thinks better of it and stuffs it hurriedly back
into his pocket. Briskly he exits. A few moments later he is back,
this time without his jacket. He loosens his tie, then tries to wind
his automatic watch, twirls the wine, rearranges the pillows. Exits again.
Enters tugging on a J. C. Penney's smoking jacket. One more twirl of
the wine and again he exits.

Almost immediately at the SR arch a very prim young woman appears.
She is dressed in a neat, but strictly cut wool suit. She pauses in the
doorway and finally moves forward only to retreat, scampering back into
the darkness of the arch. Soon she tentatively moves forward again. With
a very studied attempt at casualness she moves about the room, feeling
each silk and fur pillow, mentally measuring the length of the fur rug,
finally stretching full length as though testing the firmness of a mattress.
Tentatively she pulls the wine from the ice bucket and pretends concentration
over the label. She curls back up on the rug and after a few moments
tries a couple of very static sensuous poses, somewhat reminiscent of the
silent films. A slight noise startles her into a lady-like pose with a

few plucks at non-existent stray hairs. A quick look at her watch leads
to a dig in her purse and a resulting scrap of paper. Quickly reading
she dashes outside for a nervous address check. Returning somewhat
forlornly she takes out a copy of Cosmopolitan . The man returns, quietly
hesitating in the archway as he notes the new occupant. With some
difficulty he clears his throat.

MAN : Good evening.
(She jumps dizziedly to her feet)

WOMAN: Is this 417 Forsythe?

MAN : Why, yes, I believe so. I mean, I hope so. Are you supposed to
be here?

WOMAN: I'm supposed to be at 417 Forsythe.

MAN : Yes. Hello, (noticeable pause) Darling.
(The following conversation is rote and strained.)
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WOMAN: Nice place.

MAN : They rent them you know.

WOMAN: Oh!

MAN : You look lovely.

WOMAN: It's the candle.

MAN : Just like your picture.

WOMAN: Do you like Beethoven?

MAN : Chopin. I guess you're a music major?

WOMAN: I like music. I give private lessons.

MAN : Would you prefer white or rose?

WOMAN: What?

MAN : Wine. I meant the wine.

WOMAN: Oh, Paul Masson, '78 Rose would be spendid.

MAN : (He laughs briskly.) You read?

WOMAN: A great deal.

MAN : Anything in particular?

WOMAN: I started with romances, gothics. Gave westerns and science fiction

a fling. Then came philosophy and biography. Now I'm into history.

A bit of drama. Do you like opera?

MAN : I think so. I don't know. I used to sing tenor in a barbershop

quartet. I like to harmonize.

WOMAN: I don't sing very well.

MAN : I had a very low GPA in college. Yours was very good.

WOMAN: It was fair.

MAN : You are very healthy looking. What vitamins do you take?

WOMAN: A complex, B-12, iron, multiple, phosphate, sodium, minerals. Uh,

I eat yoghurt . . .

MAN : It's very good for you.

WOMAN: Lines the stomach. You're a scientist?
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MAN : Why, uh, yes. A physicist.

WOMAN: I jog still. That is excellent for your circulation. Have you

ever tried yoga?

MAN : Did you say you were Catholic?

WOMAN: I've considered converting.

MAN : To Baptist?

WOMAN: To Zen.

MAN : Oh!

WOMAN: But then I figured religion is religion and if you go around changing

from one to the other, you missed the whole point, period. So I'm pseudo

Catholic. Actually, I'm existentialist in philosophy and hedonistic in

lifestyle. Christian morally. Catholic denominationally. Republican

politically, Democratically registered Free thinker, period, and considering

communism, though I figure that system really does not work. And

considering someday I plan to have a million . . .

What religion are you?

MAN : Episcopal. Democratic. American. WASP. WASP. Just WASP.

Doesn't sound like much does it?

WOMAN

MAN

WOMAN

MAN

WOMAN

MAN

WOMAN

Then am I a WASC?

A WASC?

Does sound rather strange.

I hate forms.

It really doesn't matter, does it?

: Do you need money badly?

No. I could survive.

: You have some strong moral purpose?

: Listen, do you like fingernail polish? I tried some light pink but

it ran over the edge. And then when I tried to clean it with Kleenex,

the tissue stuck to the nail and then it was time to come. Do you like

pink Kleenex?

MAN

WOMAN

MAN

WOMAN

I like your lipstick.

Thanks. It's rum frost.

Nice suit.

Thanks.

It has moisterizer in it.
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MAN : What do you want to do eventually?

WOMAN: May I sit down?

MAN : (awkwardly) Oh, please, I'm so sorry! Yes, please. Sit down.

(She does) There, are you comfortable? More pillows? Nice rug, eh?

WOMAN: Nice. I'm allergic to dogs.

MAN : It's lamb. Perhaps polyester.

WOMAN: If I haven't sneezed yet it's okay.

MAN : I didn't know you were allergic to dogs.

WOMAN: I didn't write it down because it's not hereditary. It's psychological

I've been bitten three times. Twice when I was \jery small. But I don't
hate dogs. I'm just allergic to them.

MAN : Do you want to take off your shoes?

WOMAN: Why, yes. (She starts to remove them; he runs over.)

MAN : Here, allow me . . . please.
(He carefully removes her shoes and makes a clumsy attempt to massage her

toes.

)

How do you like this movement?

I beg your pardon?

The development.

Is it that quick?

Beethoven takes his own time. Listen . . .

Oh, yes, Beethoven. Yes, I know. That was my thesis.

Oh. Yes.

Really, I think perhaps you should change the music.

Chopin?

That would be lovely.

(He changes the music.)

WOMAN

MAN

WOMAN

MAN

WOMAN

MAN

WOMAN

MAN

WOMAN

MAN

WOMAN

MAN

Do you have anything . . . errr

Is there a bathroom around here?

Comfortable to change into?

anything
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WOMAN: My bag is in the hall .

(The man disappears, appears with the bag. The woman digs furtively in

the bag, brings out a long Victorian flannel nightgown.)

MAN It looks soft .

WOMAN Yes.

MAN Is that all . .

WOMAN Isn't it enough

MAN Enough . . . er

(He brings a box over and presents it to her. She shyly unwraps it.

Slowly she pulls out a sheer, lacy nightgown.)

MAN I thought it would help I mean.

(She nods dumbly.

)

Your first time, eh? Well, my dear, at least one of us . . .

Do you like pink and beige? I thought that was rather a lovely combination,

WOMAN: Did you pick it out yourself?

MAN : Of course ... I brought you a book, too. A manual. I thought
it might help . . .

WOMAN: I've been reading . . .

MAN : In addition to history?

WOMAN: In addition to history.

MAN : Trust your instincts. They will lead you right. Trust me. I . . .

WOMAN: A bit drafty in here isn't it?

MAN : I'm rather warm.

WOMAN: I'm getting warmer.

MAN : It's getting late.

WOMAN: Later. But early enough. What do you want to do . . . when you
grow up--you are grown up . . . you're a chemist? Physicist? Yes. I

mean ... I think I got in the teenage section. I don't think there
are any books for sex for the gray and arthritic.

MAN : Come, you are a lovely young woman. What do you want to do when
you "grow up"?
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WOMAN: I want to travel and teach really intelligent children. Maybe

write some music. And once, just once, I'd like to play in a nightclub.

With a martini in my hand and a rose in my mouth.

MAN You really are an adventurous soul

WOMAN: I'd like to think so.

(Silence.

)

But I just think so.

MAN : Are you dating anyone?

WOMAN: No.

MAN : Any interest in marriage?

WOMAN: No.

MAN : Any interest in s . . .

WOMAN: Sex? No. Yes. No. Curiosity, maybe. But I've no intention of

being a cat.

MAN : They have nine lives.

WOMAN: They have alley morals ... I have morals.

MAN : Yes, I know. I believe you. Do you really love children?

WOMAN: Yes and no. I get tired of them.

MAN : Then why?

WOMAN: Don't you think we should start now? Why don't you turn up the

music? Or down? Or whatever you're supposed to do with it?

MAN : Are you sure?

WOMAN: I brushed my teeth. Do you want a mint? I think I could use a mint.

(She digs in her purse.)

(The man slides over and sits down beside her.)

May I?

Nice rug.

You have lovely hair.

I just got it cut. I suppose you like long hair.

WOMAN

MAN

WOMAN

MAN I like curly hair. I like yours--it's soft.

(His attempt to touch it is very abrupt.)





WOMAN: How old are you?

MAN : Thirty-eight.

WOMAN: Didn't you ever "make it" in high school?

MAN : Errr, no. I like your perfume.

WOMAN: It's soap. I feel like you're on point B of numeral 2 of subsection
A of Roman numeral one. Foreplay by Reubens, heaven knows what by Freud.
I know I'm not really attractive.
(She stands.

)

MAN : Don't go. You are a lovely human being.

WOMAN: (struggling with her skirt) I have cavities. And caps. I chipped
my front tooth when I was eight--playing baseball. But no broken bones. I

still use Clearasil. Especially when I eat chocolate. But I love chocolate,
That's one reason I wanted to grow up. To eat chocolate without judgement.
And I get headaches with nosebleeds. My nails won't grow. These are
acrylic. Have vou ever heard of cloning or test tube babies? Have you
considered . . . ?

MAN : Are you frightened?

WOMAN: (pause) No. Yes. No. (pause) Can you get this zipper?

MAN : (unzipping her) Would you like wine?

WOMAN: Please.
(She continues to undress and is down to her slip as he pulls out the wine.)

MAN : Damn

.

WOMAN: (momentarily covering herself with a pillow) What is it?

MAN : I forgot the glasses.

WOMAN: Damn.

MAN : We can swig from the bottle I guess.

WOMAN: I have a run in my stockings. Brand new. I even got the good kind.

MAN : I'll send you a pair. Here . . . dear . . . try a swig. A good year.

A bit dry. Do you smoke?

WOMAN: No, of course not.

MAN : Yes, for a moment I forgot.

WOMAN: Are you nervous?





MAN : Of course.

WOMAN: Maybe you should be more clinical.

MAN : But for the baby's sake . . .

WOMAN: Yes. The natural environment. I agree, or I wouldn't be here.

MAN : May I kiss you now?

WOMAN: Kiss me?

MAN : On the lips. (He clumsily does so.)

You have very nice lips.

WOMAN: You know, I didn't get any broken bones when I played baseball,

football and skiied. I don't think I'll break now, although I traded

my jersey off for lace when I was 17. (pause) Then I went in for

tweeds. Much safer, you know.

MAN : Don't you trust men?

WOMAN: No. But I know what you're up to from the start. We agreed.

The contract is signed. So kiss me. The legalities are straight,

but I think nature needs a bit of convincing.

MAN : Prodding.

WOMAN: Be gentle.

MAN : I will ... Do you think you could kiss me? I feel like I'm

playing with a mannequin.

WOMAN: Shall we get lipstick on the collar?

MAN : No . . . does it matter?

WOMAN: I'm kidding. I'd rather not.

(She reaches over and tenderly kisses his forehead.)

One of the fellows at the office took me out last week. I asked

him out as a matter of fact. And he showed me a few things. He

kissed me. I kissed him.

MAN : But--

WOMAN: Just kiss. I figured things would be tense enough without me

not knowing how to kiss. I really didn't, you know . . .

MAN : And you're going into business ... (he laughs)

WOMAN: You have a nice laugh. Do you want a boy or girl?





MAN : It really doesn't matter.

WOMAN: Well , make a wish.

(They look at each other. He offers her the wine; she swigs, he swigs,
and then he blows out the candle.)

THERE is darkness momentarily then a change of music and the lights
come up dimly. Only their heads can be seen propped up against
pillows. She is trying to read; he is working with a calculator.

WOMAN: Did you tell your wife?

MAN : Of course.

WOMAN: No, I mean . . .

MAN : She doesn't know where I am, or when exactly ... I thought it

would be best if she didn't know.

WOMAN: Good, I think. Is she pretty?

MAN : Very lovely.

WOMAN: I'll bet she makes a good mother?

MAN : Yes.

WOMAN: Does she drive a station wagon?

MAN : She'll learn. She has a lot to learn. She can't wait to be

pregnant . . . She'll meet you for lunch tomorrow.

WOMAN: We should wait until we know for sure.

MAN : It's your decision. When will you know for sure?

WOMAN: I've got an appointment with the doctor tomorrow afternoon.
Let's see, how many times now?

MAN : Three.

WOMAN: Scratch a little over to the left. Ah.

that long a time. Yet it seems forever.
Three. Doesn't seem

MAN : Yes. Who won the football game yesterday?

WOMAN: Dallas. You owe me five. Did you finish the book on Newton?

MAN : Yes. But I don't think the chapter on scientific ethics was
exactly objective.

WOMAN: No, but very entertaining. What else is to be done with a

boring profession?
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MAN : Ha. Do you like the mountains?

WOMAN: Yes, and the sea.

(pause)

MAN : If it doesn't work this month, let's go to the mountains or the
beach. I have time off.

WOMAN: Your wife . . .

MAN : Business.

WOMAN: I forget.

MAN : She's excited. What size dress do you wear? She has already
started shopping for smock tops.

WOMAN: Heaven forbid, (pause) Someone called today. Wants an interview
for the monthly. I said no, but told them to call you. I thought
perhaps you would . . ,

MAN No

WOMAN: I don't want to be fat. Do you know, since I've made love, more
men have turned around and looked at me. Turned in the streets.

WOMAN

MAN

WOMAN

MAN

WOMAN

MAN

WOMAN

You glow. Your're lovely.

So I don't think I want to be fat.

Can't back out now.

If this doesn't work maybe we could try the backseat of a car.

That always seems a fertile field.

Illicitness breeds fertility.

(laughs) Stick with your atoms, love.

Yes, dear. (They laugh comfortably.)

May I keep the rug? I rather like it. Though I've decided it's
not really lamb, (pause) One more kiss. Then coffee and quiche. Eh?

MAN : Wonderful. You make the best damn quiche. I think I've put on

a pound a day.

WOMAN: You complain!
(They laugh.

)

(Another woman's voice suddenly interrupts.)
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WOMAN 1

:

Who's that?

WOMAN 2: James, dear, it's Judith.

MAN : Judith. Damn. It's my wife.

WOMAN 1: Oh, no. How did she find out?

WOMAN 2: James, you left your wallet, darling. It says here you have a
business appointment. And you left your briefcase.

WOMAN 1: Excited today, Jimmy?

MAN : Business.

WOMAN 1: Without your briefcase?

MAN : What should I do?

WOMAN 1: I'll answer the door. I can tell her you've gone. I'd just as
soon meet her alone the first time.

Maybe you should go. I should tellMAN : We have nothing to hide .

her first.

WOMAN 2: James Blath? Jimmy?
(She knocks.

)

Is that Beethoven I hear?

MAN : (lighting the candle with the two of them scrambling into their
robes.) Coming darling, (looks at Woman 1) Going, darling.

(Woman 1 disappears through SR arch. She reenters immediately with
white sheets. Both hurriedly carry out pillows, rugs, wine, candle.)

MAN : (sotto voce) Not that I feel guilty . . .

WOMAN 1: Why should you?

MAN : But I don't think she would understand.

WOMAN 1: What? I thought it was an agreement.

MAN : The wine, music, satin, fur . . .

WOMAN 1: Doesn't she realize I'm human? And what about your? I mean,
we're not prime candidates for Pavlov.

MAN : No, don't tell her you're human. I really don't think she'd
like to hear that. You'd better go.

WOMAN 1: No, I'd like to meet her. You go.
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MAN : But . . .

WOMAN 1: I have to meet her sometime,
(pause)

MAN : Will I see you again soon?

WOMAN 1: I'll let you know about the doctor's report. If it's positive
. . . no, I see no reason to see you again.

MAN : Well, goodbye. Miss W.

WOMAN 1: Thank you, Mr. Blath.

WOMAN 2: Jimmy?

WOMAN 1: Goodbye.

MAN : Goodbye.

(pause)

MAN : Goodbye.

WOMAN 1 : Goodbye.

MAN : May I kiss you again?

WOMAN 1: Ye ... No. Goodbye ... Mr. Blath.

(Slowly the man leaves center arch.)

Miss W : Please come in.

(Woman 2--wife--enters SL arch)

Mrs. B : Oh. Hello. I thought my husband was here. I found this address

in his wallet. He left his wallet home this morning. I brought it

for him. He had a business meeting. And he didn't eat much breakfast.

Uh . . . (pause) Nice place you have here . . . (looks around at the

starkness) Are you just moving in?

Miss W

Mrs. B

Miss W

Mrs. B

Miss W

Mrs. B

Miss W

No, I 'm just leaving.

Oh. Well, I'm sorry to bother you. (She starts out)

Mrs. Blath.

Pardon? Yes?

Mrs. Blath, I'm Miss W.

Miss W?

Your husband was just here.
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Mrs. B

Miss W

Mrs. B

Miss W

Mrs. B

Miss W

Mrs. B

Miss W

Mrs. B

Miss W

Mrs. B

Miss W

Mrs. B

Miss W

Mrs. B

: My husband?

: Yes. We, uh, we were

uh, the contract.

: Oh.

we were fulfilling

: Mr. Blath said you agreed not to know when or where. He didn't

want you to worry.

: (pause) Yes, that's right. You see, I believe in brain waves.

And I didn't want any possible jealous waves or worry waves to bother

him . . . or you. For the baby's sake. I want a happy, healthy baby.

With happy brain waves.

: Happy brain waves?

: A baby conceived totally in love, carried in warmth. I think

about Jimmy all the time. And I constantly say, "Jimmy, I love

you" so that no matter when . . .

: Well, I guess you can quit saying it ... I mean, constantly.

: No, the baby will need to know that--constantly. Do you know

what I mean?

: Yes, I think so. But I meant . .

today, well . . .

if when I see the doctor

Miss W

Mrs. B

Do you love Jimmy?

Mr. Blath? No, err, yes. Errr, yes and no. For the baby's sake,

I forgot to write that into the contract, but I guess you really

can't write it into a contract can you?

: No, I don't think so. But I will try, Mrs. Blath.

: Oh, he's really not hard to love at all, do you think? And

isn't he wonderful the first time? He just has this thing with

virgins ... You were I trust? Yes, it was agreed in the contract.

Not that I object on any moral principle, just for health and

absolute parentage. And yes, morally, for the baby's sake. Not that

he's had a lot of virgins, Mr. Blath, that is. Not that he's ever

had but two--three counting himself, I trust. And I trust him

completely. I have to for the baby's sake. But I am so glad to

meet you at last. Miss W. (slowly) You are very pretty. That's

good for the baby's sake. And I'm sure Mr. Blath appreciated it too.

: For the baby's sake.

: Well, darling, I do need to catch up with Mr. Blath. Shall I

drop you anywhere? You don't live here?
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Miss W

Mrs. B

Miss W

Mrs. B

Miss W

Mrs. B

Miss W

Mrs. B

Miss

Mrs.

No.

Good.

For the baby's sake.

And yours, (pause) Are you sure you won't live with us for these

nine months?

: No. That was written into the contract, Mrs. Blath.

And for yours.

For my sake.

But you must come over often. For lunch

Often.

Everyday?

And you can help decorate the nursery. I just got paper and paint.

Let's shop for a crib next Tuesday. At eleven? And I'd really like

to have a pram. They are so quaint and old-fashioned. But terribly

comfortable I should think. Speaking of which, dear, don't you think

you're a bit slim? Please don't forget to eat.

: For the baby's sake?

: And remember, when you start needing clothes you and I shall go

shopping. I think you would look good in pink, (pause) You know,

I really would like a little girl. I think Jimmy wants a boy. And

so anything would be alright. But I've found so many cute dresses . . .

Do you like pink? Don't tell Mr. Blath, but I sewed a tiny pink ribbon

inside his shorts. Did you notice? Brain waves.

: For the baby's sake.

: Of course. Now darling, let's agree to have lunch tomorrow say

at 12:30 at Saks? ta, ta.

(starts to exit)

: Mrs. Blath, why do you want a baby?

: I love children. I have always wanted a baby. That's why Jimmy

and I married. We've tried so many years ... Don't you like

children. Miss W.?

Miss W : No, not for the sake of their being children. But I respect

life, Mrs. Blath.

Mrs. B : Why are you having our baby?

Miss W : I thought that was clear in the contract and in the thousand word

essay application. I felt like a high school democratic essayist trying

to get a position as a nanny. I trust that you and Mr. Blath love

each other very much and that you want a baby at all cost. Therefore

I feel I am rendering a service to life and humanity, Mrs. Blath. My

Miss

Mrs.

Miss

Mrs.
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young warm body needs no pleasure, only service. I am not religiously
Catholic, I do not believe in convents. I am not in this situation
for the love of children, Mrs. Blath, nor am I in it for the love of
money. Perhaps it is for the love of me. It is a selfish service
and though you may worry about my cause, do not fear for your child
while I have it, because while I have it, my selfishness for life will
protect it well enough. Though I doubt this conversation has relieved
you in any way, Mrs. Blath, I assure you I feel much better. Now,
if you'll excuse me, I have a doctor's appointment,
(she goes to SR arch, pauses)
And don't forget Mr. Blath' s briefcase.

LIGHTS.

II.

In the white box there is now the suggestion of a nursery with a crib
and a high chair and a colorful mobile. Mrs. Blath is slowly stirring paint.
Miss W. is in a smock, although she is barely showing her pregnancy.

Mrs. B : Why don't you sit down, dear, you look a bit pale. Would you
like some tea? I made some muffins. Do you really think this pumpkin
color will be a good baby color? It is kind of pinkish . . . but just
in case a boy comes . . . Not that I would mind a boy. I could be
a cub scout leader and take him to baseball games, though I don't
think I'll let him play football. It's much too dangerous. And I

hear boys are eventually more brilliant than girls. I am much more
fond of pink than blue. And I really think I could dress a daughter
fashionably. Of course she would be a debutant. I always wanted to
be presented, but I came down with scarlet fever the year I was to
make my debut. I've always felt extremely frustrated about that.
Pumpkin pink. When I start to paint, you'll have to leave. I don't
want the fumes to bother the baby. Or you, of course. I think we'll
lunch at Henry's today. I'll have an avocado and tomato sandwich. I

can barely get into my black pants these days and Jimmy hates chubby
women. Besides all that, Mrs. Beersley at the club thinks she is the most
chic thing around. But I'll lose seven pounds and just watch her
say a thing when you can't see me sideways. I have to start going to
the spa again with that big club dance coming in a few weeks. Everyone
dresses to kill. Jimmy has some important guests coming, and I'd ne'^er

embarass him like Mrs. Clugstone embarrasses her husband. She's always
pounds overweight and a regular bowl of jelly. And now I hear she's
pregnant. She'll either look like an elephant, or you won't be able
to tell any difference--she'll just look big. Marion Hasse is having
a baby, too. But she looks peachy pregnant. Quite delighted, I think.
And several others at the club are having babies sometime soon. It's
a regular baby boom. Just wait, I'll be the skinniest one there before
you know it.

Miss W : Have they said anything about your coloring, Mrs. Blath?

Mrs. B : No. But they say I have stars in my eyes. And I giggle more
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than usual. Patty Danure is simply throwing green darts e\/ery time
she looks at me. And of course eyery single one of them is so envious
of James that she can't see straight. Do you think I've lost any weight.
Miss W.?

Miss W : Try your scales.

Mrs. B : They're so unreliable, you never know how much of what you're
reading is water bloat or extra quantity. You know I read a theory
about that the other day in one of the women's magazines. Supposedly
gravity is not evenly distributed and therefore you should always put
your scales on the exact same spot. But then the gravity probably
shifts. That's really the only thing that could make such a drastic
change in my weight.

Miss W : What does Mr. Blath say about it?

Mrs. B : He doesn't believe a word of it. Of course, if it isn't written
in his science journal or run through his laboratory he totally distrusts
it. He has no faith in woman's intuition. Sometimes I think he has no
faith at all

.

Miss W : I must go now, Mrs. Blath. I have a doctor's appointment.

Mrs. B : (teasing) My, but he sees you a lot. I've never heard of going to

an obstetrician so frequently. Are you sure he's married?

Miss W : Positively.

Mrs. B : Still alluring?

Miss W : Clinical .

Mrs. B : And definitely careful if he demands so many visits. Has he said
anything more about the baby? Does he have any idea about the sex?
Are you gaining weight too fast? I was hesitant to make fresh muffins,
but you're such a dear, and though your cheeks are beginning to look a

bit chubby, I think you look very healthy. James thinks so, too.

Miss W : Goodbye, Mrs. Blath.

Mrs. B : I really wish you would call me Judith.

Miss W : I think it would be best if I didn't.

Mrs. B : Oh well, go to your doctor. I'll start painting and meet you for
lunch at Henry's at two.

(Miss W. starts to exit)
And remember, dear--

Miss W (evenly) "Think happy thoughts, do happy things,
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Mrs. B : For the baby's sake.

LIGHTS.

A dimly lit, elegant resturant is suggested with a wall chandelier and a table
with white cloth, rose, wine and candles. Mr. Blath sits quietly browsing a

menu. Miss W. appears in SR arch. She pauses. Her presence draws Mr. Blath's
attention and he looks up, then after a smile of approval, stands and holds
her chair. The are both seated then.

Miss W

Mr. B

Miss W

Mr. B

Miss W

Mr. B

Miss W

Mr. B

Miss W

Mr. B

Miss W

Mr. B

Miss W

Mr. B

Miss W

Mr. B

Miss W

Mr. B

Miss W

Mr. B

Sorry I'm late.

Was Judith chattering a mile a minute?

Yes.

And do you like the pumpkin?

What?

The pumpkin color. For the nursery.

Of course.

Did you even look at it?

No.

(laughs) It really doesn't interest you, does it?

No. Except that I hate the mobile. It will make the baby go
cross-eyed.

: (laughs again) Woman's intuition?

: No. I know you don't believe in that. Medical fact. I read
an article in a family medical journal the other evening at the library.

Good enough. No mobile.

I think Mrs. Blath will mind . . .

It's a democracy. Two to one.

No. One to one.

(pause)

I ordered you a club. Would you like wine?

No.

Have you been to the doctor?
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Miss

Mr. E

Miss

Mr. E

Miss

Mr. E

Miss

Mr. E

Miss

Mr. E

Miss

Mr. B

Miss ]/

Mr. B

Miss V

Mr. B

Yes. Today I actually went.

Okay?

Of course.

Four more months. Do you feel all right? (she nods) You look

wonderful

.

Chubby?

No. Peachy plump.

It must be wonderful to have a closet wife. Mrs. Blath tells me

she is down to a size six dress, (pause) She is a ^ery attractive
woman. You must be very proud of her.

: We are fond of one another.

W : She probably looks smashing in turquoise, though she has a fondness
for pink.

5 : Do you know the honest truth? I hate pink. I detest pink. But

we won't tell, will we? Our little secret, eh? Now, how is your
wardrobe, young lady? I happen to think mauve is your asset. And

rust is not bad either.

W : (pause) How is your dye experiment working? Is the new chemical

compound going to work?

3 : Yes, very well. Better than I had expected. I have some companies
applying for patent in a few weeks.

At the big club dinner?

Yes. (pause) Judith told you about it?

Yes. (pause) I think I'm going back to school after the baby.

I'm feeling artsy of late. But I may also have a chance to join the

city orchestra. I should start playing again, (pause) Jim, why do

you want a baby?

(lamely) Judith and I love each other ... I believe in the

family, (pause) Judith wanted a child . Sometimes I think that is

the only reason she married me. For years we tried to have children.
When we couldn't, I thought it was my fault. I think Judith would have
divorced me . . .

Miss W : Do you love her? (pause) Did you suggest she have an affair?

Mr. B : I thought about it.

Miss W : And . . . would you have minded?
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Mr. B : I never was fond of children. When she thought about leaving, I

hated them. And yes, I told her to have an affair. But I thought she
would refuse. I tried to convince her to adopt. But she has this
intuitive brain wave theory ... She said she wanted the baby to be
our child— in a way. Then we found out she was the one incapable of
child bearing, (pause) And after a long discussion ... a long, long
discussion, we decided to do this.

Miss W : Did she want to adopt then?

Mr. B : At first. Then she decided her brain wave theory would work.

Miss W : "Think happy, beautiful thoughts, dear." Do you like baseball?

Mr. B : Just football, (pause) I purchased a new recording the other day.
A Deutsch Gramaphone with Karajan conducting. A couple of pieces of
Beethoven. May I bring it over this week?

Miss W : No. (pause) You can bring it to lunch this week. Thank you.

Mr. B : Have you read much of the Kant book yet?

Miss W : I finished it. And I started the Nietsche.

Mr. B : So do you believe in reason or intuition?

Miss W : I believe in me. And that is a little bit of both. I have a
mind . . . and a heart. Believe it or not.

Mr. B : I do. (pause) Do you still like the beach?

Miss W : Yes. Very much.

Mr. B : Won't you ever marry?

Miss W : No. I don't think so.

Mr. B : Have you never been in love?

Miss W : Oooo, love as in family, as in friends, as in life--yes; but as
in man, marriage and romance --no. Never. It does not fit into my life.
I do not need anybody else. And I'm sure no one would ever need me.
I haven't much to offer. A warm nuturing body, perhaps, and I've offered
that, but I would never give just a body to a man. I have a mind and I

am proud of that. Proud that I think and feel. Love me one night and
leave me at dawn doesn't tempt me. I may not be happy always, but I am
not heartbroken. That can be a terrible thing, because I believe in
life and a broken heart never has much to offer. So think happy thoughts
and host another living organism, (pause) To be quite honest I cannot
help but think it is a leech. I have varicose veins already because
I have poor circulation. And do you know, a man has never taken me to
the opera. Now I doubt one ever will. Not even thirty with blue corded
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legs and a sagging body. No name, no ring . . . But think happy
thoughts. I say to myself I do this for life, for others, because
it is the best I can offer. But then the crimes of day and night, the
war, the inhuman indignities gnaw at my mind and I have a hard time
thinking . . . pumpkin and baseball. Do you know what Mrs. Blath gave
me to read? Black Beauty , Sleeping Beauty , Snow White and Cinderella .

She wouldn't take me to see Bambi , though, and she makes me take vitamins;
she pats my hair and picks the lint off my clothes. She presses my
gloves and steams my coat. She bundles me and ... I left home to go
to college. Damn it all, I'm a living being. Brain waves--damn, damn, damn.

Mr. B : (reaches over and takes her hand)
I will bring Karajan over Wednesday. Wear your rust dress--pressed,
steamed, wrinkled. Dinner at six; Don Pasquale at the city center.
And then Rousseau. Thursday is shopping day. We must find something
suitable for you to wear to the club, (pause) There is someone I

want you to meet. A friend of mine. Very intelligent gentleman. I

think it is time people met the "mother".

Miss W : A friend?

Mr. B : A friend.

Miss W : It's nearly two. Mrs. Blath is coming. What did you order for
lunch for you?

Mr. B : A club.

Miss W : Good, she'll eat it. You had best go.

Mr. B : (standing) Wednesday?

Miss W : (pause) For the child's sake. I'll fix dinner.

Mr. B : Domestic?

Miss W : Never. Jim, do you want a boy?

Mr. B : It doesn't matter. Yes, a boy.

Miss W : For football

.

Mr. B : For football.

Miss W : Goodbye. "Think happy--"

Mr. B : "And beautiful thoughts."

Miss W : Try a bit of phosphate in the Lancome experiment.

Mr. B : Pardon?

Miss W : Intuition. Phosphate.
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Mr. B : Phosphate.
(Smiling he exits through the center arch.)

(Three count. Miss W. sits thinking. Mrs. Blath enters wearing a new
dress.

)

Mrs. B : Well, how do you like it?

LIGHTS.

The nursery again. This time Mr. Blath is assembling a pram. Mrs. Blath
is in a rocker knitting. A lullaby is playing softly.

Mrs. B : Don't you think Miss W is getting rather heavy?

Mr. B : She looks healthy and happy enough.

Mrs. B : I do wish she would wear pink. All she wears anymore is rust.
And mauve. What sex will that get her?
(Jim looks up, then goes back to the pram.)
I still don't know why she came to the club, Jim. And imagine your
having to host her. Mr. Tomlin certainly seemed fascinated with her.

Mr. B : They are both brilliant people.

Mrs. B : He's too old for her. And I don't want her dating. Bad brain
waves. For the baby's sake.

Mr. B : She is a person, Judith.

Mrs. B : She really was out of place at the club. She didn't know a thing
about child care.

Mr. B : It doesn't interest her.

Mrs. B : But I still don't think she should have come to the dance.

Mr. B : She is a human being, Judith. She is the mother of our child.
For the baby's sake you should be proud of her. You should nourish
her as a living, thinking being. For the baby's sake. What do you
want, merely a pumpkin cooing bundle to stuff in your station wagon
to haul from ballet to piano to nursery school to baseball? The baby
is not a play toy, Judith. Do you understand? It is a living being.

Mrs. B : Of course, darling. And aren't you thrilled? I am so excited.
Though I do wish Miss W. would come over more often. I like to touch
her tummy and feel the baby kick. Such a lively youngster. You should
feel sometime. Our baby.

Mr. B : Has Mar .

has the baby?
Miss W. told you what she is going to do after she
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Mrs. B : No. By the way, the ladies at the club are going to give us a

shower as soon as the baby is born. I think the moment the baby arrives

we should pop the corks on champagne and you can hand out cigars.

Mr. B : Have you heard from Miss W. today?

Mrs. B : No. She was supposed to have called at ten. I worry quite a lot

about her now that the baby is so near.

Mr. B : She' 11 let us know.

Mrs. B : Yes, first thing.

(The lights dim. Mr. and Mrs. Blath continue silently, slowly--almost

slow motion--while Beethoven replaces the nursery music and Miss W.'s

voice sounds softly above the music.)

Miss W : Pumpkin. I hate pumpkin--detest pumpkin. And pink. I loathe

pink. I think if I had a baby I would not dress it. (laughs dryly)

jf_ I had a baby. Ahh, little one, if you were here already I would

not dress you. For comfort's sake. I would play Beethoven and not

"When the Red Red Robin Come Bob, Bob, Bobbing Along." Perhaps I

would make you a piano. Yes, I would. Children need discipline. So

you would take piano and ballet and painting. I would take you to

concerts and operas and theatre. But not because the ladies of the

club take their children. It would be for you, darling. Just for you.

And I wouldn't have a crib for you. Instead I would nestle you beneath

my chin in a silent, warm slumber. I would give you the warmth of my

body and the strength of my soul. I would read you all the great

philosophers and hear what you say. I have a feeling you would dispute

them and I would agree with you. You are wise, I know. Unlettered,

uncluttered. But "think beautiful, happy thoughts." I think you

will be beautiful but it does not matter. So long as you have a strong,

sensitive soul. That would please me very much. I don't care what

color your eyes or hair are; I don't even care what sex you are. Just

healthy. Healthy and happy, (pause) It is a terrible world though,

darling. The very least of which is an unhealthy competition and an

overindulgence in petty affairs. There is a sorry weakness of values

which resounds in tea parties and bridge and which compels war of a

very grave nature. It is a destructive world which only creates abreast

of its own destruction. And for all that I would not bring you here.

There is a lot of loneliness, dear. People by themselves like used

remnants of a society. You grow old, find a career ... and procreate.

It's a damned kennel feeling. And never be pushed into marriage, darling.

Never unless you want it with all your heart. There is no crime in

being single. It is lonely, but no crime and better than not knowing

the person you live with. That can be even more cruel. To use those

creatures you hold by legal contract. But, considering all that, darling,

I feel very happy carrying you. For my sake. And . . . and for Jame's

sake. My mind, darling, is very tired of reasoning this out. Perhaps
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Miss W :even more weary than my body. I can't fight the loneliness much

longer ... If I just knew someone cared more than for an investment.

When I was growing up, dear, I kept my body \jery pure. It is a nice

warm body, it it not, love? Certainly good enough for your purposes,

eh, leech? It feeds you well enough, but I do not think it is beautiful,

even attractive. Just useful . There was a time when I thought about

marrying. I was old fashioned with very high ideals. But you know

darling, nobody wanted to marry a virgin intellect. Not anybody that

I could live with anyway. You do know, I like myself well enough to

live with just myself. That's better than a crowd of mediocre noodles

with whom I could never converse past the weather and time of day.

And then I thought about life. That is a mistake, dear. Live life,

but don't think about it. It can be too painful. And no sure decisions

will ever come of it. I didn't marry. I'm not pure. I'm pregnant,

unmarried. I couldn't even apply for this contract again. I'm

compromised ... I think. And very alone, darling. Even with you.

(pause) The funny thing is, I feel like being in love. Like needing

pickles and chocolate. I feel fat and ugly and I wish somebody would

tell me how beautiful I am anyway, and pat my fat tummy proudly. I

want a size seven again. I want opera dates and wine. I want to

walk not waddle. And I want to pick my own baby colors even if they're

pink and pumpkin. Pink if I want. No pink if I don't want. Any damn

color I want. Darling, I think I need you. But James and Mrs. Blath

will love you very much. Mrs. Blath will show you to all the club.

You'll get every lesson for everything. Like a damn dog. Sit, roll

over, bark. In pumpkin pink. But James will be a wonderful father.

He will love you as a human being. Allow you to listen to Beethoven

and take you to opera. And he'll give you good books. He orders good

lunches. He has good taste in clothes. He is a very sensitive man.

You'll love him dearly. I know you will. I think even like the poor

pecked fellow. He deserves more happiness ... I think. Intelligence

simply poured from tube to bottle everyday. He has lovely eyes. I

hope your eyes are that lovely always half-lit color. And perhaps

his hair. Definitely his personality. Such a quiet sense of humor.

For his sake I am glad to carry you and oh, of course, for your sake.

For your sake now, darling. I want you to have a good father, (pause)

I love your father. I would choose no one else. I love you too, dear,

(pause) I want to be your mother.

LIGHTS up again on the nursery. Time has passed. Both Mr. and Mrs. Blath

look worried and worn.

Mrs. B : No word for two weeks. Please, darling, we must call the police.

She signed a contract. It is our baby.

Mr. B : But her body. She probably had to have time for herself.

Mrs. B : But so close to the time she was due. Aren't you at all worried?

Mr. B : Yes, of course.

Mrs. B : For the darling baby's sake. Oh I hope she doesn't hurt the poor

thing.
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Mr. B : Judith! It's her child also.

Mrs. B : No, it is not her baby. It is yours and mine. She has no brain

waves for it. It is my baby. I decorated the nursery and arranged
the showers. I bought the clothes and paid the doctor.

Mr. B : X paid the doctor. And I hate pumpkin and I'm the father.
Now, Judith, I don't want to hear another damn thing about brain waves
and clubs and showers. I'll buy you a doll. Would you kindly remember
we are concerned with human lives. A woman and a child. The contract
is irrelevant.

Mrs. B : No. The contract is not irrelevant. That is my baby. I will

have my baby. You are my husband. I allowed you to impregnate that
woman. Therefore that baby is m^ baby.

Mr. B : (long pause) I am your husband. But not by contract. Contract
will never hold me, Judith. You allow me to do nothing. We agree.

Now you may send whatever brain waves you will, I am going to find
either a pregnant woman, or a woman with a child,
(he exits)

LIGHTS.

Lights up on the club resturant setting again. Now there are three chairs.
James is seated center. Miss W. is no longer pregnant. There is a tense
silence.

Mr. B : I ordered clubs. I hope that is all right?

Mrs. B : Darling, you are looking a bit peaked. You reduced a bit too
quickly after the baby. I hope Mother doesn't spoil Jonathan too
much while we are gone. He must go with us to the shower tomorrow.
He certainly is the best looking baby at the club. Definitely the
most happy. All those happy thoughts you had, dear. But I must say,
he often has the most pensive look on his face. Have you ever noticed?

(James and Miss W. exchange quiet, knowing looks.)
Would you like to go shopping tomorrow Miss W.? I'd like to get
Jonathan some cowboy boots.

Miss W : Don't you think he's a bit young?

Mrs. B : I've even seen boots with a gun and holster set. I'm wondering
if I burp that baby enough. He has been crying quite a bit at night.
And he always wants his daddy to hold him. You miss out on the early
morning chores. Miss W. But then, I guess it wasn't in the contract.
By the way, James and I have to go to Vegas in two weeks. He has a

convention. Would you mind watching the baby that weekend?

(Again James and Miss W. exchange looks.)
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Mrs. B :I think I'll get a new dress for the convention, alright, Jirmiy?

And I can't wait to bring back one of those toy slot machines for
Jonathan. Have you ever been to Vegas? Las Vegas, Miss W.?

Miss W : No. Never had any interest.

Mrs. B : They say it is one big gamble for cherries.

Mr. B : I hope you wanted mayonnaise on your club, Judith.

Mrs. B : No dear, not for the figure. And so. Miss W., will you be going
back to school after we come back from Vegas?

Miss W : Actually, I was going to be gone by ,now. It is a bit awkward . . .

Mrs. B : Nonsense.

Miss W : (pause, Mr. and Mrs. Blath are munching. Miss W. watches them;
Mr. Blath stops, glancing questioningly)

I'm going home. I'm taking my baby with me.

Mrs. B : What? Your baby? Take with you? Nonsense. Please be serious.
That is our baby. My baby and Jimmy's baby. Not your baby at all,
Miss W. You have absolutely no rights to that baby. Don't forget,
you signed over all rights in that contract. You gave your body. Miss
W. I think we have been more than fair and good to you. Why this
talk is all nonsense, I don't ever want to hear such a suggestion
again. I think, too, it would be best if you left immediately.
Mother will watch the baby next week. Your services are no longer
needed. Miss W.

Mr. B : Did you want mayonnaise on your sandwich. Miss W.?

Miss W : I want my baby, (she stands)

Mrs. B : He is not your baby. My husband, my contract, my baby.
(she stands and exits with:) My baby. Miss W. I will make sure of that.

(pause; James and Miss W. are left alone. Miss W. is shaking. James
stands. He helps Miss W. sit down, then calms her.)

Mr. B : Legally you won't have a chance. You signed a contract.

Miss W : My body, my baby. Pumpkin baby. My baby with a pumpkin mobile.
My thoughts are no longer beautiful. No wonder the poor child is

pensive. I could not think beautifully always. When I do not see
beauty, I do not think or feel it. (pause) I am nothing.
Not a virgin, not a wife, not a mother, not even a lover. Not a

lover. Not even satisfyingly rejected. Just automated, experimented,
calculated, discarded. A pampers mother--disposable. No pins, no mess.

Mr. B Where will you go?
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Miss W : To court.

Mr. B : You would never win. Never, darling, (pause) Give Judith a

chance. I know she will share the baby. She just needs time to
understand. And she will grow tired of the novelty.

Miss W : So while she is at club I can have the baby. Wonderful. Royal
disposable nanny. My body, my nature, my instinct is worth something.
I will go to court. I have lost everything. I have nothing left.
Do you know that baby is the first thing I really created. Nine
months. I thought it would be nothing but time and a few extra calories,
But that child is part of my life. I don't measure its breath in

relationship with the club, I don't compare its strength with any
other baby. I love that baby because it is my baby, (pause) And
your baby, (pause) Your baby. I won't go to court, James. Not
because I wouldn't win. Because Jonathan is your child, (pause)
I have a wicked, deceitful body. I thought it would just make a

respectable, humane living but it has betrayed me and grown very
attached. I'm so alone. And I love ... I love Jonathan. And I

love his daddy. Well, thanks, love, for the club. I must go . . .

I'm going to the opera tonight. I promised myself. La Traviata .

One of my favorites. And then I'll see what other sophisticated
money I can make. Maybe a royal fortune. But not nine months again.
Never again nine months of my life. Every moment is mine. Goodbye . . ,

darling, (she stands)

Mr. B : I'll paint the nursery blue . . . take down the mobile. Judith
will share, I know, (pause) May I take you to the opera? (pause,
they stare tensely)

LIGHTS dim. The faint sounds of La Traviata . The telephone rings. Mrs.
Blath's and Miss W.'s voices are heard as overvoices.

Mrs. B : Hello, Miss W.? This is Judith Blath. I'm sorry about lunch
the other day. Yes, Jonathan is fine. The nursery is blue now.
Miss W., I want you to come live with James, Jonathan and me. Come
help us raise the baby. Please. He grows so quickly. Everyday.
Just think . . . when he starts talking . . .

Miss W

Mrs. B

Miss W

I 'm sorry, Mrs. Blath.

We could have a big family . . .

I'm sorry Mrs. Blath. I'm going home. It would be best that way.

LIGHTS up dimly on the nursery. Miss W. is walking up to the crib in the
dimness. She clucks and coos to the baby. James enters quietly, watching her.

Mr. B You are a beautiful mother. I believe in your intuition,
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Miss W

Mr. B

Miss W

Mr. B

Miss W

Mr. B

Miss W

Mr. B

Miss W

Mr. B

Miss W

Mr. B

Miss W

Mr. B

Miss W

Mr. B

Miss W

Mr. B

Miss W

Mr. B

Think beautiful thoughts. Life. That is a beautiful thought.

Win you come to see Jonathan often?

No, never again. He is not my baby. One egg. Not my baby.

I have compromised. For all my preaching I have compromised,

(pause) For awhile I had a dream of taking my child, raising him--

: Alone?

: Alone. Teaching him, showing him my world. Mush. Mush.

I 'm not sentimental

.

Was that a sniffle?

No.

I brought some wine.

Here? Now?

Some Beethoven.

(laughs) A candle? Where's the rug?

May I kiss you, my love?

No. Yes. Please do.

(He does.

)

I want to take you with me.

To Vegas--Las Vegas?

and everywhere I go.

to . . . Wouldn't

third time.

Yes. To the beach, the mountains
I want to take you to opera, to dinner
you ever want a child again, Margaret?

Never. I couldn't let go for the

Pity, such a good mother.

Babies need fathers. Families.

Here. A toast to families, (pause) One more time, love.

You know, fathers love mothers. Not just club mothers, (pause)

Would you have another child for me, Margaret? For you and me?

(Quietly Mrs. Blath stands in SL arch. She is wearing a new dress.)
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(James kisses Margaret softly.)

Miss W : I'm lonely.

Mr. B : I'd come often to see my baby.

Miss W : Another contract?

Mr. B : Not by paper. I am yours in spirit. Another child, Margaret?
Perhaps not now, but someday?

Miss W : Perhaps.

Mr. B : With no pumpkin, no mobiles. And lots of love.

(Mrs. Blath, crying softly, exits. James and Margaret look at each
other steadily. The baby begins to cry, and the two adults laugh.
Mrs. Blath looks in again, but as James and Margaret move together
towards the crib, she starts forward, then resignedly moves away.)

LIGHTS,





PEGASUS

Characters:

Henry Penner -- a playwright and Josephine's guardian

John Penner -- (24) Henry's nephew, also a writer

Duke Wells -- a friend of John's; Josephine's would-be suitor

Josephine (Jo) Astor -- also a playwright; Henry's ward

Mrs. Helen Beemont -- Henry's companion

Miss Capri More -- Helen's protege, John's would-be fiancee

The Countess of Marslo

Scene:

The Penners' living room. The set may be very unconventional with only pieces

of furniture and no walls. However there is a front door upstage L, a fireplace

against the imaginary back wall with a typical picture of Napoleonic figure on

a spirited white horse above it. A desk is against the downstage left "wall."

There is also a doored passageway to the bedrooms on the middle right "wall."

The time is irrelevant, but one gets the feeling of romantic long ago, far

away. 18th c. Napoleonic costumes would be appropriate.

Scene opens with the stage empty. The front door swings open and the

characters enter. Mrs. Beemont and Capri lead, then John and Duke; a

pause, then Josephine and finally Henry. They are all--except Josephine--

chattering gaily.

JOHN : I think the contest went well, don't you Uncle Henry? I especially

liked the play about the wild horses. Amos Whitly is going to be

marvelous one of these days . . . and he's not much older than I.

But I must congratulate you once again Uncle Henry--for how many times

straight have you won now? Eight?

HELEN: Yes, Henry, your play is excellent. By far the best, don't you

think, Duke, Capri? How about you, Josephine? You haven't said two

words all evening.

CAPRI: I thought all the plays were marvelous, but yours was the best,

Mr. Penner, and John's was very good, too.

JOHN : Well, it was only my first try . . .

HELEN: Still, it was a \/ery commendable effort. What did you think, Duke?

DUKE : (slowly) There were certainly some fine plays . . .

JOHN : Ah, but wasn't the play written by that woman horrid? Whatever was

her name? Dorothy . . . er . . . whatever. She's the laughing stock of





JOHN : the place. I'm surprised she had the nerve to enter it in competition.

But by the looks of it, she has no nerves--sensitive or otherwise.

(JO) : (quietly, yet earnestly) I thought her play was very good.

HENRY: What's that, Josephine?

JO : I ... I said, I thought her play was wery good.

HENRY: Ah, well I see we need to take you to more contests. You'll learn

more . . . that play was very amaturish,

JO : But she'll learn.

JOHN : Not to enter any more contests!
(all but Jo laugh)
(then mockingly serious) Well, I suppose they have contests for children--
they could make one for women.
(A humorous silence which lapses into a \/ery tense one.)

JO : A word is a word . . .

JOHN : But, ah, my dear there you are wrong. A word to a man is a weapon.
Quick, strong, pointed. It is thrust and twisted until it penetrates
the mind and there it gently sows in cultivated fields. To a man it is

a feathered wing, or a piece of time, or a leg of soul. It is a crown,

a golden gown, a chariot and horse!

JO : And to some a woman?

JOHN : (slowly) Yes. Yes, of course. Father, king, guardian. The
relationship is there.

JO : Never husbanded?

JOHN : Do you suggest perverted . . .

JO : No--a mutual relationship.

JOHN : Man and word dwelling in the mind? But word belongs to the man's
mind.

JO : Man needs to trust a word. And vice versa.

JOHN : (pause) Spoken like a woman.

JO : A woman's word is spelled with lace?

JOHN : A woman's word is a painted shell--light and fragile. It is a

satin gown--shining but sliding; a breast that gives milk but no meat.
It is a wisp of hair, a twinkled lazy eye, an unsupported sigh, a

sensuous sound and a pair of dainty feet which never carry a soul very
far.

(after a short pause)





HELEN

CAPRI

JO

CAPRI

DUKE

HENRY

DUKE

JOHN

HELEN:

DUKE :

HELEN:

DUKE :

HELEN

HENRY:

JO :

HENRY:

Here, here, John! I should never want a word to be anything else,

Are you crying, Josephine?

No.

But your eyes are shining--I can see them from here.

(coolly) Maybe she is in love. Come, shall we all have a drink
and forget about words?

Never interested in words, eh Duke? Just money?

I warn you, my money makes more words than your words make money.

Spoken like a man.

And a wealthy one at that, (cuddling up to Duke) Tell me you're
lying about your age.

Alright, I'm not 35, only 30.

Naughty boy-- leave me to this decrepit Henry, will you? And I was
so taken with your new horse.
(Duke passing around drinks hands one to Josephine, and stands near
her lifting his glass.)

: Yes, and since Josephine has been left in his care, too, I propose
a toast to her (lifting his glass, bowing)
--may both words and money be at your command!

: And gallant too! 30--tsk, tsk.

: Yes, Josephine, don't let our exuberance after contest upset you.
It does become a question of who is master--(looks at John)--man or
word. But I hope you enjoyed today?

: Oh, yes, Mr. Penner. Thank you.

Please do try to call me Uncle Henry, Josephine. Your father and
I were like brothers anyway, and I'm sure John would love a pretty cousin,
After these few weeks, you're already like part of the family.

JO

HENRY

JOHN

HELEN

Thank you, Mr. .

I'm very tired.
Uncle Henry. May I be excused this evening?

Certainly. Good night, dear.

Good night, coz.

Come by, Josephine, and see me tomorrow if you can. We'll have
tea and knit a spell. You can knit, can't you?
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JO

HELEN

JO

HELEN

HENRY

CAPRI

HENRY

DUKE

JOHN

DUKE

JO

HELEN

DUKE

JOHN

CAPRI

HENRY

JOHN

CAPRI:

JOHN :

CAPRI:

HELEN:

JOHN :

No, Ma 'am.

(disconcerted) No? Crochet or sew?

No.

(after each of the following Jo shakes her head)
Draw? Play the piano? I suppose we could make cookies--you can

cook . . . (another shake). Heavens!

Your work is cut out for you, Helen.

What can you do?

She's her father's child--plays cards, reads, rides, hunts . . .

(to Jo) Do you play bridge?

Poker.

Then maybe you can teach me something. We'll play sometime.

Thank you, Mr. Wells. So nice to have met you. And Mrs. Beemont
and Miss More. Good evening, (she goes through the corridor door to
bedrooms)

Strange child . . .

Lovely . . .

Opinionated . . .

Silly . . .

She's '^ery intelligent. Pity her father died.

Ah, but let's be cheery and celebrate Uncle Henry! You've won
again. Mrs. Orbs says you are one of the best playwrights ever.

And then you, John.

I have a lot to learn from Uncle Henry yet
of these days . . .

. (softly) but one

Of course, dear, (cuddles up to him) Why don't you write me a
book of sonnets?

Well, its late everyone, and I must go. Coming, Capri?

I'll take you both home, (stops by Duke) Glad you came, Duke.
It's been awhile since I've seen you. Come by more often.

DUKE I will





JOHN : Now that we have more than words? Goodnight.
(He and the ladies leave after Mrs. Beemont pecks Henry's cheek.)

HENRY: Duke, so glad you came.

DUKE : She's very lovely, Henry. I'll be back.

HENRY: Well, I'm not a terribly good guardian. I can't take care of her
as I should, John and I simply survive. But she, I'm afraid, can't eat
and dress with words.

DUKE : I'll have her over for cards.

HENRY: Will you? And come to supper--say day after tomorrow?

DUKE : Fine. Good night, Henry, (starts out)

HENRY: Oh, and about the money I owe, I'll get it back to you as soon
as I can. I couldn't have done the play this year without it. I owe
you more than cents, Duke.

DUKE : We'll settle, Henry, (they exchange knowing looks, then Duke
leaves and Henry goes to his desk, looks thoughtfully down on his papers,
He picks up a pen and tries to write but cannot. Angrily he scratches
out some words, tries again, then rips a page. He shakes with rage
for a moment, then calms and takes a metal from around his neck. He
studies it, lifts it above him, then drops it to the floor. Quietly
he cries. Lights down.)

The scene opens with Josephine in a wery simple dress dusting and straightening
furniture. As she works over the desk she stops to read a manuscript. There
is a knock at the door. Startled, Jo replaces the manuscript and goes to open
the door. A beautiful woman in her late twenties sweeps into the room. Jo
cautiously follows her in.

COUNTESS: Good morning, dear. You must be Henry's niece. So he has put
you to use already. I always did say the man was pragmatic. Well,
are you the only one up? Where are Henry and John? Did you enjoy
the plays last evening? Henry's was delightful, wasn't it?

JO Won't you have a seat?

COUNTESS: And John's was nice too--young and fresh. Whoever was that man
with you? Handsome fellow. . . . Yes, I'm quite delighted with
these contests. It keeps our culture up to par and I suppose you've
heard of the Laurel Festival, dear? It's the biggest of the year.
Of course they don't have just the play contests--they've got baking
and sewing competitions, a beauty pageant and a horse race that is

almost more splendid than the plays. I think I'll cook a cherry tart
and sew a doily this year. Oh, I do so want to enter something.

JO How about the horse race?
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COUNTESS: Ha! Why, women aren't permitted.

JO : Just nags?

COUNTESS: There is always the beauty contest.

JO : Simply a difference in hay and jockeys. Would you care to speak

to Henry? Whom shall I say is calling?
(Henry enters)

HENRY : Never mind, Josephine. My pleasure . . . ?

COUNTESS: Countess Marslo. I believe we've met before. I just wanted to

come by this morning and congratulate you on your exceptional play

last evening. I was thrilled that you won.

HENRY Why, why thank you. So was I.

COUNTESS: That third act in the second scene where the guardian stole his

ward's dowry was wonderful ... so dramatic.

HENRY : Wretched fellow-'but somewhat innocent.

COUNTESS: Well, what could the woman expect? After all he did need the money.

JO : And what if she were to need it?

HENRY : Another story, Josephine. I'll have to work on it. You enjoyed
the contests, Countess?

COUNTESS: Very much so. I'm really quite fond of all these cultural events.

HENRY : A friend of mine is much the same.

COUNTESS: The fellow with you last night? Very attractive ... I don't
believe I've ever met him.

HENRY : Duke Wells.

COUNTESS: Ah, yes, I've heard of him. Wealthy?

HENRY : Cultured.

COUNTESS: Titled?

HENRY : Entitled.

COUNTESS: Landed?

HENRY : No. He's still single, I believe. Interested?

COUNTESS: Just curious.
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HENRY : Single?

COUNTESS: Me? Yes, of course. I wouldn't have it any other way.

JO : (quietly) Except in a horse race.

HENRY : Pardon?

JO : Would you care for tea?

HENRY : Yes, please.
(Jo exits)

COUNTESS: Where is John? I also enjoyed his work. He is such a romantic
young poet. I've heard about him all over town.

JOHN : (entering) Really? And what have people been saying about me?
That I'm savage, lonely, insane?

COUNTESS: That you're artistic, brilliant, inspired.

JOHN : The image and the reality. Ha. And you are . . . ?

COUNTESS: Countess Marslo. I've met Henry before and heard of you. I

feel I know you both wery well already.

JOHN : I hear you are interested in racing?

COUNTESS: Very much so.

JOHN : I have a friend--

COUNTESS: Yes, brilliant man. He's done better at the stakes than I.

I'm dying to meet him.

JOHN : He doesn't write poetry,

COUNTESS: No?

JOHN : What could he write about horses? Lips like . . .

COUNTESS: They like apples.

JOHN : Don't they have whiskers? I once tried to write a poem about a

woman with a mustache . . .

COUNTESS: When their manes and tails streak behind them, it's as though
every strand were fingers caressing the wind.

JOHN : Do you ride?
(Jo entering)





JO : After her already, John? Tea everyone?

JOHN : It seems you have a great affinity for poetry. Do you enjoy it in

words?

COUNTESS: As long as it's winning. Tell me, what are your odds?

JO : A long shot.

COUNTESS: Well, I've heard that a great many have placed their bets on you.

JO : Try commission. He's a lover flat rate. The poetry gives him
heels.

COUNTESS: But I hope not spurs.

HENRY : While we're on the subject, what's in the tea?

COUNTESS: Don't tell me you've got that same old cook. I've heard you had
the worst in town.

JOHN : That's right.

JO : Forgive me. The pantry was low. Next time I'll broil the cobwebs,
I'm sorry. Uncle Henry.
(Duke enters quietly)

DUKE : The pantry bare. Boil some of the old miser's paper,

HENRY : Good morning, Duke. Cobwebs or paper, I can't spare either.

JOHN : And he doesn't. Duke, I'd like you to meet the Countess Marslo.

COUNTESS: (sweeping to him) I've heard a great deal about you. You have
horses don't you.

DUKE : Marslo?

COUNTESS: Yes. I think you knew my father.

JOHN : He has quite a few horses. And there are a few things that smell
worse than a poor dirty poet locked in his garret.

COUNTESS: Are you racing in this year's Laurel Festival?

JO : Maybe he could try the beauty contest.

COUNTESS: Excellent idea. Will you back me?

JOHN : Perhaps he'd prefer another side. Shall I write you a sonnet?
Or a play?

JO I don't see why you're asking--you're already making a fine one.





COUNTESS: I hear you are quite a hand with horses.

JOHN : Better horses than women.

COUNTESS: Please do race. It's a passion of mine and I do like the best.
For my father's sake won't you please race? For me? Here is my veil
It's my color. Now I really must be off. I'll call later! Ta.
(She sweeps out. Jo stares after her then starts to dust with a
vengeance.

)

JOHN

HENRY

DUKE

JO

JOHN

HENRY

DUKE

JO

JOHN

JO

HENRY

JO

HENRY

JOHN

HENRY

JOHN

HENRY

: A horse race, pah!

: I wonder what she is up to. I thought she was fairly well to do.
But she's never moped about here before.

: I've heard her estate is failing.

: (dusting past him) And you raise gold carrots on yours?
(mocking dangling carrot)

So what are we racing, horses or mules?

Did you know her before, Duke?

No. (He lays the veil down on the desk) I came to play cards.
Ready Josephine?

: I'm dusting.

: She's pouting.
(Henry coughs, stares at John)
Allow me.

(John grabs the feather duster. Henry brings her jacket, tucks in a
curl of her hair)

I'm not another mule.

You're standing like one. Now play cards and enjoy yourself.

(pouting as she leaves) I'm not another mule.

(softly) No, you're the golden carrot, dear.
(John meanwhile twirls the feather duster, then sets it down and picks
up the veil

)

The Countess is a beautiful woman.

She is poor.

Poor? What Duke thinks is poor--

I have heard rumors, too, and her clothes have seen better days.
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JOHN : Poor? What does it matter, I'll write.

HENRY
: Gold? I hardly think you can live on syntax, plots, and punctuation
and I doubt she wants to either. If you spin her a silk web I'm sure
you'll have to squeeze it out of a real worm and not just your
imagination.

JOHN : Nasty creatures—worms. I can't see why she would want a worm
when she can have me.

(exits)
(Henry sighs and bends to get the feather duster. LIGHTS)

LIGHTS up on a dinner party two nights later.

DUKE

CAPRI

DUKE

HENRY

JOHN

JO

DUKE

HELEN

CAPRI

JO

JOHN

HENRY

JOHN

JO

JOHN

CAPRI

HELEN

(laughing) And she beat me three times, the minx!

I imagine you let her win.

Don't flatter me.

I'll have to play sometime, Josephine. I used to be "quite" a
hand at cards. Perhaps you can teach me something new.

It's not a literate game.

I've yet to know a game that was.

Touche! She wields as much power in her tongue as in the fingers,
I see.

Yes, dear, you certainly have been entertaining tonight.

At least we know she's got a tongue.

A tongue is only taste buds and muscle and can go constantly.
It's the wit that takes prying.

And who's set a crowbar to yours?

John!

I apologize, it's not up to my poetic standards. Capri, tell me
love, what the season's fashions will be--hair up or down?

Rising.

Beg pardon?

No, not at all. It will be loose and back.

Capri, you must see my new dress . . .
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I'm more interested in the dress I can't see.

(Nudging Henry) With a matching hat.

I adore the lace this year, don't you John?

Quite. The scarves are extraordinarily striking and I love the
lengths.

: Seeing how a man's words are his clothes, are we in for a tedious
season?

I'm afraid I remain in a leaf.

(To Duke) You'd look wonderful in anything, dear.

What about me?

You'd better stick to your adverbs. Uncle Henry.

The styles this year are fabulous for you, Mr. Penner. Why, I

just saw a . . .

A smoking jacket would be wonderful . . .

But have you seen the price of that . . .

The English cut is the best . . .

Renaissance or Restoration?

Ha, I'll have two verses in purple. Are the lines straight?

Flare, I believe.

Cuffs?

Trimmed.

Lace?

I believe.

Metre?

Gold.

Syllables?

Satin.

Fitting?
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JO

HENRY

JO

JOHN

DUKE

CAPRI

HELEN

DUKE

CAPRI

HELEN

JOHN

JO

DUKE

JO

CAPRI

JOHN

HELEN

JOHN

HELEN

JOHN

DUKE

Appropriate.

Seams?

'Tis.

(Pause, then they laugh and Henry pats her hand.)

(dryly) We're all in stitches, I assure you.

Wonderful, shall we move onto the weather?

Mr. Penner, do you really want purple?

He looks better in red.

Beware--she has a marked deck.

What do you think of the fashion, Josephine?

Do you even watch them, dear?

It doesn't matter--not all can afford the fashions--especially

when you live in a poor garret.

: Then I could swath myself in syllables, too, I suppose.

: No need. Money is not poetry, but it takes a damn fine swing at

prose.

: None-the-less, I'm afraid mine shall end up a short story.

: Really, I do believe your hair would look better pulled back

Josephine.

: Yes, pulled--indeed so. (short pause) Well, Josey, how is the

cooking?

Two bottomless pans, a small fire, and permanent fudge.

The sewing?

Toeless socks, and a crocheted strand of 20 yards.

Really, Josey, you must do better if you're to have a roof over

your head.

: I wouldn't be surprised to see her build it herself.

(There is a knock at the door. Helen answers the door and the Countess

sweeps in.

)
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COUNTESS: Oh, I didn't know Henry had gotten a new housekeeper. How utterly
charming you are, my dear. Good evening, Henry, John. Oh, Duke.
What a pleasant surprise.

HELEN : Who—

CAPRI : Is this?

JOHN : The Countess of Marslo.

HENRY : Allow me to present Mrs. Helen Beemont and Miss Capri Moore.

COUNTESS: Not your housekeeper?

JO : No. I'm the housekeeper.

COUNTESS: Then I'm intruding.

HELEN : Intruding?

JOHN : No. Not at all. Sit down. A drink?

CAPRI : John? didn't you have some poetry you were going to show me?

COUNTESS: John, has been writing more poetry? Excellent. Let's hear it.

I did ask him to write some, you know. I'm thrilled.

JO : You haven't heard it yet?

HENRY : Mainly because he hasn't written it yet.

COUNTESS: Pity. Tell me. Miss Capri, are you his fount of inspiration?

HELEN : Henry, if this is business . . .

COUNTESS: Of course not. Strictly pleasure.

JOHN : Whose?

COUNTESS: How is the play coming along, Henry? Into the fifth act yet?

HELEN : Really, Henry? I was only aware of the second act.

HENRY : So tell me. Countess, how is the horse business?

COUNTESS: Ask Duke. Which horse are you running for me, dear?

CAPRI : I'd like to know which dear she is running for?

JO : Any one with horns.

HELEN : But it looks like we'll be wearing them.
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DUKE : I may need some more backing . . .

COUNTESS: More? What a foolish gamble then. Cancel the horse race. But
you can still sponsor me in the beauty contest.

CAPRI : Beauty contest?!

COUNTESS: Oh, and I found the old family recipe the other day. I think
I'll whip it up for the Bake-off. That recipe won six years in a row.

JO : Six years of what?

CAPRI : Stomach cramps to be sure.

HELEN : All in the name. An egg is an egg. A cup of flour is flour.

COUNTESS: And I must be off--

HELEN : Must you?

COUNTESS: I just thought I'd pop by to see how things were going,
(exit)

HELEN : Henry, my gracious what was that?

DUKE : Whatever it was, it's gone.

JO : It'll beback.

JOHN : She is such a magnificient woman.

CAPRI : What?

HENRY : She is somewhat charming.

HELEN : If she is as poor as I hear, maybe you ought to offer her a job
as housekeeper. She was concerned that you didn't have one, Henry.

HENRY : But dear, I don't need one with you . . .

DUKE : (Quickly) Josephine, would you care to come for a walk?--With
your permission, Henry?

HENRY : Please do.

JOHN : Yes, why don't you go, Josey? I'm sure Duke could teach you a great
deal about rooves.

CAPRI : Ooo, can I go, Duke?

JOHN : Why do you want to go? I thought you were going to read my poem?

CAPRI : Haven't I? No? Then it must have been another one; they're all
so much alike.
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JOHN : Capri

!

DUKE : That's one thing about money--each bill has a different crinkle

in the corner. Good evening, ladies. Josephine?

(He offers his arm, they exit.)

JOHN : That man!

CAPRI : Handsome isn't he?

JOHN : If green is your color.

HELEN : It appears to be yours.

HENRY : I just hope you two don't clash.

Well, Josephine couldn't do better, eh, Helen, since I've got

my nose in a ring. Tea, girls?

JOHN : And your foot in your mouth.

CAPRI : The Duke could do better--one crocheted strand!

HELEN : He'd need never worry about her cooking and my dear Capri, you

needn' t talk.

CAPRI : But I'm a lady.

HELEN : So is the Countess.

JOHN : And fit for poetry.

HENRY : But I doubt this garret. And that goes for any woman. Tea, ladies?

CAPRI : Her--fit for poetry? Ha! Her lips are too fat and if you put ink

on her nose she could write with it. To say nothing of her hair--she

probably dyed it. It's a good thing she knows how to flutter her

eyes, I believe she is a bit cross-eyed.

JOHN :; She has such a wonderful carriage.

CAPRI :: But no horses.

JOHN : She has breeding--

CAPRI : Is it contagious?

JOHN : And such a way with--

JOHN : words.

HELEN : men.

HENRY : Whatever the way, she has gone. Now, tea, ladies?
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CAPRI : John, why couldn't you be more like Duke? With all his money

and clothes?

JOHN : I'm a man of letters.

HENRY : But no means.

JOHN : And what does that mean?

HENRY : Meaning absolutely nothing.

CAPRI : Well, it's no excuse to go about in half-washed clothes and

skinny ties. You should be fashionable.

JOHN : I intend to be someday--just like Uncle Henry.

HELEN : Henry has never been fashionable. The man looks like a bag of

flour in the best of suits. Speaking of which reminds me of bread

and that brings to mind tea--care for a cup, Capri?

CAPRI : Yes, please. I don't know if I can take much more of this

ridiculous conversation.
(Women move towards the fire, their voices fading)

So tell me Helen, has Bernadet had her baby? . . .

(Henry and John move downstage.)

HENRY : John, you'd be wiser to be nice to Josephine and Capri. Especially
Josephine, she's part of our family now. What is there about the

girl that sets you so on edge?

JOHN : She's a simpering snit.

HENRY : Don't hold it against her if she didn't praise your play. She

didn't seem to like mine either.

JOHN : Just shows what the girl has yet to learn. Why she doesn't even

compare with the Countess. She's uncultivated, unfeminine, unintelligent-

and a blessed burden.

HENRY : Ah, but she needn't be. The Duke seems to adore her . . .

JOHN : So I see, but he isn't much . . .

HENRY : He isn't poor and . . .

JOHN : And--I never knew you liked to fish, Uncle Henry. So the little

worm is a worthy bait after all.

HENRY : With Duke in the family, we'll not have an extra hungry mouth.

JOHN : We'll have no hungry mouths at all. Ha! Splendid. Now I can

start right away on my next play.
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HENRY : For whom?

JOHN : (pause) Capri!

Capri! Come, dear, let's paint your brow and eyes and lips .

CAPRI : Paint--you? Ha.

JOHN : Don't scorn, I paint with words.

CAPRI : (both exiting) Really, John, I don't see how you can get any

color at all with a black pen and white paper . . .

(Meanwhile up above the stage what has appeared to be the top frame

over the living room becomes a swinging bridge on which Duke and Jo

are walking. The lights have all faded to a misty blue. A few stars

twinkle and the living room lights have dimmed to a candle glow.

Henry is seated at this desk trying to write; Helen is on the couch

sewing. Up above, Jo and Duke lazily watch the city. Jo is carrying

a parasol. She twirls it slowly.)

JO : Lovely night.

DUKE : Do you like the city?

JO : It's intriguing, but crowded.

DUKE : So is a dictionary.

JO : I prefer those characters.

DUKE : So I noticed. You seem fascinated with the plays.

JO : Why yes, Henry is trying to make me cultured.

DUKE : You don't give a damn about culture. I've never known an honest
poker player who did. But let the chips stay on the table. I don't
intend to knock any off your shoulder.

JO : Let's just say I have a great fondness for words.

DUKE : Why?

JO : They don't care if I cook or sew.

DUKE : Nor do I . . .

JO : It doesn't matter to them how I dress or wear my hair . . .

DUKE : To me either . . .

JO : Whether I'm male or female.
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DUKE

JO

DUKE

JO

DUKE

JO

DUKE

JO

DUKE

JO

DUKE

JO

DUKE

JO

DUKE

JO

DUKE

JO

DUKE

JO

: That does concern me. (Jo turns away) Listen, Josephine, no

matter how many definitions a word has, it still can't play poker.
Words aren't everything.

: In ewery word I see a character, a face, but I sometimes see a

thousand faces and no words.

Ah, man is very complex--he has a million teeming syllables.

A million teeming sounds, perhaps--they don't always have meaning.

Do you speak so coldly of men alone?

You know well enough women are idle chatterers. They even lack
the variety of sound.

: Your own race!

: But is it their fault? The Great Author has given them a blank
page.

: But, dear Josephine, surely you don't speak of yourself.

: It goes both ways mind you--men and women are equally written,
some good, some bad.

: You object then?

But unfortunately women are stuck in tenses. It's like being
the word "was" rather than "is."
(pause)

: You are very lovely, Josephine.

: See? Women are merely adjectives and adverbs. Means to ends,
one might say. Note the noun and the verb of a sentence.

Personally, I think without adjectives and adverbs sentences are
awfully boring.

: You would. Capri is an adjective, I'm sure she'd modify you.
Oh, and then there is the Countess. She's a regular run-on. Why
don't you semi-colon her? I'm sure she would appreciate the support.

: And you are a noun? I see. Then, might I be a preposition?
And since I am a man with a few words, how about a verb, too?

A connecting action?

Don't tell me you chaperone your sentences, too?

No, but I don't need your words jockeying my intentions.
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DUKE : Half of ewery race is the jockey whether the horse has feathers
or hooves.

JO : I can ride. My stirrups fit, thank you.

DUKE : But who really has the reins?

JO : They may not be gold reins, or royal; but I've got a hold on them.

DUKE : With that tongue you'll never need spurs.

JO : It is a different horse I ride.

DUKE : Well, tell me, love, what horse goes to the stars? A winged one?

JO : My horse is a star.

DUKE : Oh, then your stable are full tonight.

JO : But I've not a one to ride. Oh no, I 'm not begging you.

DUKE : Poker then? That's what jockeys do on rainy days.

JO : And starry nights? Then deal.
(They begin to play cards)

Lights fade just a slight bit on them--up a touch on Henry and Helen.
Henry is still unsuccessfully trying to write.

HELEN : What are you doing dear? (no answer) Writing? A play perhaps?
(no answer) Would you care for some tea? Dear, the light really
is bad for your eyes. Ho, maybe it's sonnets, for my birthday. You
won't tell? I'm knitting you a scarf for Christmas . . .

Hmmm. Well, Henry, your play for the contest was quite good,
(a pause, then abruptly)

HENRY : No it wasn't.

HELEN : (startled and almost dropping her things) What? Why of course
it was, dear, you won.

HENRY : Ha! Don't you see, that was the greatest play of them all--a
tragedy. My name won, not my talent.

HELEN : Oh, but dear, you are talented.

HENRY : Was.

HELEN : Was?

HENRY : I can't even write a sentence now.
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HELEN : Dear, that's quite simple, you just need some rest.

You've worn yourself out.

HENRY : (slowly) Indeed I have--like a saw with no bite anymore and I'm
pushed through the wood by a hand that just wants a fallen tree.

HELEN : Put it down this instant, Henry. I won't have you moping over it.

You're quite good; you've always been and I don't see why all of a

sudden you should stop being so. Honestly, do you ever forget how
to ride a horse? Now come and kiss your Helen, sweet. There is no
reason you have to write a play now is there? Really, you've been
so irritable since the Countess . . . For her? For her?!
Henry, you're a foolish old man.

(Henry looks up wounded; Helen returns to her sewing and the lights
go down. Once again the light is on the bridge. Jo is sitting
down, arms propped on the railing, her feet swinging. Duke is

standing back smoking a pipe. Both have cards in their hands, Jo
is thoughtfully considering her hand.)

DUKE : Josephine . . .

JO : Jo.

DUKE : I have a feeling you'd be happier in a fig leaf, too. Jo, did

you really enjoy the contest the other night?

JO : yery much.

DUKE : And Henry's play?

JO : He ... he was a good playwright.

DUKE : Was . . . hm, at one time?

JO : He was a genius, Probably still is. I've read all of his works.
It' just that . . .

DUKE : I thought the same. And John?

JO : I have no idea what he thought.

DUKE : That's not what I meant and you know it.

JO : John is young.

DUKE : He doesn't like you.

JO : He likes the Countess.

DUKE : He dislikes you.
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JO : He lacks genius. He has qualities though.

DUKE : As?

JO : Perseverence.

DUKE : Do you admire that?

JO : Sometimes. However, it isn't art.

DUKE : Funny, I heard Henry say something very similar a few years ago.

And where would you like perseverence--in business or romance?

JO : In life. But it only goes so far. Art picks up where it fails.

DUKE : And the line?

JO : Romance is the line.

DUKE : Eh?

JO : Look at Dante. Unswerving devotion and poetry.

DUKE : He was also a wealthy man.

JO : Not always.

DUKE : I'm sure he wasn't always poetic. He probably stopped being a

poet when he went broke, starved, and died.

JO : You and your ridiculous money . . .

DUKE : Money is much like--art. It is a method of exchange. It is

nothing in itself.

JO : Well, I'm sure you've painted many a picture and played quite
a few tunes with it.

DUKE : Yes, I rather enjoy being a patron. I feel like I've contributed
something to society.

JO : (pause) I'm sorry Duke. You are right about the money, but
do promise me that you'll never ever fix a contest. Art has to have
it's own track--without any strings.

DUKE : I promise, Beatrice.

(Lights dim on bridge, come up on living room. Helen is still
crocheting; Henry has fallen asleep over his desk. John and Capri
enter softly. John glances at Henry then to Helen, she nods.)

JOHN : Uncle Henry? Uncle Henry?
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HELEN : Let him sleep. He's exhausted . . .

JOHN : Uncle Henry?

HENRY : (waking abruptly) What? Heh? Oh, John, Capri. Did you have
a nice wal k?

JOHN : Are you working on a play. Uncle Henry?

HENRY : Eh no, no. Just getting off a few letters.

JOHN : Good, (pause) I've been thinking. Uncle Henry. Are you really
going to be entering the Laurel contest this spring?

HENRY : Of course ... I don't know . . . perhaps not.

HELEN : He's been awfully busy, John. He needs a rest.

CAPRI : But he's so wonderful! He should enter e^ery year. Don't sit
on your talents--as John tells me.

JOHN : It might be good for you to take a rest. Uncle Henry.

HENRY : Why, . . . why do you say that, John?

JOHN : I've been thinking, . . .

HENRY : (quietly) I know . . . you don't have to say.

JOHN : Is there really talent. Uncle Henry?

HELEN : Of course, how dare you insinuate . . .

JOHN : I 'm so unsure . . .

HENRY : Talent is not constant.

JOHN : But can't it be developed?

HENRY : I'd like to believe so.

JOHN : So would I.

HENRY : But a great deal is inherent.

CAPRI : Inherited? Then you should be grand, too, John--not that you
already aren't.

HENRY : Talent doesn't necessarily run in the blood.

JOHN : But doesn't it?

HENRY : Ha--yes and no then. It's a wery incongruous facility, if it

were only as true as blood.
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HELEN : Don't mistake, Henry.

HENRY : Then what can we put our trust in?

CAPRI : (giggling) Women.

JOHN : I should hope talent is more faithful--not running to and from
men at the drop of a feather.

HENRY : Interesting comparison . . .

I wonder what the Countess would say?

CAPRI : This is ridiculous. The Countess has nothing to do with this.

Mr. Penner, John has something to ask you.

JOHN : I . . . I've been thinking. Uncle Henry, if you don't enter that
contest, could you help me?

HENRY : What? I hope . . . you're not thinking of borrowing . . .

JOHN : Only of your talent, not your work. Uncle Henry. I've a lot
to learn and who could teach me better?

HELEN : Excellent idea, Henry.

HENRY : We could all learn . . .

JOHN : I would like more than anything to be as great as you. If I

were your son . . .

HENRY : I don't know . . .

JOHN : I have the talent. I believe I do. I've got wonderful ideas.

CAPRI : They are simply marvelous, Mr. Penner. You should have heard some
of the lines he read me.

HELEN : My dear, that's a talent all men have.

HENRY : Well, I don't think . . . (John's face falls) I don't know . . .

I doubt I enter. At any rate, I won't say till I've read your script.

JOHN : Thank you, Uncle Henry.

CAPRI : (running to kiss Henry) Thank you, Mr. Penner.

HENRY : Ah, talent . . .

JOHN : What a courtesan . . .

(Duke and Jo entering)

DUKE : Who's entertaining?
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HENRY : Good evening, Josephine, Duke. How was your walk?

JO : Lovely. The sky was so clear tonight. I bet we saw a thousand

stars.

CAPRI : I'll bet you did too.

JOHN : What a cliche.

DUKE : How could you expect anything else--that's all you poets have fed

them for years--eyes like stars, lips like cherries and so on. At

least we change currencies every few hundred years.

JO : Stars are not a cliche!

DUKE : (dryly) Not as long as they twinkle. Actually, they're a going

currency. I lost the entire Milky Way tonight. Fortunately, Orion

still has his belt.

JO : (to John) Can't you enjoy anything without rhyming it?

JOHN : (to Jo) Can't you rhyme anything enjoyable?

HENRY : Here what is this?

DUKE : A lovely evening.

JO : Really, Uncle Henry, there were white swans in the small pond

and wispy clouds trimmed the moon so it looked like plum lace. I

wish I had a dress like that.

DUKE : I'm sure I heard a coyote.

JO : The stars mixed with the city lights so the earth and sky were

an inverted sphere.

JOHN : It was deathly cold out.

CAPRI : It looked like rain.

JO : And the crickets were tuned perfectly.

CAPRI : Obnoxious beasts--one jumped on my shoe.

DUKE : Did you kill it, John?

CAPRI : Yes, and what a smell.

JOHN : (to Duke) And what did you do?

DUKE : Slew a dragon.

CAPRI : Really?!
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DUKE : Yes. Hell of a trip.

HELEN : Speaking of which, I think it's time Capri and I started ours.

JOHN : It's not a jaunt for ladies. Permit me . . .

HENRY : Beware the devilish beasts.

JOHN : The word is a sword.

JO : The Word . . . not just any.

HENRY : Good night.

HELEN : Good night, Henry, Josephine, Duke.

(John, Capri, Helen leave.)

JO : I suppose I'm off to my tower, too. Good night. Uncle Henry, Duke,

(she exits)

HENRY : Well, have you invested in stars?

DUKE : I'd like a few in my pocket. Amazing what they'll buy.

But I'm afraid I gambled them away . . .

HENRY : Everyone has a price. Don't worry a few still fall now and then.

DUKE : Exactly, (pause) Are you entering the Laurel Contest, Henry?

HENRY : Funny you should ask.

DUKE : Well, write to your heart's content. Don't worry about . . .

HENRY : Money? I'm sorry Duke.

DUKE : If I were your son . . .

HENRY : Perhaps.

DUKE : Then perhaps . . . (pause) Call it a family investment.

HENRY : Does Josephine have anything to do with this?

DUKE : Yes and no.

HENRY : But stars really aren't cheap, Duke.

DUKE : I'm willing to pay.

HENRY : (pause) You can't know how frustrating it is to depend on someone
else for your life bread.
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DUKE : It's just as hard to pay with stars as gold, and some of us

have to depend on others for wine. Goodnight, Henry,
(exit, lights)

(LIGHTS up on the bridge. The Countess is reading a note aloud. As she reads,
Duke comes and waits, listening.)

COUNTESS: "I can only say what I see. But how can eyes call mouth, or cheek,
or brow; how can hand tuck starlight's shroud? With all my senses I

would know to have no sense, but to lose all sense I would not suffer
to lose one, for one unbound is all undone. And yet they are all

mixed like my poor self so that eye tastes cream, nose hears roses'
song, hand sees nature's curves and lines, ears savor every whispered
sound, and lips reverently touch every word of you. My life, my
heart is yours. Anonymous J."
(she laughs)

DUKE : "Anonomyous J." Is that a bird or a poet?

COUNTESS: Oh, you startled me. The bird can't write and the poet can't sing.

DUKE : He is an admirer. Perhaps you tie his words.

COUNTESS: It's not a pretty bow. I don't think I'd ever be one of those
conceited women--Laura, Beatrice.

DUKE : Perhaps not.

COUNTESS: Pedestals are boring.

DUKE : But I thought you were a collector.

COUNTESS: My, my--so you find them just as boring? No, I don't go for
pedestals at all just--

DUKE : Heads? Or gold?

COUNTESS: You are a wary beast. Caught before?

DUKE : Never.

COUNTESS: I like horses better than poetry. By the way, I've found a horse.

DUKE : A horse?

COUNTESS: You don't have a winning one, and if this race is to be a joint
deal, I've done my share. I located the horse. Grand animal. If
you'll just supply a little persuasion.

DUKE You haven't enough?
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COUNTESS: A silver tongue works fine, but a golden touch works quicker.
Do you remember that beautiful horse that won five years ago? He

has a son and . . .

DUKE : See if you can get the animal.

COUNTESS: Oh, you're a darling. You'll love him I know. Won't you come
with me to get him? I could tell you some marvelous racing tales.

JOHN : (approaching) And show you an even better one.

DUKE : As a matter of fact, she has one picked out for me.

JOHN : Such a redeeming figure! How about inspiring me?

DUKE : What horse do you intend to put in a paper stable?

JOHN : A black one.

DUKE : (to the Countess) Do you like hay?

COUNTESS: Beg pardon?

DUKE : Just be careful you don't founder your stock, John my boy.

(to the Countess) Here, a token for the horse. (He hands her a

coin, but it slips and falls to the spring. The Countess lunges and
nearly falls into the water, but the poem slips from her hand and
floats away.

)

COUNTESS: My coin!

JOHN : My poem!

DUKE : (pulling her back) My foot!

JOHN : (watching the paper float away) It's my only copy!

COUNTESS: (to Duke) Do you have another?

JOHN : No. It's the only one. A masterpiece and it's gone. It cost
me three quills, two candles and a week.

COUNTESS: John, could you get that coin out? See, it's right there next
to the big rock.

(Duke starts to leave, watching as he goes. The Countess is still
on the bridge pointing and John is pacing and mumbling below.)

JOHN : My poem, my poem! Let's see-- "I can only say what I see . . .

"

COUNTESS: You can't see it? There, there it is! By the big rock.

(Lights down on the bridge.)
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(Lights up on the living room. Jo is trying to crochet. She is

concentrating very hard until she begins to smell a strange odor from
the fire. Then she dashes up and moaning, stirs a pan. John enters
angri ly.

)

JOHN : Damn, she lost it.

JO : The Countess? You can't expect a woman like her to keep it forever.

JOHN : And all for a bit of money. Duke is always throwing around his

blasted gold.

JO : Duke?

JOHN : Imagine consoling her with a horse.

JO : He bought her a horse?

JOHN : What smells? Would you take a horse over a fine piece of poetry?

JO : I suppose it would depend on who gave it to me.

JOHN : A word is an expression of the soul. Would you drop somebody's
soul into the water for a piece of sweating horse flesh? Besides, a

poet doesn't eat half as much as a horse.

JO : He probably doesn't run as fast, either. And horses don't yell.
She dropped you in the pond?

JOHN : Women! Horses! Women and horses! There is only one connection
I see. I'll just write my poetry for some spindly-legged, star-eyed
horse.

(He slams out of the room.)

JO : (stirring) Want some--? (She throws the spoon angrily back into
the pan, stands and goes back to her crocheting. But she only looks
at it, then turns and strides to the desk and begins to write. Now
she hums and works easily. The Countess enters, pauses a moment
watching.

)

COUNTESS: Burning something, dear?

JO : Oh! The fudge! (confused she runs to the fire)

COUNTESS: Were you preparing menus?

JO : I never prepare menus. Oh, letters. I'm getting off letters.
(she indicates the couch. The Countess sits while Jo guards the desk)

JO : I hear you are getting a horse.

COUNTESS: I hear you play poker.
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Better than I cook. You like to gamble?

And you?

I 1 ike to win.

Don't we all? I've got the perfect partner for you.

Poker? The stakes?

Women for horses.

Women for horses?!

Then me for a horse.

And what is wrong with me?

You just play.

When?

Now. Coming?

(Jo looks at the fudge and the crocheting. She throws her stringy

strand into the pot and stirs, then marches out the door with the

Countess •

)

(A few moments later Duke enters carrying a large wrapped box. He

sets it down by the desk and he sniffs for a moment, then goes to

the fireplace and curiously picks up the pan of fudge. He pulls out

the crocheted strand, laughing heartily, and then places the pan

back on the hearth. John enters.)

JOHN : Well, did you get your horse?

DUKE : Horse? Not yet. Here, I found your poem. (He takes a crinkled

soggy piece of paper from his pocket and hands it to John.)

JOHN : (ignoring him) A horse? I've heard of jewels and gold, but a

horse? And she had the poem right in her hand.

DUKE : She--

JOHN : Dropped it.

DUKE : That is not all she dropped. Face it, she is clumsy and that

is hard to rhyme.

JOHN : She dropped it for gold. But she is beautiful.

DUKE : Ah, she is a track for you to race your stable of adjectives. So

the turf is muddy--give it a day, it will dry.
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JOHN : She is my woman!

DUKE : Your Laura? Alright, Petrarch, pen away. I've got Beatrice and

I've more than couplets and quatrains to deal with. Care for some--

fudge?

(Helen and Capri enter.)

HELEN : What is all the racket?

CAPRI : What is the smell? Been cooking again, John?

DUKE : I think it was Josephine.

HELEN : That poor dear, she'll never learn.

(Jo enters, a smug look on her face.)

JO : Never learn what?

CAPRI : How to cook.

DUKE : (Holding out the crocheted strand.) Or sew.

HENRY : (entering) I think you'd better give up the crocheting, Duke.

Leave it to the women. Good evening, ladies. What smells? Been
trying some more new perfume, Capri? You won't inspire much with
that whiff.

HELEN : I brought some cookies for everyone to try. I'm thinking of
entering them in the Bake-off. (She distributes cookies.)

CAPRI : And guess what? I'm entering the beauty contest. Will you
back me, John?

DUKE : You can't tell her her lips are like cherries and then not enter
the jam for everybody to see, John. That is, if you believe every-
thing that you say.

HENRY : Ummm, these are delicious, Helen.

JO : No thank you.

CAPRI : How about a new dress?

DUKE : Care for a used couplet?

JOHN : Maybe Josephine will help you sew something.

HELEN : I'll help.

HENRY : You'll be lovely, Capri.
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You should definitely enter these cookies, Helen.

Would you care to help, Josephine?

No, I'll —

Help me with the horses.

Don't you have enough help? Or are you planning on driving a team?

How is your play coming, John?

It sounds somewhat unsuccessful.
(John glowers and exits.)

: I see we must let you fellows work. Good night, time is short.
Coming Duke?
(Capri, Helen and Duke exit.)

: Go to bed Josephine. We've a lot to do in the next couple of
weeks.

: I'll just clean up. Go on to bed. Uncle Henry. Goodnight.
(He kisses her forehead and exits. Meanwhile lights are dimly lit
up on the bridge where Duke stands alone, thinking. In the living
room Josephine picks up the pan of fudge; and runs her finger over it.)

: (softly, dryly) Smells like cherries' rotted pitts.
Looks like raven's together hit.

Pocked and hard like an old dead whore,
I'll stir, stir, never more.
(She laughs, drops the pan and walks to the desk. Happily, she starts
to pick up a piece of paper when she notices the box Duke had brought
and she picks it up.

)

: (reading) "Josephine. As though love were not
there are words and stars and lace to trim; but non
while unless you know what I am and feel."
(Carefully she unwraps the package. Puzzled, pulls
colored feather quill and then a beautiful lacy smo
robe with a high lace collar. She cannot resist pu
then, with a quiet contentment, she pulls the pins
It tumbles softly down over her shoulders. With a

she sits at the desk and writes intently, looking u

and humming softly. Quietly Duke enters. He pause
light slowly enfolding him until Jo, feeling his pr
startled.

)

Oh!

Good evening. Or is it morning?

I ... I was just getting a few letters off.

poetry enough,
e are worth any

out a long plum
ked plum evening
lling it on and
from her hair,

slow, easy rhythm

p once in awhile
s, the shaft of
esence glances up
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DUKE : Strange hour.

JO : For you to be here. What are you doing? Henry is in bed.

DUKE : I came for you.

JO : The Countess isn't home?

DUKE : I wouldn't know--but I came to see you.

JO : How exciting. Serenades? Sing on. Or poker? Five card stud,

jokers are wild . . .

DUKE : Actually I've made a great deal on a new tract of stars. I'm

selling some fools in town copyrights for constellations. Would you
like to come?

JO : Who are you really baiting?

DUKE : Actually, I think we'd do well together. You play up the stars,

Brightness, texture, locale, etc., etc., and I'll handle the money.

JO : That is insane.

DUKE : You are very lovely by candlelight.

JO : Do you really think so?

(she fingers the robe, still in awe)

DUKE : The plum is your color, \lery romantic.

JO : Really? My closet feels bare. If only I could as easily gown
my mind in satin and light it with a candle.

DUKE : I thought our minds did that for us. Cold thoughts?

JO : My ... my hands are cold. I can't seem to write.

DUKE : Letters? (He crosses, reaches for the papers.)

JO : No!

(Duke looks at her, take the paper)

DUKE : What is this--fudge on the corners?
(He chuckles then grows silent as he reads. Jo begins to pace.)
"Lovers sat still and thought. Thought, sat and never kissed.
But words stroked words and thoughts bred minds so soul-born
babies cribbed in their eyes and rattled their bars till tears
washed them down and buried them side by side."
(He reads silently for a moment)
The fudge was inspiring.

(Jo has stopped near the fire, her back to him.)
You should enter this in the contest.
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Helen's is better.

Not the fudge. The play.

(trying to laugh) How? I can't finish a play about lovers . . .

Cold heart? (He goes to her turns her around.)

What is a man? Is he really only sharp and strong? Only a

muscled sound, a bearded gesture? I know he is a force I can beat

but never win.

Have you never been kissed?

Kissed? What a funny question.

Kissed. As on lips.

(He starts to kiss her, but she breaks away and stands before the fire

trembling.

)

: You see, Josephine, the secret is racing together, not apart.

Harnesses aren't chains . . . You can't write with feathers alone.

Feathers and paper? But who is the feather?

You are smaller than I.

The paper always has all the words.

All right, then you be the paper. Would you care for an evening
scroll?

: Don't touch me.

: "Two lovers sat and thought" . . . (pause, she stares at him)

Do you turn all to stone, my dear? Remember, out of Medusa came
Pegasus.

: With no credit to my head.

: From the heart--wings! So shall we carouse with the stars?
(pause) Don't be afraid, Josey. I won't touch you . . .

(She turns and looks at him wistfully) unless the feather commands,
(brightly) I have a horse.

: Do you? White? (he nods) (long pause) And you came for me?
(pause, he nods again)

I'm sure at this hour there are some stars you haven't seen.

I haven't any money to buy stars.

Currencies change.
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JO : A white horse?

(He nods, smiles. They leave and a few moments later Henry enters

fully dressed. He paces for a few moments, then goes to the desk

and starts to sit down when the papers on the desk catch his eye.

Picking up the script he begins to read, returning to the bedroom.

Pause. Then John enters. He also goes to the desk and tries to

write. There are moments of swift writing but long pauses. Finally

he lays down his head. The light dims, rises. Jo reenters, giggling

softly and swaying a bit. John wakes slowly. He watches her a

moment as she wobbles about the room.)

JO : He wouldn't kiss me . . .

JOHN : (finally) Are you drunk?

JO : A most delicious taste of life.

JOHN : You are drunk. Sit down.

JO : A white horse . . .

JOHN : At this time of night?

JO : A very pleasant knight.

JOHN : You need some coffee before Henry finds out.

JO : Oh no.

JOHN : Who was with you? Duke? Did he get you drunk?

JO : No, I think I got him drunk. Then I left, (softly) He wouldn't

kiss me. But we sold 'em all.

JOHN : What?

JO : Stars. Twenty dollars a constellation. Not to be used or seen

by anyone under copyright Z70312092309A. Fools--as though they could

collect.

JOHN : You sold the stars?

JO : A joke, (hiccups, giggles)

JOHN : And no telling what else.

JO : You don't think we sold them for enough? Probably not. What are

you doing, you dour little man?

(glances at the papers on the desk)

A play?

JOHN : Go to bed.
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JO : Don't let me stop you.

JOHN : You haven't.

(She plops on the couch, watches John. He ignores her, tries to write,
but can't. Slowly he looks up at her. She shrugs. He tries to write
again.

)

JO : Do you know what your problem is, John? You lack imagination.

JOHN : Imagination?

JO : A Boccacian male in a convent has more. So do the nuns for that
fact. A fertile field that's what you need. Plow your mind.

JOHN : I'm trying to be serious.

JO : Shall I sell you some stars? An acre or two?

JOHN : Go to bed. It's not long till the Laurel contest.

JO : And you're not inspired. I wouldn't be either, considering those
straight-staring, bulge-eyed totally masked pages we call an audience.

JOHN : Yes, but perhaps I will win this year.

JO : Why do you allow yourself to be judged? As though you could rank
talent.

JOHN : Women don't?

JO : Of course not. We're all the best, the most beautiful. So write
me something.

JOHN : (dryly) How can I? You sold the stars.

(Jo reading over his shoulder)
JO : That's very nice.

JOHN : Do you think so?

JO : (reading) "Deep tangling sea weeds ..." Hmmm--a tragedy?

JOHN : (throwing down his pen) A farce.

JO : What's the matter, John?

JOHN : I can't . . . ever since she dropped . . . never mind.

JO : Don't worry about it. You are just trying to find words--they are
nothing. You need . . .

JOHN : Yes?
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JO : A little action. (He sits solidly. She pulls him up.)

JOHN : I won't look at stars. They're silly and I'm never inspired. I

always get incredible cramps in my neck.

JO : Then dance.

JOHN : But my hero needs a speech.

JO : Leave it to the chorus. Let's dance.

JOHN : You're drunk.

JO : And you're obnoxiously sober.

JOHN : You've got feathers in your head.

JO : Better than in your hand.

JOHN : Leave me, will you?

JO : What, to a haunting black space, the deep swirling nothingness
that remains when no words come and nothing else exits? You've got
no spirit. Just a dictionary.

JOHN : I'll have you know, I'm hatching a plot.

JO : Really?

JOHN : How to rid myself of one hungry mouth that can't feed itself on

poor poets' syllables. Marry the Duke, will you? I need some money
for my play.

JO : No wonder you can't write a hero's speech--you ' re a villain--and
a horrible dancer.

JOHN : I'm not a dancer. I'm a writer.

JO : Well, what shall we write about--love? Too trite? Suppose
you write a play about a woman who tries to write a play . . .

JOHN : A woman! Ha, ha. This is a tragedy, not a comedy.

JO : And isn't that a tragedy? Does the creative spirit have a sex?

JOHN : I should say.

JO : And what if I were that spirit swirling in (she dances around)
I'd sweep you away--you are struck by my lips--my eyes, my nose!
Fine aren't they? And don't you like the lace? La!

JOHN But the man always captures the spirit,
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JO : (Picks up a paper, mimes that it is the bar of a cage)

And so in ink there is steel. I am barred, chained forever.

Ha! (Rips the paper) Silly man--catch me! (Swirls away)

(Now John is fascinated with her wild dance. The lights dim

except for on the turning Jo. And up above the bridge is

barely lit, where Duke is standing. The Countess stands below him.)

DUKE : (softly) And what do I hear for a star? Thirty pieces for

the star to the right? Yours forever . . .

JO : (stopping in a daze--looking up to the bridge) You wouldn't

really sell . . .

(Suddenly she gasps and totters. Lights up on the bridge. John

rushes to her.)

JOHN : Josephine! Are you all right?

JO : (slurred) Of course. Carry me, carry me away!

(She starts dancing more wildly than before.)

JOHN : Stop!

JO : What is it? Do you have keys? To my soul or yours?

(She dances on.

)

JOHN : Stop!

JO : Yes, yes, the monkey has the keys. Shall I show you my wares?

Star right, star left. Golden river, silver thread. Dress of lace,

horses hair. Brush or paint, pen or ink; birth a thought, laugh a

soul, paddle a chuckle--Ho! Ride a horse, trip a word. Kiss a sound.

Dance a lip. Don't think, don't push. Straddle your soul, wash

your bed. Ships aport! Stars aloft. Thread, thread, thread! Gurgle,

sigh, laugh and coo--spin, thoughtless thing. A sound's a word,

a word's a thought, but a word a soul is not. Is not!

JOHN : Stop!

JO : A sound?

JOHN : Stop!

JO : A song? Do I hear a key? A note or a bar? A measure or chain?

JOHN : Stop!

JO : Play on! Sing soul! Dance. Can't paint a tree that never

stood, can't ride a horse that never runs. Pant, dry spirit!

JOHN : Oh, wine!1

JO : Where?
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JOHN : Giddy drink.

JO : Please do. Talley ho! Unleash your soul. Stuck in thought
round, round the ring you'll go. You'll fall when you gallop.

JOHN : What?

JO : Centrifugal force. Mud. Do you believe in unicorns?

JOHN : I must write.

JO : Pegasus?

JOHN : I must write.

JO : Plow, plow, you've got a nag.

JOHN : You . . .

JO : Ha! See if I'll furrow your fields. Too many stones, stumps
and fallen trees.

JOHN : I'll harness you.

JO : Hitch me, eh?

JOHN : Ride you say?

JO : Can't fly with feet on my wings.

JOHN : Stop!

JO : Still trapped? Poor soul. Consider not chains, but reins.
Regard hearts, not eyes. Spirit lift pen, pen lift soul. Scratch,
scratch. Lines, curves, splintered gold.

JOHN Babble--

JO Bauble--

JOHN Bubble--

JO Burst-- you!

JOHN Stop!

JO Shell or stone? I'd la

to hear your spirit cry.

JOHN (covering ears) Sound!

JO Words?
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: (excited) Thought! (wondering) Thought? (watches her dance,

then quietly) Thought.

: Thought . . . (She falls in a heap.)

: (taking her to the couch, laying her down gently.) You mad woman!

(He watches her; she sleeps. The candlelight narrows, settles over
them.

)

: What beautiful hair. You really are lovely.

(He lifts a strand.

)

Too bad you are my cousin, you mad wild thing . . .

(sleepily rousing) Why?

Your eyes match your dress.

Yes, I got them on sale downtown
look like lace?

^0.

My eyelashes--don't they

(squinting) They do to me.

And how can you see with your eyes closed?

Can you see with yours open?

How ridiculous. How could I possibly write with my eyes closed?

(hiccups) Yes, how could you? John, let's go to the bridge.

No. I must work. You go. Or go to bed . . . (she falls asleep)
Asleep again? You're a tired spirit, (looks at her, speaking slower)

It really is a pity you're my cousin--or are you? (leans closer) I

think we're kin only in anger.

(He gently kisses her face, moves down her neck. He pauses only a

moment before unbuttoning the lacy collar and sliding the folds
over one shoulder. He kisses gently, then more roughly, moves back
to her lips, then back down.)

: Wake up, damn it! Wake up!

(She is like liquid in his arms, then she stirs slightly. He is

a bit frightened.

)

: No, don't--be still. Quiet, hush.

(But the lure is there. He cannot resist kissing her. Frantically,
his hands work more of the buttons.)

(suddenly from the corner, her old dress over his arm, speaks heavily)
Aren't you taking advantage of the wine?
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JOHN : (jumping up) You got her drunk.

DUKE : You'd take advantage of another man's liquor?

(moves towards Jo)

JOHN : You left her . . .

DUKE : I'd advise you to do the same.

(John backs a few steps)

JOHN : You're drunk. Dead drunk.

DUKE : I was hoping you were. Drunk. It appears you're just dead,

(carefully buttons the lace dress)

You've got ink on her--everywhere and good heavens, man, do you
always hold your women with iron fists? Look at these marks!

Ever heard of a velvet glove?

JOHN : If I had one, I'd fling it in your face this minute.

DUKE : Poor boy, you write love--can't you make it? Why don't you toss

your feather?

JOHN : (pause) She's not worth it--slut. She tells me she sold stars.

DUKE : (laughs) Gave them away actually. She was a joy to behold . . ,

JOHN : I imagine she was. (Fingering the dress Duke had carried)
Teaching her the business--eh, Duke? She's a cheap commodity.
Not even a horse this time. Just a line.

DUKE : (rising) I'd advise you to retract.

JOHN : On which account? What do you really race, Duke? Or should
I say--

DUKE : Don't. How wild your thoughts are. Pity they only carry you
around a single track.

JOHN : Don't pity me. If a woman ever loves me it won't be because
of my money.

DUKE : Really--is your currency inflated?

JOHN : When I pay, it will be with my soul and I won't settle for a

cheap woman.

DUKE : Looks like you couldn't even afford that.

(The Countess whirls in.)
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COUNTESS: Brrr, it's freezing outside. I got your note, John, and came
right away . . . Ohhhh, hello Duke. Do you like our new . . .

(noticing Josephine in his arms) Josephine? (pauses) John, I'm
sorry I dropped your poem. I remembered part of it and I wrote it

down . . . (noticing Jo's evening robe) I'm not interrupting anything
am I?

JOHN : Not at all . I believe Duke has been trying out his new horse.
About my poem--
(He goes to her. After a pause and a glance at Duke, she allows
him to put his arms around her. Jo wakes up somewhat dizzily.)

JO : John? No, John.

(She pushes Duke away and falls asleep again.)

COUNTESS: John? Is she drunk?

DUKE : John?

JOHN : They both are.

JO : (rousing) John, I'm sorry . . . (noticing the Countess in his
arms) John? (She stares, confused.)

COUNTESS: Maybe I'd better go.

JO : Did I burn the fudge?

COUNTESS: (shakily) You are writing a play for me, John? I'm so . . .

excited. Now I wouldn't want to . . . (she hurriedly exits)

DUKE : Countsss--

JO : A play for her? I thought we were--(she gestures emptily)
(Duke cradles her and she sleeps again.)

DUKE : That's it. Sleep, Josey.

JOHN : Back to your stupor, child. So. Beatrice wants a man from hell
and Laura wants a poet.

DUKE : When you've waded through your couplets we'll see which was worse.

JOHN : Or better? (indicates Jo)
Like the gal? Let me, as your dearest friend, do you a favor. I'll
sell you the bit of lace there. I'll arrange the marriage with Uncle
Henry . . .

DUKE : It just so happens I've already . . .

JOHN : (coolly) Arrange or disarrange with Uncle Henry--for a small fee.

DUKE : Small?
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JOHN : Back my play for the Laurel Festival.

DUKE : That's it?

JOHN : For now.

HENRY : (entering in robe) What's this, Duke? Josephine--what's wrong

with the girl? (She remains sleeping in Duke's arms.)

JOHN : (crossing) They're drunk--both of them.

HENRY : What time is it?

JOHN : Late enough for impropriety. Early enough for scandal. Really,

Henry, can we afford a word of this?

HENRY : (slowly) No. Duke, how could you?

(Duke says nothing, merely looks coldly at John)

JOHN : (crossing to Jo) Eh, what's this? Missed a button, Duke--

(He carefully fastens a strategic button.)

HENRY : Duke, I'd like a word with you.

JOHN : A couple of words actually, --yes, or no? What are your intentions

Duke? You can't leave her like you've left all the others.

DUKE : (heavily) I'll marry her.

JOHN : (heartily) In that case, welcome to the family, Duke. Always

wanted a side that had a bit of gold.

HENRY : John! (He sadly touches Jo's hair.)

She's like my own daughter.

JOHN : Don't look on it as losing a daughter--rather gaining a fortune,

eh Duke? And now you have a literate family.

JO : (faintly mumbling) "Deep tangling seaweeds ..."

HENRY : Eh?

JO : (waking and, after a pause, nestles closer to Duke) Oh, Duke, hello.

Please take me to the bridge ... I've got a star to show you.

(Duke picks her up.

)

JOHN : Hadn't you ought to go to the church?

DUKE : (at the door) It's on the other side.

(lights)
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Next day.

(Scene opens with a wedding feast. Jo is now in a white lace dress.)

CAPRI : I'm just sooo surprised! So sudden . . .

HELEN : And the white horse, how nice.

JOHN : A bit Don Quixote-ish I'd say.

HELEN : Charming.

CAPRI : Princely.

JOHN : Ah well, a Duke in the family. . .

DUKE : (softly) And a John in my house.

HENRY : Cheers everyone! Josephine, Duke, please stay the night--!
really can't bear to part with you too soon.

JO : Of course.

HELEN : Why don't you at least stay until the Laurel Festival?

JOHN : Yes, we could sing yours, Josephine.

JO : (ignoring John) I'd like that wery much.

DUKE : We have to stay.

JOHN : Of course.

HENRY : Wonderful! By the way, John, I read part of your play. It's
wonderful, coming along very nicely.

JOHN : Eh? Found it?

HENRY : On the desk, last night. I especially like the second scene.

(Josephine pales, glances at the desk)

JOHN : So you're not going to enter the festival?

HENRY : I doubt it.

(silence)

HELEN : Just imagine then, two such honorable men in the family.

JOHN : (laughing harshly) No, I believe there are three. (He winks at
(Duke.)

CAPRI : (sighing) I can't wait till we marry, John.
(There is a tense silence)
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(The Countess enters.)
COUNTESS: Marriage? Do I hear talk of marriage?

CAPRI : Yes.

JOHN : Ah, yes. Duke and Josephine tied--or should I say untied the
knot last night. Come in my dear. Care for a seat?

COUNTESS: Duke--married?

JO : To me.

CAPRI : And John--

JOHN : Would never get so tied down.
(He looks at Capri and the Countess without either woman noticing the
other)
For awhile. Here's cheers to wedded bliss.

COUNTESS: (to Jo) You've sobered up a bit I see.

HELEN : Wouldn't we all be a bit drunk with happiness? Henry, hand the
Countess one of my cookies.

HENRY : Isn't she a lovely bride? Really dear, why don't you enter the
beauty contest?

JO : No, I'm afraid . . .

HELEN : That is a wonderful idea. I'm sure Duke would agree.

CAPRI : I have the loveliest dress for the contest.

COUNTESS: Have you a talent?

HELEN : The talent belongs in the bake-off. Do you like my cookies?

JOHN : Are you entering your fudge, Jo?

HELEN : We'll surprise them, won't we dear?
(She rolls her eyes and sighs as Jo looks down.)

CAPRI : I've got the most marvelous recipe too--

COUNTESS: Are you still running our horse, Duke?
(a long pause)

HELEN : Why, I thought it was Jo's and Duke's horse . . .

JOHN : So did I.

COUNTESS: You are carrying my silk, Duke. This is an old deal. But don't
let me interfere.
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CAPRI

CAPRI

COUNTESS

HELEN

HENRY

HELEN

COUNTESS

HELEN

JOHN

HENRY

COUNTESS

CAPRI

COUNTESS

HENRY

HELEN

COUNTESS

JOHN

JO

She's not bothering anything. Oh, run the horse for her, Duke.

Pass the carrots, please.

Henry, how did you like the cookies I sent you?

When?

Errrr, they were very good.

What kind--

I do so appreciate your writing a play all for me.

For you?

For you?

I may not be able . . .

Don't worry, I understand. But John is writing one for me in any
case.

John! For her? I'll never marry you.

Marry her?

You' re writing a play for her?

I don't see why not--weren't you going to, Henry?

Paudles. Don't fuss. I'll write my own.

A woman? Ha!

(The Countess glares at him.)

I don' t see why not

COUNTESS: Plots are my forte. And Duke, I'll get my own horse--since
Josephine won yours.

DUKE : Josephine! How?

COUNTESS: Poker. Supposedly. I don't see how she won with the hand she
had. But then, the girl is talented.

JOHN : I'll say.

(Capri, the Countess and Helen stare at him.)
It's all bluff.

DUKE On whose account?

COUNTESS: Don't you know, Duke? Good luck everyone at the Laurel Festival
I guess I shall have to visit the judges. Just to let them know . .

(She swirls out.

)
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JOHN : (deadly) Don't worry, my dear, we all have our talents.
(He looks directly at Duke and continues eating.)
(In a daze, Jo leaves the table and rushes out the door. Duke
starts to follow, pauses by the door. Capri stands angrily.)

CAPRI : Write for her? Well, let me paint you. (She pours the pitcher
of cream over his head and stuffs a cherry in his mouth.)
"Cheeks of cream, lips like cherries"--or do they? (she sashays
angrily out the door.)

HENRY : (to John) I must admit, women have a way with comedy.

HELEN : Henry!
(Lights out with the lights slowly fading on Jo on the bridge.)

Later that night. The stage now has three areas--the living room, the bridge
which has a desk and bed, and the bedroom situated on the far stage left where
there is a brass bed and desk. Lights up on the living room. Henry is seated,
reading Jo's play. There is a knock at the door. It is the Countess.)

HENRY : Is something wrong?

COUNTESS: Good evening. No, nothing is wrong.

HENRY : Isn't it rather late?

COUNTESS: Is Helen here?

HENRY : Come in.

(They are both silent. Henry busies himself at the fire.)

COUNTESS: Cold, Henry?

HENRY : Did you forget something?

COUNTESS: Aren't you writing a play for me, Henry?

HENRY : I thought you said--

COUNTESS: I was angry. Forgive me. How is it coming? (She picks it up
and begins reading. Henry reaches for it. She steps away, reads.)
"Lovers sat still and thought. Thought, sat and never kissed."
Why never kissed, Henry?
(She drops the play and moves toward him. He backs a step.)
Don't you kiss Helen, Henry?
(Silence)
Why haven't you married her?

HENRY Helen is a great inspiration to me--
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COUNTESS: Really? How?
(Henry throws another log into the fire)
Henry, stop poking the fire and look at me. Aren't you writing?

HENRY

COUNTESS

HENRY

COUNTESS

HENRY

COUNTESS

HENRY

COUNTESS

HENRY

COUNTESS

HENRY

COUNTESS

HENRY

COUNTESS

HENRY

COUNTESS

HENRY

COUNTESS

HENRY

COUNTESS

life.

I'm old.

Are you old or is your inspiration?

My memory-

-

Or your imagination?

Words are . . . tired.

Forget the play, Henry. You can't just live with words all your

(She cuddles up to him, kisses him on the cheek, then on the mouth.
He can't move for a moment.)

Madam!

(laughs) Not quite. Kiss me, Henry.

Why me?

Do you need a horse?

A horse!

No? Then kiss me.

If you really want the play--

But, Henry . . ,

No trouble at all . I--

Do it tomorrow.

I work better at night.

Do you? Then let me help.

Alone. But you've inspired me.

Kiss me Henry, or I'll think I've lost my touch.
(She grabs his quill and tickles his nose, laughing)
Kiss me, kiss me!

(But Henry can only sneeze. The Countess puts the pen in his hand.)

COUNTESS: Here. I hope your words make better love,
(exit)

(Henry is left looking at his feather. Lights down on the living room
and up on the bedroom. John is pacing.)





JOHN : No fire. No thought. No women. Blast! I can write without them.
(He looks at the bed then lies down and props the feather next to him.)
No. You're not much inspiration my friend. I don't like your hair,
your eyes, or your smile. And you're not even slightly warm. The least
you could do is say something. Just a whisper? I can't help thinking
of her. She is lovely--even if she is poor. I'm poor. My friend,
what can we say of her? If you would work your magic, you'd paint her
so well she would be right here . . . and then I'd tell you about that
black hair and those eyes . . .

(The lights have been coming up on the bridge, although they
remain dim, dreamy, and the Countess stands at the edge of the bridge.)

COUNTESS: Writing my play, Johnnie?

JOHN : (jumping up^

No. No.

Countess? (he looks to the feather, whispers)

COUNTESS: Why not?

JOHN : Countess?

COUNTESS: Is that the only word you know? Why aren't you writing?

JOHN : Come inspire me.

COUNTESS: Don't you have a poet's memory?

JOHN : I have the color down. I'm working on a paragraph about texture.

COUNTESS: I hope you win for me darling. Then we'll compare plots . . .

(Lights down on John, who stands staring at his feather. The lights
come up fully on the bridge. The Countess is now bent near the
water determinedly reaching in. Duke appears at the edge of the
bridge. He watches her for a few moments.)

DUKE : Looking for something?
(Sheepishly she pulls the coin out of the water.)

COUNTESS: Thanks. I found it. What are you doing up?

DUKE : I? My horse has colic.

COUNTESS: Or is it what your wife doesn't have?

DUKE : Pardon?

COUNTESS: Nothing. I'm betting this (holds up the coin) on you.

DUKE : I'm racing your horse for you. I made a deal.

COUNTESS: Isn't she a lovely horse?
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DUKE : She'll run.

COUNTESS: She'll win. Come down. Let's talk about strategy.

DUKE : Or practice it? No thanks. I can see the stars better from here.

COUNTESS: That is no way to win a horse race.
(There is no answer from Duke. The Countess suddenly "slips" into
the water.

)

Oh! My ankle!

DUKE : It's poetry isn't it? Erase it and start over.

COUNTESS: Ooooooh . . .

DUKE : Alright. I'm coming.
(He goes down to her.)
(Lights dim on the bridge and come up in John's room. He is pacing
wildly.

)

JOHN : I can write! I can win. And I don't have to write it for her,
ha. She'll see. What am I saying? I haven't written a word.
(There is a knock at the door.)
(Jo enters in her lacy evening robe. When Johns turns and sees her,
they are both silent, questioning. He comes nearer and kisses her.
She remains stiff, although she struggles to respond.)

JO : What did I do?

JOHN : Do?

JO : I'm married, (pause) I'm sorry.

JOHN : Don't worry.

JO : Thank you for the poem.

JOHN : (trying to kiss her) What poem?

JO : "There are words and stars and lace to trim--"

JOHN : What? Mad woman, you are beautiful. The smoked plum is your color.

JO : You didn't write the poem.

JOHN : I can't write much of anything of late. My hands are cold,
(silence) Do you know, I believe you are more lovely than the
Countess?
(He tries to kiss her once more, she turns away. He shrugs.)
I guess one can't kiss pedestaled women.

JO : Married. We're called married.

JOHN : I forgot.
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JO

JOHN

JO

JOHN

JO

JOHN

JO

JOHN

JO

JOHN

JO

You never tried before.

Yes--

What? (silence) You didn't write the poem.

No. But I'll write you one and kiss you now.

Am I ugly?

Ugly? Ha! Do I kiss ugly women?
(Jo ignores him, goes to the desk and reads the play.

Then,)

: My hair is not black.

: I was copying sonnets.

(John lunges at her, trying to push her back.)

: (truth dawning) I'm married.
(She strikes him and races from the room.)
(Lights down on John nursing his face, yelling.)

: Damn! Capri!

(He goes out.

)

(Lights up on the bridge where Jo stands breathing heavily.)

: I'm ugly. But it doesn't matter . . . except I'm a woman . . .

not a horse! I feel! I think! Blast them trying to pin me in beds

and in poems and races and contests! What am I saying? They don't
want me in any of that. Ha! Deluded woman. I can't boil water or

even sew buttons. I win poker by bluff and ride sidesaddle. But I

think and my mind is four aces, a flying horse I'm astride . . . not
chewy melted fudge. I think ... I feel . . . don't I?

(She goes to the desk and pulls a feather out of the feather duster,
but she pauses and puts a hand to her face.)
How can a statue write of love? Poor lips. All you know are words.
What cold creatures in a lonely world. (She looks at the bed,
laughs sadly) I have no partner .... I call, "deal, deal" and

no one deals. I carry a saddle and have no horse. (She moves to
the desk) Then come tumble in your wedding bed--virgin thoughts to

coarser sounds. (She writes briskly) Yes, squirm and laugh and kiss in

my throat, (laughs) Someday my soul will rock syllables on its knee
and say . . . and say ... I'm lonely. (She cries.) Kiss me.

(The lights rise below the bridge. Duke is massaging the Countess'
ankle. As Jo becomes aware of them, the Countess reaches over and
kisses Duke. Jo gasps and runs from the bridge. Lights down on the
bridge. Lights up on the living room. Henry sits once more at his

desk. After a few moments he lays aside the script and gets fresh
paper. He is completely still, staring at the paper before him.

Quietly then, he begins to burn the paper with the candle.
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HENRY : Burn. Lace, fragile lace. Burn. I write nothing, think nothing,
smell . . . smoke. Ha. Sad. My existence is as fragile, as formless
as this. (He allows ashes to trickle through his fingers; then he
tries to set his glass of wine on fire.) Dead, soul? Rapid flame--
out. (Puts his hand over the flame.) The flesh burns . . . hmmm.
The blood? No. The spirit? If not dead. But how can my soul be so
hot, my spirit so cold? My mind leaps, my cells damn it. No water
from this well. A dry summer, Henry? Fall dead, mighty stump. Your
saw has cut you through. What pain in a blunt blow. Through, through
but not . . . tis, tis, tis, but not. Ha! Is there a green leaf
left high on the branch? Grown brown. Fallen. Whispered down,
silent. Then tip tree, (picks up a small paper knife from the desk
and slowly, methodically he begins to work it over his wrist.)

Saw, saw . . .

(Meanwhile Josephine has rushed in breathless.)

HENRY

JO

HENRY

JO

HENRY

JO

HENRY

JO

HENRY

JO

HENRY

: Saw . . . saw . . .

: Henry? Henry! What are you doing?
(He looks at her glazedly, picks up a feather pen, dips it in a spot
of blood and tries to write with it.)

: A spot? A word. My blood--a word, damn it! My soul, a word.

(Jo watching in horrified amazement; she then grabs the knife from
him and begins to wrap his wrist.)

(Jo works rapidly, tensely, binding his arm. Henry lifts a piece
of blood spotted paper, studies it somberly.)

: And your fingers are singed!

: My wings.

: (trying to laugh) Flying too close to the sun, Henry?

: Close.

: Now sit back. There's a dear.

: What feeds a flame? Air. Poof! Air. And I'm ashes. Empty,
dead, flame. That's all a word is my dear. All it ever is. (pause)
You know I can't kiss you.

: It doesn't matter, Henry.

: I can't even think love .

old man.
no words to caress. I'm an impotent

JO : No Henry.

(She gently kisses his forehead and as he drifts to sleep she turns
and notices the Countess standing in the doorway.)
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COUNTESS: He's right, you know. It won't do any good. Ah, but he didn't
go to sleep on me. Pity he's asleep, I was going to ask him something.

JO : Ask him with words?

COUNTESS: Why, yes. I can use those, too.

(Jo turns away. Then:

)

JO : Do you play poker?

COUNTESS: (The Countess pauses, then laughs sensually.)
Come dear, you can do better than that, (exit)

(Josephine cries silently. As she wanders by the desk, she notices
her play and suddenly, determinedly she takes up her pen. Lights
down on the living room. Lights up in the bedroom. John is

leading Capri into the room.)

CAPRI : (yawning) What is so important this time of night, John?

JOHN : Inspiration. (He turns and kisses her. She squeals with glee
as he roughly grabs her. There is a knock at the door and Duke
walks in.)

DUKE : Capri?

CAPRI : Oooooo.

JOHN : Capri?!

DUKE : What are you doing here?

JOHN : She's mine.

DUKE : Where is Josephine?

JOHN : You don't know? Can't you keep--

DUKE : My hands off another man's woman?

JOHN : Yes, can't you?

CAPRI : What makes you think she came here?

JOHN : Capri!
(Helen enters)

HELEN : Capri! I came to get you--rve been worried--and what are you
doing here at this time of night?

DUKE : They were discussing wedding plans I believe.
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JOHN : Wedding?

CAPRI : Oooooo. . .

JOHN : My play--!

CAPRI : And John was showing me his play.

HELEN : I 'm sure he was.

DUKE : I can attest to that.

HELEN : A wedding. Well. We should tell Henry at once.

(The Countess enters)

COUNTESS: Tell Henry what?

CAPRI : I'm getting married!

COUNTESS: I should hope you would tell Henry.

HELEN : (coolly) To John.

COUNTESS: To John? Why I thought—

DUKE : That would be wonderful. Blessings, Capri.

COUNTESS: My play—?

DUKE : Yes, how is it coming Countess?

CAPRI : When should it be?

COUNTESS: During the festival, of course.

CAPRI : Of course. You're all invited. It'll be marvelous--bands and

parades, whee!

JOHN : You're still writing a play? Ha!

DUKE : Creating one actually. She's plotted tragedy for the fifth act.

COUNTESS: How dare--

DUKE : Easily. I'm your main character aren't I? (tapping John's
shoulder) And you are minor.

CAPRI : He is of age!

DUKE : For what?
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COUNTESS: Whoa, Johnnie, dear. Why, of course I really can't write a play.
You must do it for me. (to the others) Fools! Don't you realize
you can't interfere with an artist? Married?! Ha! How can he even
consider marriage at a time like this?
(to Capri) If you really love him you'll let him write--and win!
(She looks for a long moment at John, then exits.)

CAPRI

DUKE

: Johnnie?
(Silence. She bursts into tears and exits, Helen going with her.
Duke picks up a feather that fell from the Countess' hat and holds
it out to John.

)

Let's see if it describes her. (exit)

(Lights down on the bedroom, up on the living room. Henry is rousing.
There is a dim light on the bridge. Jo is carefully removing a

feather from Duke's pillow. John enters the living room.)

JOHN : Henry?

HENRY : Come in, John. Been up writing?

JOHN : Trying. I need ... I need some help.

HENRY : You really would like to win this year?

JOHN : Are you writing?

HENRY : I'm not feeling well. It was probably the Countess' cookies.

JOHN : You aren't going to enter the contest?

HENRY : No, no, I don't think so.

JOHN : Well, I guess I'd better get busy--not long until the festival.
You'll help?

HENRY : Maybe tomorrow.
(Henry then is silent and John exits hurriedly. The Countess enters
a few seconds later.

)

COUNTESS: You're really not going to enter, Henry? I thought you would
at least try. Pity. Everything is dead, eh? Lips, mind--ah, well.
John will write and win, I know. Perhaps it is just as well. I

remember when you really were the best, Henry,
(she sweeps out)
(Henry in despair moves to the desk where he notices Jo's play.
Fascinated, he reads quickly. Lights dim on the living room, rise
on the bedroom where John is seated at the desk trying to write
and the Countess is perched on the bed reading his script.)
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COUNTESS: I think the chorus should be divided into three groups in this

section so you've got a beat. Ump, two, three; Ump, two, three.

Really, some of those chants do get rather tedious.
(John looks up annoyed. The Countess laughs loudly.)
Your hero--ha--no, he couldn't do that . Mush push. Let me see
your pen.

JOHN : Blast it woman, shut up. Ignorant, vain creature. Now either
let me write this or forget it. The judges would pick out a woman's
touch a mile away and I intend to win.

COUNTESS: (Coldly) Yes, you'd better. I've got a bet riding on your
play. How about a little faith?

(John tears the paper away from her. Lights down on the bedroom
and up on the living room. Henry is sitting on the couch, reading.
Jo enters, and not noticing that Henry is awake, she goes to the
desk and frantically searches for her play. Henry watches her a

moment.

)

HENRY : (slowly) Looking for something?
(She turns and freezes at the sight of her play.) Were you here all

last night? Where is Duke?

JO : His horse had colic.

HENRY : Pity. On your wedding night.

JO : That's all right. I got off a few notes . . . (she looks to
the desk. Henry notices and waves the script distinctly.)

HENRY : More like the whole score . . . (Pause, Henry has difficulty
speaking.) I used to write like this.

JO : You still can.

HENRY : No. It is gone.

JO : But you can help John.

HENRY : (slowly) This is not John's.

JO : Are you feeling better?

HENRY : I'm sorry, Jo.

JO : For what? You were no trouble--just a little ill.

HENRY : For marrying you off. Do you love him?

JO : (trying to laugh) What?
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HENRY : How many plays have I written about tragic faults and I commit

one of the worst. Authors never make good characters. You didn't

have to marry him did you, Josephine?

JO : (softly) I don't know.

HENRY : You're a brilliant woman.

JO : Is that anything like being beautiful?

HENRY : (Henry turns away from her.)

You did write this, Jo?

JO : It's not finished.

HENRY : Enter the festival, Josephine.

JO : I cannot.

HENRY : You must.

JO : It doesn't stand a chance against Helen's fudge and it couldn't
compare with the Countess' beauty.

HENRY : As a play, Josephine.

JO : A woman's? Ha!

HENRY : True. Pity.

JO : (softly) That I'm not.

HENRY : Pardon?

JO : Nothing.

HENRY : Talent is a funny creature. I don't believe it cares whether
it wears skirts or pants.

JO : The judges do.

HENRY : It is a fickle servant and pride is a funny master. I know I

would win no matter what I entered, and yet talent rests elsewhere.

(pause) You know, Josephine, I make one darned good batch of fudge.

Better than Helen's cookies if I may say so myself. But I've, ah,

I've always been too embarrassed to enter it myself--I'd never have

a chance. (He looks at her steadily) Fudge and beauty spoil quickly.
Finish it. The Festival is in three days.
(Lights out on the living room, up in the bedroom. John is pacing.)

JOHN : Damn him! He'll win--inspired indeed. He's just greedy for that

little bit of metal which buys him praise and awe. Me, a son--ha!

He doesn't have blood, just black ink that spills and makes a ghastly

mud for everybody else.
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(Duke enters)

DUKE : I must say, you have a way with words. What, no women?

JOHN : Don't worry knight, you have a deed or should I say deal?

Remember your wife?

DUKE : Remember my wife?

JOHN : You promised me--ah, you remember.

(He taps his play)

DUKE : You hardly did your p--

JOHN : Isn't she your wife? (Silence) Eh? At least in name. Funny

I never considered you a man of words. But you want to keep even
that? After all you were both drunk that night and I know--

DUKE : I keep my bargains.

JOHN : Yes, you are an honorable man. Good. Henry has decided to enter
the contest after all. But I must win.

DUKE : Why? There are other women besides the Countess.

JOHN : Don't you see? No, I suppose you don't ... To be the very
best is something inside that screams. I must win! And what is more,
I will. You are a--shall we say "gifted" man, Duke.

DUKE : I can't tell you anything about your play.

JOHN : But your money can tell someone. I deserve to win this year,
(jovially) Besides, Duke, look at it squarely. The old man just
can't do it anymore. Why, I bet there is a whole chest of metals
already engraved "Henry Penner" just waiting. They won't even read
his play. They'll just hand him that cold trophy. Consider, your
money will establish a little justice.
(He lifts a glass of wine and toasts Duke)

It's such a pleasure to have you in the family.

(Lights)

(The day of the contest. The stage only has the bridge with its bed
and desk. However, to the sides and front are pavilion chairs. Henry,
John and Jo are seated sipping wine. The Countess comes up to the group.)

COUNTESS: Good day all. How do I look?
(she twirls around)

JOHN : Splendid.
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(Capri and Helen enter)

CAPRI : And me?

HENRY : Beautiful.

CAPRI : Thank you. You know Mr. Boskers don't you? Helen introduced us.

and he is the most magnificent man. Anyway he bought this dress for

me. It's ahhhh so much prettier than the one I made. (She giggles

and flounces.) Why Josephine! Is that all you had to wear? Where

is that rich old husband of yours?

COUNTESS: I think I saw him at the stables. Mr. Boskers? Hmmmm, he used

to be an admirer of mine . . . that dress--

DUKE : Is very becoming, Capri.

CAPRI : Oooooo.

DUKE : Nice sewing job on your dress. Countess. Is that an entry for

contest?

COUNTESS: I'm my own entry thank you.

DUKE : Really? Do you think there will be enough of you for all the

judges to taste? Speaking of which, did you have any extra cookies,

Helen?

HELEN : For you of course.

COUNTESS: And what are you entering, Josephine?

CAPRI : Don't pick on her. She can't help it if she's not pretty--

DUKE : If she is not petty enough to care how pretty she is. If you

can't believe your own mirror, who can you believe?

HENRY : As a matter of fact, Josephine has entered some fudge.

ALL but : Fudge!?
HENRY

HELEN : Well, Henry, I'm so glad you've entered another play. The

festival wouldn't be the same without it.

JOHN : (softly) It might still not.

HENRY : I'd hate to disappoint you, dear.

HELEN : What is it about?

HENRY : Two young lovers.

HELEN : Young?
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HENRY : Two.

COUNTESS: Young?

HELEN

CAPRI

COUNTESS

CAPRI

HENRY

JOHN

HENRY

DUKE

JO

DUKE

JO

DUKE

JO

DUKE

JO

DUKE

JO

DUKE

JO

Both? (pause) Would you care for a cookie, Henry?

Has anyone seen the new statue?

Pure gold. I hear it goes to the winner of the horse race.

: It's '^ery strange--a chariot with a feather in the front.

: I wonder who donated it?

: Actually, it's a fountain that spews gold ink. Quite appropriate

for our drama, wouldn't you say, Duke?

: Speaking of which, we'd best go. Coming Helen?

(The Countess makes a reach for Duke's arm but he waits for Jo.

The Countess then turns to John, but Capri has him snugly in tow.

The Countess follows reluctantly. Duke turns to Jo.)

: You look tired. Have you been getting enough rest?

: Of course.

: (angry, blazing) That's not true! Every night this week I've

awakened and you were gone--for hours. Even our wedding night.

: I started to the living room to look for you--I was worried;

but I heard Henry's voice . . . Every night.

: I thought your horse had colic.

: A horse! How can you blame a horse?

: Duke . . .

: I think I understand, finally. You helped them didn't you?

Those poor sniveling writers who just need money for their festivals.

But what beautiful bait you are, Josephine. It is almost worth it to

be chained by those poets. What did you do with the money you asked

me for? (pause) Answer me.

I gave it to Henry. To enter our ,

Why? I thought you said Henry was

We all have our redeeming moments.

his play.
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DUKE : So who has the business now? I see you are worthless, yet somehow

valuable.

JO : What are you saying?

DUKE : Come, my poor little courtesan, you with every man's heart in your

hand! Kiss me! Then gather me gold, (grabs her roughtly) Ha!

the Countess has no idea what she is up against!

JO : Duke, let go! (slips from him, gasping) I don't understand . . .

I didn't marry you for their sake. I did nothing for them.

DUKE : For your own sake, then? All for you?

(Jo looks at him puzzled and hurt. Then she rushes out. Duke slowly

follows.

)

(Lights up as the others reenter.)

HELEN : Henry, I'm so proud of you!

(She goes to pour wine.)

CAPRI : Yes, Mr. Penner, that was absolutely the best play ever.

HELEN : I think she's right, Henry. That's the best play you've ever

done. See, that little rest did you some good.

HENRY : My dear, it was all for you.

JO : (in awe) The audience went wild . . .

DUKE : The judges couldn't go against that crowd. I'm awed myself.

HENRY : (touches the metal around his neck) I feel rejuvinated somehow.

I've already thought of a few ideas for my next piece. Even Hudson--

he's my worst critic--said it was splendid. I'd vowed I'd have that

man say that to me someday.

CAPRI : And wasn't that charriot lovely? Imagine its spewing gold ink!

HELEN : It was as though it was there just to commemorate this special

night.

HENRY : So let's drink a toast to it. Cheers! (drinks) Where is John,

by the way?

DUKE : He's got my white horse.

JOHN : (staggering in very drunk) Here! Here I am.

CAPRI : You're drunk.

JO : And bloody. Or is it just ink? Where's the horse?
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(Duke goes out)

JOHN : Duke's white horse? Let me tell you, angel, I suppose it's . . .

DUKE : (reentering) Dead.

HELEN : You killed Duke's horse?

JOHN : It doesn't take to a whip and spur well does it? Actually I

think he killed mine.

JO : Pity, such a spirited creature.

JOHN : And I'll be damned if I didn't catch a single one.

JO : What?

JOHN : Why, one of your blessed stars, my dear.

CAPRI : You are drunk.

JOHN : Out of my way, bitch! (Bows mockingly to Henry) Congratulations,

Henry Penner. Did they give you the whole trunk of metals this time?

(yells) Henry Penner, Henry Penner, Henry Penner! (slurred) Well,

it's only appropriate that you won the Laurel Festival. You've

rested on yours long enough, (turns dizzily to Duke) And you, I

see, don't cause much of a stir with all your ink either, do you?

DUKE : (smiling) Justice, I suppose.

(The Countess enters enraged.)

COUNTESS: So, he j^ drunk. He must have been when he wrote that play.

Fool.

JOHN : A woman's inspiration. (He sits pouting)

COUNTESS: Do you know what I lost for that play?

CAPRI : No, tell us.

DUKE : Are you sure you had it to lose? But enough of this. It is a

festival. Congratulations, Helen, on your cookies. I hear they won

the bake-off.

CAPRI : Oooo isn't this exciting? Everybody is winning.

COUNTESS: And the horse race. How is our horse, Duke?

JOHN : It's dead. Neither you nor the horse are very inspiring.

DUKE : Your black horse will run.

CAPRI : Is everyone ready for the beauty contest?
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COUNTESS: Splendid idea. Josephine, Duke really should have bought you a

dress, dear--the man is generous! But oh, those horses of his.

Shame on you, Duke. I imagine you spent more on the saddles and
didn't give your poor wife the least chance to enter the beauty
contest.
(Jo is still looking happily about, somewhat in a daze.)

JO : Tell them, Uncle Henry, tell them.

(There is a long pause. Henry evades Jo's eyes.)

HENRY : Tell them what, Josephine?

JO : Uncle Henry . . .tell them I--I wrote the play.

HENRY : (long pause) Come, Josephine. Let's not joke--a woman?
(He laughs and winks at Helen.)
Caught up in the excitement, eh? Everybody wants in the act.
My dear, I'll admit your loveliness was inspiration.

JOHN : Ha!

JO : (confused) Inspiration? (pause) But Henry, don't you remember?
You said you'd help me.

HELEN : (questioningly) Henry . . . dear? (pause) That would have been
awfully kind.

HENRY : Kind?

CAPRI : Nonsense. Jo is always trying to influence Mr. Penner.

HELEN : (tentatively) There are better things than gold metals . . .

JOHN : And one of them is not having a woman claiming your best work
eh, Henry? Let go of me Capri.

(Jo exits running.

)

(A horn sounds.

)

CAPRI : The beauty contest!

COUNTESS: The horse race!

(They all exit laughing gaily, except for Duke who follows Jo.)

(Lights up on the bridge. Josephine is crying and beating the pillow
on the bed, feathers flying everywhere. Duke quietly stands below.)

DUKE : What are you doing up there?

JO : There is no reason for me to come down.
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DUKE : You're not thinking of jumping?

JO : Up and down are mere concepts, words. Frightful creatures. Even

in an honest man's hands hell can be as much up as down I suppose.

DUKE : May I come up, Jo?

(She screams faintly and beats the pillow harder.)

The fudge was good , . .

JO : I didn't make the fudge and you know it.

DUKE : The play, Jo, I know it was yours. "Two lovers sat and thought .

Remember?

JO : "And never kissed"--Remember!

DUKE : But the end--"The horse ran breath to wind, his glory in the air.

But his wings beat space like a mind without thought till the rider
touched his rein, then leg met wing and mind kissed mind and bred
a course that neither air nor time could know. Their chariot slid
behind them; in the smooth inked track they paced. Higher, higher
past the post till there was no more frantic race . . .

JO : Horses . . . hadn't you ought to saddle the Countess' horse?
The race . . .

DUKE : I didn't get you a dress. I'm sorry. But there is a box by

the bed . . .

(Jo looks at him a moment and opens it. Sadly she holds up a pair
of jodphurs. She cries silently.)

JO : (then) I have to ride the Countess' horse?

DUKE : What? No. Jo, stop crying, (pause) My pretty Beatrice. I

couldn't put you up on that block with all the others, (pause.
Jo continues to cry.) What dress could be more beautiful than the
gowns you fashion with your mind? Such fragile lace cannot really
exist ... I'm sorry, Jo. Are they not the right size?

(Duke holds the metal up to her.)

JO : (reading) Henry Penner.

DUKE : It can be remelted if it's the gold you want, (pause)

JO : That doesn't matter.

DUKE : I was hoping you'd remember. Josephine, you know the golden
chariot?

JO : (slowly) The chariot? (pause) For John? Why Duke? Why didn't
you want me to win? You promised never to . . .
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DUKE : I didn't know you would . . . What hell there really is to get

what you want, (flatly) On the chariot there is an inscription

beneath the feather: "Josephine", (slowly, sadly) "As though love

were not poetry enough, there are words and stars and lace to trim

but none are worth anywhile--"

JO : "Unless you know what I am and feel." You?

DUKE : The chariot was for your horse.

JO : My horse?

DUKE : The white one--the best.

JO : Better than--?

DUKE : The Countess'? (he laughs) Of course. She doesn't know a wit

about horses. The white one has always been yours. (He turns away.)

JO : How will we race then?

DUKE : Race?

(The horn sounds again. Duke looks to the track. Josephine laughs

shakily and picks up a fallen feather. Through the following dialogue

they work their way up.)

JO : Dante Quixote is it? Need a nag? You'll find a feather has a

ticklish trot, although a light gallop. Never spurs, please.

DUKE : (pause) A tight mouth?

JO : A loose tongue. Always plays with a bit.

DUKE : Patient to saddle?

JO : Never squeeze the cinch.

DUKE : Twenty miles a day?

JO : (pause) Forever, if you can ride. So what of the master?

DUKE : I'll feed you.

JO : Please, never dry hay.

DUKE : And preen you.

JO : Magnificent am I? With gold brushes?

DUKE : Gold bristles. I'll stable you and--

JO : Shodd me, I suppose. I pray not lead--
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DUKE : But a pound of feathers, of course. Although really dear, I've

known you to soar with lead.

JO : Then sold. Sold?

DUKE : Sold.

JO : But never sold again? (Duke shakes his head) Not winded?

DUKE : Only raced to win. Don't forget, a good horse needs a good rider.

(The horn sounds)

DUKE : I need you, my Pegasus.

JO : Truth to tell, you always thought Beatrice was a nag.

(She waves her feather imperiously.) Hurry then Dante up out of

hell--come, quick, kiss and put Phoebus on the rail.

LIGHTS.





FRENCH BAPTIST CREAM

Characters:

Maggie
Georgia (her mother)
Alice (her roommate)
Ruth (her mother's friend)

Set:

The set appears to be two rooms. However there is no wall between the
two atmospheres, rather a single white pedestal. The room to stage right
has the suggestions of a desk, bureau, mirror, bookshelf, beds, and other
assorted college bric-a-brac. Stage left is a kitchen with the suggestion
of a stove, sink, etc. There are no doors.

The scene opens with a light on the pedestal which slowly fades as the
room stage right becomes lighter.

ENTER Maggie with a suitcase.
(During the following monologue she can unpack, arrange, etc., although there
should not be an extreme amount of motion.)

MAGGIE : I am a girl. A pretty girl. Eighteen years old. I am a daughter.
I have a father. He is a successful man. He has a successful job, he
married the right woman. She sews, she cooks, she belongs to the club.
She smiles, she deals a hand of bridge. She is my mother. And I, of
course, am the proper daughter. I am beautiful, well-educated, well-
mannered. I am a student. A Freshman. I have come to school. Private
of course. All women's. Of necessity. My father is religious and
strict. He owns a company. My brother will control it someday.
But I am a virgin. I will marry a proper, prosperous man. Father will
be pleased. A contract. A business merger. Two teas, two sugars,
cream, or brown. Social hostess with proper curtsy and fashionable
suits, makeup, manners, merged with oil refinement for a mass conglomerate
and a grandson magnate. White gloves, long nails, proper walk, a touch
of history, a hint of math, an excellence of English and French. I

am to be educated properly. No weekday dates. I am a Virgin. In

before ten for any interesting prospects approved by father. Socks,
haircut, education, father. Approved. Looks of relative importance.
Due relevance to bank balance. Facial imbalance, imperfection countered
by unblemished financial statement. Mother says he should open doors.
Father says he should have a business head and a tight fist. Mother
says he can hold my hand first date, kiss my cheek the next seven and
Father will then announce the engagement. I am religious. Baptist.
I've read the Bible. I pray. I think about God quite a lot. I hope
my husband gets to Heaven. If he has a good business head I'll save
him. Have you ever head of Joan of Arc? I think I shall be a saint
and a proper hostess. White gloves and neat aches. I'm not extremely
intelligent. But Father says I am attractive. I can figure phone bills





and show a maid how to wax. I am domestic; not business at all . I took

a dance class once. Mother enrolled me but Father knew nothing about it.

Ballet. With pretty pointed toes. I loved to dance very much, but I

had to quit when the dance teacher kissed me. I never told Mother, but

I think she must have seen. We never told Father, but he must have known,

I have never danced with a boy. I went to an all girls' high school.

This room is rather drab. Not a pretty color at all. Putrid green or

blech blue. I think pretty pink with rose cupid paper and gold leaf . . .

Mother said she would send a decorator. I believe I shall take the bed

by the door. I drink lots of tea. Bathroom. Down the hall and to

the left. Wonderful place for bathrooms to be--to the left. Never to

the right. By the window would be nice, but I drink lots of tea. There

are no calories in tea. 36-24-36. I try. 35-25-36. Close enough.

Mother has enrolled me at a salon. Exercises for four hours with carrot

breaks and celery punch. I wonder when my roommate will come? Brunette?

They always accentuate blonds. She reads a little. I fear she is

intelligent. I wonder if she has kissed a boy? She sent her measurements

in a letter over the summer. I hope that was her box combination.

Surely not . . . If she doesn't go to church Mother says I should

convert her. If she isn't a Baptist, I should rebuke her, and if she

isn't a virgin I am to move. Father says I'm not to touch her if she

has been kissed. I doubt kissing is contagious. Father is strict.

He never kisses--just succeeds. He has a business head. He is a deacon

in the church. He does not smoke or drink. I think Mother had a martini

once. Father says alcohol is the liquid of fire and damnation. I wonder

if my roommate likes milkshakes. Too many calories. But lovely, lovely.

Her name is Alice. Alice McCarthy. Father likes her name. He says

a name is important. His name is Paul. Like the saint. He dated a

girl named Ruth once. But she dated another boy and so Father married

Mother. Mother's name is Georgia. Nothing terribly significant about

that. Nice name. But not Biblical. But Father says she is an angel.

The train was late getting here. The conductor was crude and I think I'm

homesick. Mother said she would send brownies but I'm not to gain a

pound. My roommate will be here soon. I hope. I have a dog and I hate

cats. Father hates cats, too. Mother always wanted a cat. Cats remind

me of kids and I hate kids, too. I never liked playing with dolls. I

liked Tonka Toys. I think I would rather be a boy.

ENTER Alice.

ALICE: Hello?

MAGGIE: Hello. I'll take the bed by the bathroom. Do you like windows

and drafts? Is your father really a lawyer? Are you Baptist? Have you

been saved? Who is your English professor? Are you taking French? Do

you have a dog? I hope you hate cats. You will love my father. I must

meet your parents. I hope you aren't planning on dating a whole lot?

Are you smart? What was your SAT score? Mine was fairly high. But

my father is not to know how bright I am. I crochet. I read Time , and

the New Yorker . The Wall Street Journal is off limits. Is your bag

heavy? Please sit down. Tea? Brown or creamed? No sugar. You need

to lose ten pounds. I thought you might be my size. At least you won't

borrow my clothes now and rip out any seams or burn holes or spill anything,

Do you smoke, drink, or kiss?
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ALICE: Hello? My name is Alice McCarthy.

MAGGIE: My father likes your name. He appreciates the fact your father is

a lawyer. Is he successful? Do you have a brother? Women are spoiled

these days. Why did you come to a woman's college?

ALICE: A rather ungodly color isn't it?

MAGGIE: What?

ALICE: The room. We could decorate it in beige I suppose.

MAGGIE: Rose.

ALICE: Perhaps tomorrow?

MAGGIE: Today. The decorator is coming at three. Gold filigree. Cupids

and roses.

ALICE: Are you Sagittarius? I am Leo.

MAGGIE: I don't believe in the stars. I'm Baptist.

Don't you have more luggage?

ALICE : I like windows. Do you have a boyfriend?

MAGGIE: Do you have a brother?

ALICE : No.

MAGGIE: Can you date?

ALICE : I suppose. Why not?

MAGGIE: I have to be in early. If I can find someone rich enough. My

father owns a business.

ALICE : My father likes toys.

MAGGIE: My mothers says I'm not to lend you any of my clothes. Are you neat?

Can you iron? I like BLT's with a hint of mayonnaise on the left piece
of bread.

ALICE : What are you taking this semester?

MAGGIE: Advanced English, Advanced French, European Civilization, and

Accounting. Have you ever had escargot?

ALICE : I beg your pardon? Maybe when I was a sophomore. Yes, I think

I made a C.

MAGGIE: Do you like chocolate milk? Do you jog? Are you registered to vote?





ALICE For the President?

MAGGIE: Have you ever kissed? Do you smoke? Do you drink? Are you saved?

Do you pray?

ALICE : My sister was married in a church.

MAGGIE: Do you think they would give us bunk beds? Tacky furniture here.

ALICE : Do you study in the morning or at night?

MAGGIE: I don't study. I have osmotic cells.

ALICE : What will you be when you grow up?

MAGGIE: Married. Rich.

ALICE : I want to be a lawyer. And win women gynecologist court cases.

MAGGIE: Do you type?

ALICE : I peck.

MAGGIE: For fifty cents an hour? Are you on scholarship? I'll give you

twenty-four hour notice on my papers. I'm on a diet.

ALICE : Why?

MAGGIE: I mustn't gain weight. I mustn't be fat. I must remain size

seven. Petite and desirable. What size are you? Do you have a dermatologist?

Gynecologist? Milkman? Maid? Butler? Do you have a pet? I hate

turtles, and goldfish make me nauseous. If we're roommates we must be

best friends.

ALICE : Of course. Maybe.

MAGGIE: You shall come home with me at Thanksgiving. Let us pray.

ENTER Georgia and Ruth stage left.

GEORGIA

RUTH

GEORGIA

RUTH

GEORGIA

RUTH

GEORGIA

Such a darling child . .

Such a darling child . .

Virgin and pure . . .

A nice girl

.

Religious and true.

Intelligent and beautiful

Graceful and keen.





RUTH : Popular and reticent.

GEROGIA: Successful and humble.

RUTH : A nice girl.

GEORGIA: A true example.

RUTH : A princess for marriage.

GEORGIA: My daughter.

RUTH : Educated. Someday wealthy.

GEORGIA: Perhaps famous.

RUTH : Undoubtedly.

GEORGIA: I was so worried when she went off to school. So far away. But
I brought her up well, and her father said, let her be. She needs some
education. Let her go. So I sacrificed. I untied the strings and set
her free. Sent her to college. Vitamins, religion, and Webster's.
Cookies on weekends, clothes on occasion.

RUTH : Does she date?

GEORGIA: Never. She studies. Not my baby. Don't mess with your purity I

told her. And then I let her go to college.

RUTH

GEORGIA

RUTH

Such a loving mother.

She writes me twice a week, and calls frequently.

Such a nice girl .

LIGHTS back to Maggie and Alice.

ALICE : Won't you go to the dance, Maggie?

MAGGIE : I have homework.

ALICE : You always have homework. If you go to the dance you will still
have homework. Please come. I know this wonderful fellow . . .

MAGGIE : How many heads, Alice?

ALICE : He's a distant cousin.

MAGGIE : I have an exam . . . and a cold.

ALICE : His father is into oil.

MAGGIE : A mechanic at the station?
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ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

Maggie.

Did you pass your French quiz?

Almost.

How was the dance last Thursday?

Boring. But fun. I'm glad I went
meet somebody nice.

I think. Someday I'll

By that time you may have seeded out.

Please come. If you go I know I'll have more fun.

No. I want a scholarship.

I want a date.

I want to know.

I want a kiss.

I want to stand before the world and know.

I want a lover.

Leave me alone. Repent and pray. Ignorance.

Don't you want to be in love? You're a bitch.

I'm pretty. And I'm going to be smart.

You'll be a dottering old spinster. President of the Society of

Old Maids. Crippled, frigid, and senile.

: Parlez vous Francais?

LIGHTS on Ruth and Georgia.

GEORGIA: Darling daughter.

RUTH : Another scholarship? Bright child. You must be wery proud.

GEORGIA: How can one be so fortunate to have such a child? Do you know she

still goes to church? How is your daughter?

RUTH : Fine. School is hard for her. She has a boyfriend.

GEORGIA: That's nice.

RUTH : They might get married. He's an engineering student. Very good

looking.
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GEORGIA: Maggie might be an engineer. Or anything she wants. She is very
bright you know.

RUTH

GEORGIA

RUTH

GEORGIA

RUTH

GEORGIA

RUTH

GEORGIA

RUTH

GEORGIA

RUTH

GEORGIA

RUTH

GEORGIA:

RUTH

GEORGIA

Another scholarship?

I've made money sending that child to school. A virginal goldmine.

Just imagine the catch she'll have when she gets married.

She doesn't date yet. Not interested.

Healthy?

Not interested.

In boys?

Not interested, period. She is concerned with her mind.

Rust. Treasure to rust. Dust to dust. Rust to dust.

Pardon?

I'll ask you to my daughter's wedding.

I'll ask you to my daughter's graduation.

Ah, young love . . .

Magna cum laude . . .

Married.

Virgin.

LIGHTS up on Maggie and Alice.

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

Magna cum laude. Hah.

Married. Hah.

Are you still a virgin, Alice? I am.

I'll bet. No, not since sophomore year. And I even passed French.

Graduate school

.

Babies.

Dirty diapers.

More homework.
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MAGGIE I'll know something.

ALICE I'll love someone.

MAGGIE I'll share an educated mind.

ALICE I'll serve a man unselfishly.

MAGGIE I'm a human being touching another living human

ALICE How? You're frigid.

MAGGIE Virgin.

ALICE Frigid.

MAGGIE Virgin.

ALICE ^ Frigid.

LIGHTS up quickly on Ruth and Georgia.

RUTH : Frigid.

GEORGIA: Virgin. How dare you insinuate. --

RUTH : Her senior year and no dates.

GEORGIA: One blind date. Remember, it's an all girl's school.

RUTH : I'm remembering.

GEORGIA: She hasn't met her type yet.

RUTH : Frigid, meet Frigid.

GEORGIA: A nice boy.

RUTH : A hometown honey?

GEORGIA: The kind you marry. I thought you used to support Virgins.

RUTH : They're not a league.

GEORGIA: Just because your daughter

—

RUTH : Loved someone. Virginity is an idea. Plastic surgery could fix
details.

GEORGIA: Purity.
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RUTH My daughter is not diseased.

GEORGIA: Thank God my Baptist daughter has never rumbled tumbled in a backseat,
has never disgraced the floors of a fraternity or used a motel illicitly.

RUTH : My daughter is going to have a baby. I'm going to be a grandmother.
I'll take my iron pills and jog. Iron pills are expensive. Babies are
costly. I'm glad I'm not raising a family now. I will buy pretty
bonnets and quilt blankets. Maybe throw a shower. The girls of the

church volunteered to help.

GEORGIA: One, two, three, four, five . . .

RUTH : What are you doing?

GEORGIA: Seven. If she is due now--when did we evolve to seven months
gestation?

RUTH : You always knew, Georgia, so keep your brilliant calculations for

tax forms.

GEORGIA: And you say the church--

RUTH : Well, it is an institution for "sinners".

GEORGIA: It's a shelter for the saved. There comes a time even in this life

when the saved have to be separated from the damned.

RUTH : And the Baptist Church has split seven times already. With a total

population of 2500, this town has thirteen churches and each has less

than an average attendance of sixty.

GEORGIA: And the rest are damned. Poor sinners. May someone pity their
souls. We're having a revival in March. They have a silver teacup for
the person who brings the most people. I've won for the last five years.
Soon I'll have a set. Will you come?

RUTH

GEORGIA

RUTH

GEORGIA

RUTH

GEORGIA

RUTH

GEORGIA

RUTH

Already polishing your crown, Georgia?

You haven't been to church in months, Ruth.

I ran out of hats.

We stopped wearing hats--even at Club. We kept bumping brims.

With that lot, it's a wonder the brims could meet.

Over cards.

When will Maggie be home?

Christmas. Such a lovely white month.

For babies.
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LIGHTS on Alice and Maggie.

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

Are you packed Alice?

No. I'm studying. Did you like the party?

Somewhat.

Nice boy you were speaking to.

He was rich enough. I dare say a bit of a complexion problem, but
I recommended him to a dermatologist in New York. Actually, he could
stand plastic surgery, but if he can afford it, I won't worry. And
his father probably knows mine. There are some minor philosophical
discrepancies, but nothing that some Sunday School won't take care of.

He cares nothing about cars, had a lower GRE score than I and I hate
his aftershave. The car I shall pick, the scores can be burned, and I

shall send him Pierre Cardin for Christmas. He has some taste I think.
He wore no tie. I don't know whether that was indecisive or merely
prudent. Perhaps subtle. Perhaps evocative. There was something
sensuous about his buttons. They were tortoise. Oh, and he does
not wear glasses--20-20 vision. If there is one thing I would insist
upon it would be on perfection. At least in sight. If man can see
and have money he can mend all matters. Anyway, I'm going to the
Christmas party next weekend.

Do you think you will ever get married?

I just met him.

In general

.

One doesn't marry in general.

But you marry?

Depends. I doubt it. No. Depends. I doubt it. Actually, I've
considered a career.

What does your mother say?

Actually she doesn't know.

And your father?

I would never suggest it to him. Marriage is an institution with
tremendous opportunities. Father's opportunities. I'm an asset. Do
you know I've gained seven pounds? Mother will kill me. No shopping
trip this spring.

: How do you subjugate "him"?

: I really don't know, or care.
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ALICE : I hate French.

MAGGIE : Actually I wouldn't even let him kiss me goodby. I shook his hand.

Very proper. And it was sweaty. There really is something disgusting
about a limp damp hand. I really don't think I could ever marry him.

He likes rock music--! couldn't stand that. But he does like banana
pudding.

ALICE : Your mother will be pleased--that you met him.

MAGGIE : No need to tell her. It was a party, an introduction, a weather
report and one dance. There is still soil beneath my feet.

ALICE : What is the French word for "home"?

MAGGIE : For the first time in my life, I don't want to go home. The train
is leaving in half an hour, and I really don't want to go. I don't
even care that Mother has made a strawberry angelfood cake. Really,
I don't. But she will scream at my seven pounds. I didn't take any
pants home. Just skirts. Maybe she won't notice. Did I tell you?
Bill is getting married.

ALICE : The home town honey?

MAGGIE : To a girl from his coed university. She may even have tried out
for cheerleader. But I never cared about being a cheerleader. That's
why I came to an all girls' school. I think short skirts and chubby
thighs are childish. There comes a point in a girl's life when she

has to consider being a woman. You need an accent there. But in forty
years when she's old and gray with wrinkled kneecaps and varicose
veins and a bad back, I'll be educated and enjoying my fortune. That's
the advantage of being a career girl over a cheerleader or a housewife
for that matter.

ALICE : I won't have wrinkled knees. Maybe gray hair, but not wrinkled
knee caps. Don't all these weddings make you worry about being single?
Won't you get lonely?

MAGGIE : I doubt it. I'll always have me. As long as I develop both
sides of my mind I'll always have conversation prospects. At least
never discrepancies. French will prove most useful I believe.
You'll always be translating. And in your dreams you'll have mixed
culture. A cheap trip. Oh, I don't care. I really don't care. The
train is late.

LIGHTS on Georgia

GEORGIA: The train is late . . . Maggie's seventh cousin is supposed to

drop by at eight. For a book. What book shall I give him? Maybe the
Shakespearean love sonnets? Or the new New Testament translation. Or
the hymnal. He plays music. I hope the train is not too late. He'll
love Maggie. She has grown so pretty these four years. I believe with
her degree she will be very eligible. I think she has a polish now.

A certain way that she walks. And that makes it worth every penny we
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GEORGIA:
spent on her education--expensive as it was. That was all right. We didn'

need as much meat in our diet. And I've been very careful of the house
lights. I've even walked to church every nice Sunday. I've lost seven

pounds just this last year. Maybe I can wear some of Maggie's clothes .

I wonder if my darling will make the Dean's honor list again? It is a

wonder she is so intelligent and so pretty, oh but God, I'm not com-
plaining. The train is late. Maybe I should find some more books.

Plato . . . where did she get that? Sounds fine. Maybe she will go

out to the movie with Rob. Her cousin. Seventh. He is a genius. VJent

to MIT in Engineering. They could see the new comedy. I read a good
review in Ladies Home Journal . I hope they haven't seen it yet.
Ruth and I could go with them. I'd even treat to popcorn. I hear a

graduate school wrote to Maggie the other day and offered her a program
outline at the recommendation of her Dean. She has a very nice Dean.

I met the woman over a cup of tea Parents' weekend. She graduated from
high school the same year I did. I think she looks older. She never
got married. But she doesn't look as though she was ever pretty. A

little homely. But she is intelligent. I gave her some plum preserves
I had put up. She raved about them. But I don't think that Maggie
should go on to school. She's not homely and she is talented. I

think she is rather tired of school, in fact. She acts so strange.
So tired. Just more vitamins, I think. Girls get '^ery careless. Loss

of iron. The train is late. The turkey is done. I should call Ruth.

LIGHTS on Alice and Maggie.

MAGGIE : I knew I should not have gone home. My room was even cold. I

had to turn the heat up to eighty for the whole weekend to survive.
And Mother refused to let me get ice cream. But I don't think she
noticed I gained seven pounds. I think maybe Daddy did. I really
hated my seventh cousin Rob.

ALICE : Rob?

MAGGIE : My seventh cousin. A real zit. He pretends to read Shakespeare
and Plato. Pretends . He is an engineer from MIT and terribly
pretentious. He thinks constantly about energy exchange and has no

human philosophy. He would destroy the entire world before he developed
some concept of predestination or fate or religion. And besides, he

wore polyester. And white socks. Plato. He couldn't have the faintest
idea or interest in Plato.

ALICE : I've read Plato.

MAGGIE : Really? What did you think of his ideal forms?

ALICE : I don't know. We only had a paragraph in our Western Civ. course.
And we didn't even have to read it. I just liked his name.

MAGGIE : Plato?
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ALICE : It sounds so domestic. I got my china pattern confirmed yesterday.
But they cancelled the crystal. Have you seen Joyce's new ring?

She'll be married in August. She can go to the beach for her honeymoon.

MAGGIE : Great. She can take a three-piece wedding dress.

ALICE : That would be a good idea. Guess what color my dress is going to be?

MAGGIE : White?

ALICE : Cream, with white trim.

MAGGIE : Cream?

ALICE : It's pretty. It doesn't reflect the light as bad as the white.
It's more romantic.

MAGGIE : Have you been baptized?

ALICE : I'm Catholic. I've told you that.

MAGGIE : Of your own free will. You must exercise your free will. Do you
call two drops of water "baptism"?

ALICE : Do you call grape juice "communion"?

MAGGIE : Wine is unholy and don't you forget it. If Christ had drunk wine
he would have been drunk and the Bible doesn't say that.

ALICE : But he changed wine to water.

MAGGIE : To grapejuice. Wine is a modern heathenist translation.

ALICE : Really, Maggie, what you don't know about Christianity is amazing.
You know, there really are other denominations outside the Baptist
church and all . . . most are Christian. Or consider themselves so.

And they are baptized with water and drunk with wine.

MAGGIE : And are Heathen.

ALICE : Ignorant.

MAGGIE : Saved.

ALICE : Proud and bombastic.

MAGGIE : "Go ye and preach . .

ALICE : Materialistic.

MAGGIE : Sound-minded.

ALICE : There is only one universal church

Unselfish, dutiful, loving.
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MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

: It is not the building that counts . . .

: I'm glad you see it that way, Maggie, because I'm going to be

married in the church. In cream. In white if I want. And you may

come if you 1 ike.

: I will come. Of course I will come. Though I think you're making

a mistake marrying this fellow. You could do better.

: Possibly.

: At least marry somebody making $30,000 a year. I mean, you have

the credentials to attract such prospects. Use my name if you have to.

: Actually, Maggie, the idea of a marriage resume is rather repulsive,

If I wanted to apply for marriage I would have claimed dependence. If

I had wanted financial security, I would have married Tom Jergens long

ago. He always had more money in his piggy bank than anybody on the

block. And he was not totally adverse to spending it. He bought me a

Coke once.

: And what happened to him?

: His finger got caught in a Bell public telephone coin return slot.

He got gangrene and lost his arm to the elbow. Besides all that, he

only washed his hair twice a week. He had oily hair. He always bought
the shampoo "For Dry Hair". He might as well have used creme rinse,
which, come to think of it, he did use most of the time. His hair
smelled pretty good mostly, but it looked awful.

MAGGIE : And no telling what state the piggy bank is in. Some people never
aspire past pennies. It's all right, Alice. I'll come to your wedding.

Are you sure you wouldn't like to borrow the Baptist church for the

day? I could speak to the minister.

ALICE : Can we have a party afterwards?

MAGGIE : A party? Even at your wedding, Alice?

ALICE : I'm going to try and give my vows in French.

MAGGIE : The Church Fathers would roll in their graves.

ALICE : Don't they have Baptist churches in France?

MAGGIE : Just in India and Africa. The rest of the world is too Catholic
for salvation. But you really couldn't dance, nor have wine at the

ceremony.

ALICE : Could we walk up the aisle--possibly run? You know, I plan to be

happy at my most joyous occasion.

MAGGIE : Don't be ridiculous Alice. Marriage is solemn. If you take it

as lightly as running, I can already suggest that you reconsider
marrying this fellow.
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ALICE : He doesn't run all the time, Maggie.

MAGGIE : I know, and that seriously concerns me. Men really should resist

temptation.

ALICE : If we're married?

MAGGIE : If you're of the opposite sex.

ALICE : Aren't you ever attracted to anyone of the opposite sex, Maggie,

or is it always someone of similar account?

MAGGIE : Life is a financial and moral concern. If you maintain your
finances your morals are not destroyed by wanton temptation.

ALICE : What about your blood, Maggie?

MAGGIE : My blood?

ALICE : Your heart? Haven't you a heart?

MAGGIE : A heart. How can you say any Baptist with grave moral concerns
doesn' t have a heart?

ALICE : Really, I doubt that you ever marry. Unless you do find a husband
of similar intentions.

MAGGIE : And means. But you know, Alice, I really don't care. I'm

perfectly happy by myself. I would feel it a great gap in my life

to need anybody else to that extent. Virgins really are happy creatures,

ALICE : Did your mother tell you that?

MAGGIE : Happy and Holy. Servants of God and statues of morality in the

community. They represent the chastity of preservation, the fidelity
of Divine love, the victory of the spirit over the flesh.

ALICE : Are we going to have to repaint this room? Back to the original

color? Everybody rather liked this color. I'm so glad to have passed
French and I'm glad I don't have to take it this year. I've considered
trying Italian when I graduate. Speaking of which, there is a party
next weekend. Are you going?

MAGGIE : I have a date.

ALICE : The fellow with the face?

MAGGIE : Well, yes. He has an appointment with a dermatologist. Did I

tell you? I helped sketch his facial planes. I think they will also
trim his nose and heighten his cheek bones.

ALICE Are you sure he'll still be in proportion?
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It's all in the perspective.

Doesn't it bother you that he'll be that much poorer?

Face or money? Money always saves face. The face could make

money. My father thought that the operation would be a grand idea.

: So you told your father about this fellow?

: No. I said, "if I knew this person . .
."

time. Usually.

Well?

It works all the

: He might have suspected. He asked this person's gross worth

and net prospects. My mother asked his religion.

And what did you say?

I asked if that made any difference on tax returns.

And what did they say?

Daddy said no; Mother asked again.

What religion is he?

I think I can save him. I told Mother he was baptized. She

took that to mean he was Baptist and that ended the conversation.

But your Dad said it was worth the face?

Of course. What good is money if you can't spend it?

I've been trying to tell Mother . . .

Anyway, I'll send him flowers when he is in the hospital. Maybe

he'll take me to the spring formal . . .

LIGHTS On Georgia and Ruth.

GEORGIA: You know Ruth, there is a Baptist Maggie knows.

RUTH : At school?

GEORGIA: Yes, a very nice fellow.

RUTH : A boy?

GEORGIA: A man. He has had a face lift. He had a scarring case of measles

when he was young. Such a pity. But he is wealthy and it was reparable.
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RUTH : He's wealthy?

GEORGIA: Very. And nice. Maggie is going to the dance with him.

RUTH : Is he aggressive?

GEORGIA: Mannered.

RUTH : Does he know anything about girls?

GEORGIA: How should I know?

RUTH : Does Maggie know anything about boys?

GEORGIA: I told her.

RUTH : Everything?

GEORGIA: She is intelligent.

RUTH : Moral --

GEORGIA: And Baptist. God takes care of His own.

RUTH : And Nature calls everybody.

GEORGIA: Maggie needs to lose some weight for the dance. I bought her a

dress a size too small for incentive.

RUTH : Is that his name?

GEORGIA: I don't know his name.

RUTH : How much overweight?

GEORGIA: Ten pounds.

RUTH : When is the dance?

GEORGIA: Next week.

RUTH : I hope she stays thin.

LIGHTS up on Maggie. Alice is asleep.

MAGGIE : It is evening. After the dance. My first formal at school. I

had a good time. The band was good. Danny was good. I danced good.

The liquor was good. Tonight is good, and damn if I'm not a wee bit

tipsy. Delightfully drunk so to speak. If I can. I never knew I had

wit. Marvelous to be intoxicated and uninhibited. The natural man taking

his course. Or nature taking hers. Or me taking mine. The thing is

though ... I don't know. I'm drunk. And that is pretty pitiful.





MAGGIE : If this dress weren't so damn tight. Alice, are you asleep? Yes.

Wish you would wake up. My tummy hurts. I really was beautiful

tonight. And you should have seen Danny's face. But I really didn't

notice. I mean I noticed. I liked his nose the first time ever I saw

his face. And his nose is nice. But I stopped looking at his face

after the first half hour. He didn't do anything to his eyes--they

are as beautiful as ever. I got the scholarship. I haven't told Mother.

I wonder if she would be proud. I think Father will be furious.^ Or

maybe a bit pleased. He always wanted a bright boy. At least I'm

bright. He may grow accustomed to the new idea. The liberated woman.

I would love to tell you. Daddy, that I have had a drink. A couple in

fact. No, I don't want to tell you. Daddy. But Mother, just think

what I did tonight ... and thought about doing. Danny kissed me.

On the lips. At ten after ten. I was looking at my watch. The hand

slowly turning around. The first kiss took forever. I really didn't

like it. His lips were sweaty. Like his hands. But his hands have

dried up. So I guess his lips will, too. But he kissed me and I

didn't even know the time. And I really don't care. I think the time

went much faster. It must have something to do with verticality.

Anyway, Mommy wouldn't you like to know ... and I thought it was

wonderful. I think. I grew a bit bored till I thought about the

consumptive energy levels of lovers and tried to quote all the metaphysical

poetry I knew which wasn't a great deal. Are you awake Alice? I

never realized you snored before. Do you have some aspirin? Where

is your purse? Ah here. My head hurts. I think it's drunk too. All

of me is drunk except .... Ah, Mommy, it really was awful what I

thought. His lips had dried some by then and really were very nice.

Soft and ever so slightly moist. Grandfather always used to slobber

much when he kissed. It's a wonder you're around. Mother. Aspirin.

Aspirin. At the bottom of the bag. Ah, here. Yes. What is this?

What a cute pill box. And a calendar. How quaint. Two aspirin?

No, I think three. Alice, I wish you would stop snoring. Is your

wedding dress really cream?

so

(MAGGIE gets a pitcher of water and poors it over Alice.)

MAGGIE : I baptize you in the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy

Ghost. Amen.

ALICE : Ahhh! What? What? Maggie, what are you doin?

MAGGIE : Saving you. Resurrecting you. You snore.

ALICE : You're drunk.

MAGGIE : I've been sprinkling. I'll bet you think I'm converting. Well,

I'm not. I've just decided to be an Atheist. And if you don't mind,

I want the bed by the bathroom.

ALICE : Why don't you take your pillow to the bathroom? You'll probably

need to stay there all night. Why don't you take a couple of aspirin?
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: Not that I don't believe in God anymore, because I do. I'm just

atheistic about religion. I really think the Crusades represent the

second Fall of Man. I was philosophizing about that the other day

and concluded that man is good, wery good.

: Did you have a nice time at the dance?

: I danced with Danny.

: Anybody else?

: He really has \/ery nice eyes.

: He is cute.

: Do you like his nose?

: You can't tell--

: But his eyes ... Alice, do you ever want to lie down?

: At night. I get tired.

: When "they" are around?

: I don't care who is around. I have to have eight hours of sleep.

Did I tell you, I'm starting to dream in French. My professor says

that is a very good thing. How do you dream?

: I really didn't like my first kiss.

: You kissed Danny?

: Even the tip of his nose. I would have kissed him all over, but

he had his clothes on.

: Maggie!

: Do you like to kiss?

: I 'm getting married.

: That must be fun.

: Do you want some aspirin?

: For the first time in my life I really didn't care if I was wearing

anything or not.

: Maggie! Did you . . . ?

: Of course. I wore the dress Mother got me. It was a bit tight.

Maybe that's why I didn't feel like wearing it. Do you know what I

think I like more than Danny's nose?
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: Maggie!

: His courage. His sensitivity. He's not an electron man like

my seventh cousin Rob, who hasn't yet returned my book on Plato but who

plans to make a trip here just for special delivery. Will you tell

him "thank you'? Because I plan on being indisposed or gone.

: Maggie. That wouldn't be nice.

: Nice? When the hell did we start being nice? You're beginning to

sound like my mother. Nice girls, nice boys. Nice dogs, nice mailmen.

Nice Christmas trees, nice cookies. Nice of you and nice of that. I

hate niceness. Because I'm not nice so don't worry about my nice

reputation--it's all rumor. I think you should get married. You'll

be a nice wife. A nice mother with a nice husband and a nice house.

If you have a divorce I hope you have a nice settlement. If you die

I hope you have a nice funeral and go to a nice Heaven with nice pearly

gates.

What did you have to drink, Maggie?

Butterscotch rum.

Do you want some aspirin?

I really do want to be nice. I want to go to Heaven. That's why

I'm Baptist. Do you think I'll have better chances if I'm a Catholic?

: You'll fair better if you're not Atheist.

: I'm not really. But I don't believe in religion. Not when I

sit in the red velvet, plush seats of the maroon corridored, 1968

do-it-yourself wood paneled salvation plan of the Floral Baptist

Church on 7th Street. Oh, what if God sends me to Hell for saying

all this? All right, damn it, the red plush is all right. And

the congregation has nice people. Do you think I'm redeemed? I

don't think Danny is overly religious. But he is romantic. And

successful. I don't know why I like the fellow . . .

You've just met him.

As though I've known him all my life . . ,

I didn't think you liked boys.

I don't think he's male--I think he's celestial.

And not Baptist.

But I think saved, though he has a great interest in Eastern

philosophy and religion.

ALICE Have you met his folks?
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MAGGIE : I don't think they exist. Except that he is wealthy. I haven't

told him about mine.

ALICE : Did you tell him about your career plans?

MAGGIE : He likes housework. He likes liberated women.

ALICE : Was he drunk?

MAGGIE : He's conservative.

ALICE : Did he bring you back to the dorm?

MAGGIE • He would have put me to BED, but I OBJECTED and told him that my

mother OBJECTED and that my father WARNED me about HIM even though

Danny doesn't know about my parents and they don't know about him.

ALICE : When will he see you again?

MAGGIE : When I decide. You know, I've always had a secret desire to be

promiscuous.

ALICE : How is your head?

MAGGIE : But I need to lose seven pounds. Maybe the dress would fit

and I could keep it on.

ALICE : Did Danny try to undress you?

MAGGIE : No. I left him in the parlor. I hope he can find his car.

ALICE : Where di d he park it?

MAGGIE : I don ' t know, that's why I hope he can find it.

ALICE : Maybe you should sit down.

MAGGIE : I have considered the universe in great depth of late and find

everything relevant including sex. And if it is relevant it is good.

If it is good, it is necessary. If necessary, it is moral obligation,

or duty. And that is Christianity. It is a new conception of God.

If He needs conception at all. I'm a nonmoralist now. I don't want

to be nice anymore. I always had a dream. Of being a saint. And I

always wanted to be perfect. Like Mother said. But there is no

working definition of perfect and when one questions perfect, one can

not be perfect. Therefore if I'm a sinner, I at least want to be

historic. Nicety never seems connected with notoriety, fame or infame.

And I wonder what Mother will say to Ruth. Ruth has the most cowardly

daughter. She got married. I think you're a coward, too, Alice.

Saved, but a coward. Get married why don't you? Moral obligation and

legalistic commitment are non-humanist and against every principle of

individual freedom. It is easy to be condoned, and I'll bet you don't

even feel guilty when you kiss. Guilt is a moral burden and obligation.
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ALICE : I'm marrying John because I love him.

MAGGIE : You want ... no, I won't say it. And marriage is a condoned

excuse. Might as well have your mother sign a permission slip. "Alice

may marry John. Mother". How many recesses do you think you'll get on

that note, love?

ALICE : Maggie, what's wrong with you? Do you want some aspirin? Maybe

you should go to the bathroom.

MAGGIE : Once you declare "No God" in your universe, you take on a grave
responsibility for your own existance and for the internal system of all

moral debt and obligation. Therefore, I'm free and responsible to do

as I please. And I really don't care.

ALICE : When will you go with Danny again?

MAGGIE : When he calls. Do men love non-virgins?

ALICE : Once.

MAGGIE : Now I wonder where society got a funny word like that. And even

funnier . . . no, it will never do to think of this ridiculous system.

But if we were all virgins we all wouldn't be--at all. We would not

exist. Therefore, it is our moral obligation to be promiscuous.

ALICE : It's unsanitary.

MAGGIE : But I'm intelligent. You won't get my body without my mind.

At least without a piece of it. And I can not imagine my interests
being shared by any single individual; therefore, I consider it my
destiny to know a great many. And my physical compassion as expression
of my moral complexity is necessary for moral order and individual
freedom. God is a God of love. I'm so glad we changed the color from
that sickly green. I think I would be sick right now. My mother is

so proud of me, Alice, for being a Virgin. And you know I really
never did anything to be one. Wouldn't it be better if I did something?
I don't understand. And my father ... I won't discuss my father's
moral precepts. They are too strict for words. You know, I don't
mind being a Virgin but the stigma is rather annoying. I think I'll

give this damn dress away. What I always wanted to be was a courtesan--
a career woman with sexuality, a Renaissance Man with breasts. Did
your mother ever tell you about SEX? My mother gave me a pamphlet. I

think it came in a box of . . . never mind. Cheeriosif you must know.

A courtesan. It meshes everthing I wanted to be--flagrant and intelligent,
beautiful and brilliant. I wonder how much can be cultivated--how much
is innate? Alice, I'm severely depressed.

ALICE : Apricot rum? No, Butterscotch. I've never tried it. Would you
like some aspirin?

MAGGIE : But it scares me, Alice. I want to do something ... I'm not even
for sure what. But I know it is morally wrong. How can it be immoral
if there is no morality in the universe except the responsibility of
Free Will?
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ALICE : That sounds something like what Mr. Jubert said in Philosophy
the other day.

MAGGIE : But you know, I think I love him.

ALICE : Who?

MAGGIE : Danny.

ALICE : After the spring dance. Does he dance well?

MAGGIE : Danny--I like the name.

ALICE : Did he suggest the Butterscotch rum? I thought you like chocolate?

MAGGIE : Do you know anything about birth control?

ALICE : I'm getting married.

MAGGIE : Are you flaunting your virtue again? Or do you have to?

ALICE : What?

MAGGIE : Get married?

ALICE : I don't have to do anything.

MAGGIE : Good girl! There's the old spirit. Let me hear you say "to hell

with French!"

ALICE : How do you conjugate "hell" in French?

MAGGIE : You don't conjugate hell. Unless in your mind ... Do we have
any water?

ALICE : Do you want aspirin? Do you have a headache?

MAGGIE : I feel like a lost soul. I need penance, baptism. Will the
Church let me back in? Last break the preacher had forgotten my name.
How can there be a God if the minister forgets your name? I'll bet
God wouldn't. Therefore there is God, but no Church.

ALICE : Maggie. Maybe I should call your mother.

MAGGIE : But I don't need a preacher. Not if I don't get married. Not
if I 'm a courtesan.

ALICE : Did you make a bad grade in a class, Maggie? Is it that time?
What's wrong dear?
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MAGGIE : You're already sounding maternal. That's the problem with marriage.
Maternity. Don't worry about me. I believe in God and in Church. I

just sometimes change the way I look at them. And why do I want what
I want? There is this little . . . urge. And it's very bad. Worse
than green walls and flunking French. And no matter how hard I try
and see myself as an individual entity, I know I am a woman, and that's
a sociological crime. Really. If I get pregnant, out of the house for
me. No more education, no more care packages, and no more "proud pats."
Have you ever had a "proud pat" Alice? Here, let me show you a "proud
pat." (Maggie pats Alice on the head.) "Oh, dear, I'm so proud of
you for . . . for getting married. For getting a C in French. That's
average. But I'm proud of you for being average. I wouldn't want you
to be abnormal or eccentric. I'm so proud of your cute nose. It's

"^ery cute. Very pretty. And I'm so proud of you." That's a "proud
pat."

ALICE : I need some aspirin. Poor darling.

MAGGIE : Don't you dare "proud pat" me. Don't touch me. You know, Alice,
if you flunk once, you can pass the next time. But you're a virgin
only once. No second chance. If you throw it away once, rashly,
the reputation of your life crashes.

ALICE : It's only skin.

MAGGIE : I sometimes think I'm a whore at heart . . .

ALICE : Pardon? The aspirin got caught in my throat.

MAGGIE : I would abhor rashly losing my virginity. I think there is still

a good chance I could be a saint. This is all temptation and I shall

succeed. I haven't renounced my Baptist vows yet.

ALICE : I didn't know the Baptists had vows.

MAGGIE : Marriage.

ALICE : I didn't know they had patron saints.

MAGGIE : All Baptists are saints, (pause) That really is ridiculous
isn't it, Alice? I don't know why any God of decent moral purpose would
prefer a Baptist over a Catholic. Or vice versa. I've thought about
that quite a bit recently, but I have Baptist blood. I wonder if my
mother ever wanted my father?

ALICE : She married him.

MAGGIE : With or without marriage.

ALICE : That's probably why they got married.

MAGGIE : Mother wanted a house.
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And probably a family.

But it was probably father's initiative

And your mother's prerogative.

That culminated . . .

In you.

Do you mind if I tell you a secret?

Please.

MAGGIE : I've always wanted a white wedding dress with lots of lace. Not

that I would marry anybody because, of course, I have my career, but

lace, lots of lace, and baby's breath with violet dresses for the

bridesmaids.

ALICE : Violet? I thought you hated violet?

MAGGIE : But I like cream. Kind of an antique lace, you know. And maybe

Mother wouldn't. I'll tell her next time I'm home that I hate white.

And a honeymoon in Alaska. I don't know why everybody goes to the

tropics. But I really don't think I could marry one man. Maybe we

could get a honeymoon suite. Pity we're a monogamous society. White

dresses must have been the only reason everybody wanted to get married.

Most of the women didn't know what SEX was, so their mothers bribed

them with WHITE and if they did know what SEX was and WANTED it, their

mothers especially bribed them with WHITE as though love were monochromatic.

ALICE : I'm going back to bed. You get the wet sheets.

MAGGIE : The reasons I don't want to marry now are: a) I'm young. I have

a career, b) I want to marry more than the quota, c) What would
people say if I got an education and then married? I do^ want to marry
for the following: a) I could have proud pats for having sex and

accidental children, b) I like white wedding dresses. No, I do not

like white wedding dresses. I like wedding dresses, cream. And c)

. . . There is no c. I will not marry.

ALICE : Do you love Danny?

MAGGIE : He has nothing to do with this,

ALICE : Are you sure you wouldn't like some aspirin? Take some now and you
won't have a hangover. Do you want to go to the garden party tomorrow?

MAGGIE : I took some of the aspirin in your purse.

ALICE : Aspirin . . . what aspirin?
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MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

MAGGIE

ALICE

In your purse.

I don't take aspirin. I don't have aspirin in my purse.

Aspirin with a calendar.

With a blue numbered case?

I took three.

Maggie, those weren't aspirin.

Oh?

Oh no . . .

Alice?

Where is Danny?

What?

Birth control

.

What? What about it?

You asked earlier . . .

Yes.

You are controlled.

Danny?

I think.

LIGHTS on Georgia and Ruth

GEORGIA: My baby graduated. A career woman. I must say I slightly object,
but it will be good for her. And I'm so proud of her. Maybe she'll
marry a successful lawyer or doctor or oilman. Her father says she is

now marketable. I say she's precious. And I can't wait till she marries,

RUTH : My daughter got a job. It is a very good one. In the bank. And
she is very happy. Especially to be married.

GEORGIA: Aren't you proud of Maggie? Graduated. And reputable. Too bad
all the boys around here are married. They will all be terribly sorry
they didn't wait. There is something to be said for an educated woman.
But just think ... to have my baby back in my arms again. Graduation .
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LIGHTS on Maggie and Alice.

MAGGIE : Graduation. I wonder when Mother and Daddy will come?

ALICE : Any time probably.

MAGGIE : Mother never comes "anytime." She always says before hand.

To the hour, the day, the minute. Are you going anyplace?

ALICE : When?

MAGGIE : This weekend.

ALICE : Why?

MAGGIE : Where?

ALICE : Not anyplace in particular. That I know of. Maybe I'll go see
John.

MAGGIE : That would be good, \lery good.

ALICE : Why?

MAGGIE : Because you need to see him.

ALICE : I just saw him.

MAGGIE : Don't you want to see him again?

ALICE : Sometime.

MAGGIE : Don't you love him?

ALICE : There's only so much "seeing" a person can do, Maggie. Sometimes
I get a little tired of him, if you know what I mean.

MAGGIE : Tired of the creature?

ALICE : Well, he plays too rough and he is not ^ery sensitive.

MAGGIE : He's male. You have to appreciate that.

ALICE : I do. I might see him this weekend. If I feel like it. Maybe
I'll surprise him. . .

LIGHTS on Georgia and Ruth

GEORGIA: Maggie will be so surprised when her father and I walk through
that door. Surprised and delighted, because we are able to go a

couple of days earlier than we had originally planned.
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RUTH : Don't you think you should tell her?

GEORGIA: What's wrong with a surprise now and then? Maggie used to love
surprises at Christmas. She would always cover her eyes with her hands

until she was directly beneath the tree and then one by one lift her
little chubby fingers to see what Santa had brought. I can think of

nothing she would like better for graduation . . .

LIGHTS On Maggie and Alice.

MAGGIE : (on the phone) Danny. Yes you can come over now. I finally
convinced Alice to visit John. Well, yes, they are lovers . . . errr
. . . engaged lovers. Well of course, there is something morally proper
about wearing a ring on your hand and . . . Diamonds are the agents
of society. Morality is non-scientific birth control. What? I

deduced it myself. Just to get Alice to John. Graduation isn't for a

few more days. So why the concern for diamonds and diplomas? My mother.

Yes, of course she's coming for graduation. Christian? Of course.
I've told you before she's \/ery Christian. She's Baptist, and Baptists
come to graduations. Even to the graduations of daughters without
wedding rings, though they do not encourage such a state for long. Do

you know I 'm marketable, marriageable, educated, and then free? I'm

white, 21, and Baptist, too. I like rubies better than diamonds, but
diamonds are sociological and symbolic. But I won't be engaged yet.
Not for a long time. I'm a career woman. So won't you come now? I

don't know when Alice will come back. Have I come to some great moral

decision? No, I think I'm amoral now. Amoral and rather proud of it.

Morality is superstitious. Pure lack of intellect and free will. But
I believe in natural morality and in the Grand Design. But I won't
try and save you now because I'm Baptist just for tax purposes now,

though I don't pay taxes yet. You know, my father really isn't that
wealthy. It must be terribly convenient to come from a wealthy family,
but I couldn't care less about your financial matters. No, I believe
in the union of souls. Of a great universal spirit of spirituality
through corporal ity. When will you be here? What have I got in mind?
Are you bringing some wine? I like flowers. No, I know it's not the
season. No prom, dance, or formal occasion of beneficiary or social
quality. What do I want to do? Well ... I need to repaint the
room. Danny, do you like to be near windows?

NOW BOTH SIDES OF THE SET ARE DARK WITH A LIGHT ON THE PEDESTAL, CENTER.
One can hear Maggie giggling faintly.

MAGGIE : Yes, I think there is some great universal source. Don't you?
Or I suppose men don't think that way. We should have let the paint
dry. I really think I'm getting nauseous. Are there ever times in

your life when you think you have never lived before--until that moment?
I think maybe we should have had the bed by the window. The draft is
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MAGGIE : a bit much here. Are you going to vote this year? I hope
Republican. You may wonder why I'm asking that at this point. You

see, I feel elevated by the intellectual and as a woman I feel it is

my obligation to lift the men with whom I come in contact. "The

eternal womanhead leads us upward and on"--that was either St. John
or Goethe. Goethe, I suppose. Do you feel intellectual? Danny,
are you awake? I really never liked my body before. I suppose it is

rather like an unripe fruit, hard to manage till the sun's rays have
warmly textured and softened the flesh anticipating the inner potential.
The physical actually is only a doorway, a release into that higher
spiritual world. I think I will try poetry. Danny, I didn't know

you smoked. Please, not in my face. Are you baptized? You know
I had to tell my mother that you were. Or at least allow her to believe
that. But I really don't care anymore. I believe in personal freedom.
In personal choice. In personal pre-determined fate. I wouldn't
even care if you were Islamic, though I could ne\/er tell anyone, and

certainly never marry you. Not that I want to. I think I really
should be a courtesan. It would fulfill my sense of adventure. I

should think licit love could never be as sweet as illicit.

GEORGIA wanders into the light pool of the pedestal. She is pulling off
her gloves and trying to adjust her suitcase and handbag.

GEORGIA: Maggie! Maggie! Maggie, your mother is here, dear. Just to

surprise you. Your father is parking the car. Maggie are you in there,
darling? I smell fresh paint. Don't tell me you actually paid for that
putrid color to repaint your walls. I told you, you should have left
it that lovely pink and beige. Did I tell you dear, my ceramics class
has decided to meet at our house next week. I'm becoming very artistic
and am proud of myself. Are you proud of your mother, Maggie?
Maggie, are you in there? I hear someone breathing. Alice? No,

Maggie . . . ?

MAGGIE : (sotto voce) It's my mother. Oh God, have mercy on my soul.

GEORGIA: Your father and I decided to take you out to dinner this evening.
Then we can all get up and go to the Baptist church tomorrow.

MAGGIE : Damn, no don't turn on the light. How the hell should I know
where your pants are? You should have left them on or tied them to

your leg. Do you know where the closet is? Or better yet, do you
think you could jump two stories? Shhh. Be quiet. She can't know
we're in here. Or at least you. And I wish I weren't. At least with
you. I have just propounded a new philosophy--pleasure comes hard.
Do you know, I haven't even been to church in a year and a half?
And when I did go, I went to the Lutheran. I didn't dare tell mother
that I could never find the Baptist church. There is one around,
but there is an odd crook in the road just before the river and I

always get lost. I gave up after my Freshman year.

GEORGIA: Maggie. I brought some of your favorite chocolates. And guess what
I got for graduation? A couple of dresses and a new Bible.
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MAGGIE : I only have fourteen. My mother must think I eat them. All King
James. You would think I could even have a different version. And on

the front cover is always the same inscription, "To Maggie, from
Mother and Daddy with MUCH love," date, period, heart with an arrow.
The heart with the arrow kills me. It's not to be found in the New
Testament, you know. And I've come to hate chocolate ever since I

started through a late adolescence. My face is ruined with the greasy
food around here.

GEORGIA: (dusting the pedestal) Maggie. You haven't been cleaning. Or
is the maid slacking? Ah well, you must be a busy girl.

MAGGIE : I didn't even dare tell her that I, ]_ flunked Italian. That's
what one gets when one crosses racial borders. Language is meant to

be confusing. Ergo, Babylonia.

GEORGIA: And, Ruth sent you some brownies. Her daughter is pregnant.

MAGGIE : I wonder if the spirit of life is vengeful. Or Baptist.

GEORGIA: And remember that cute, cute Tony Wetson?

MAGGIE : (to Danny) He was the football hero in high school.

GEORGIA: So cute.

MAGGIE : Very intelligent.

GEORGIA: So sweet.

MAGGIE : But a mommy's boy.

GEORGIA: A bit spoiled.

MAGGIE : Dressed nicely.

GEORGIA: Now matured.

MAGGIE : I heard he was already bald.

GEORGIA: He's divorced.

MAGGIE : I knew that marriage would never last. He married the head
cheerleader. There are only so many plays, cheers, and games at a

home court.

GEORGIA: But he's Baptist and God will forgive him.

MAGGIE : I knew in the end his intelligence would win out.

GEORGIA: Even though his head is a bit exposed, baldness is supposed to
be sexy. He has a nice bald head. Well shaped. With a particularly
quaint bulging vein to the left of center. But he could always wear a

toupee for public occasion.
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GEORGIA

MAGGIE

Do you think you'll ever need a toupee, Danny?

And his father is quite wealthy.

A divorcee. Hmmmm . . .

Maggie, Maggie. Your mother is here.

Our Father which are in Heaven,
What shall be my name?
Thy Baptist Kingdom come.
My Mother's will be done
On him as it will be on me.

Give us this day our Virgin youth
And forgive us our passes as we would

forgive those who press against us.

Lead us not into temptation
And deliver us from Mother
For Thine is the Kingdom, the Power . . .

I hear prayer.

. . . and the Glory forever. Amen.

Maggie.

There comes a time in e\/ery philosopher's life when she must
accept a God. Something tells me the moment has progressed beyond
reason to Divine ordinance. Do you think you could fit under the
bed? I wonder where Alice is? Oh why did I decide to become a

courtesan? Three weeks in the career planning office, twelve interviews
and I decide to become an intellectual whore. There's something rather
incongruous about that. I'd never really considered that before.
Too late now . . . That's the thing about Virginity--it really is

a flat world. If you go too near the edge, you fall off and there
is no turning back. No restoration. I think it would be comparable
to the Resurrection if possible.

GEORGIA: I wonder if your father got lost in the parking lot?

MAGGIE : He's probably bringing the vice squad. Alice . . . ! Danny,
would you understand if I told you I don't love you anymore?

GEORGIA: And I'm really into needlepoint now.

MAGGIE : I know, you could pretend like you're Alice. Get in her bed,
that's it. Plump the covers. Up over your head. At least you have
the same color hair. Pretend like you're sick or dead or dying.
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GEORGIA: Maggie, there really is a draft in the hall, darling. The preacher

is coming to your graduation. He is going to commence you.

MAGGIE : And probably damn me or marry me if they ever find out. I'm

beginning to think the Universal Mind has given Mother some clue.

I wonder if it really is advantageous to be Baptist?

GEORGIA: Maggie.

MAGGIE : Yes, Mother, coming. (She comes to the pedestal area.)

Mother! How ... to see you. . . . Have you been here long?

GEORGIA: Long enough.

MAGGIE : For what?

GEORGIA: I'm quite chilled. Can we go in your room?

MAGGIE : I really think we had better not. I just repainted. The paint
has given me a headache and made me nauseous. That's why I didn't
hear you at first.

GEORGIA: Ruth's daughter is always nauseous. Did I tell you? She's pregnant.

MAGGIE : I was in a very heavy sleep. And oh, Alice is asleep.

GEORGIA: A late riser?

MAGGIE : No, early. But she went back to bed. I don't think she is feeling
well. Better than me. But not particularly well.

GEORGIA: Maybe you should get some more rest.

MAGGIE : That would be a good idea. Could you come back later?

GEORGIA: Your father is parking the car.

MAGGIE : Good, he'll know where it is. Are you staying in town?

GEORGIA: Do you think some chocolate would make you feel better?

MAGGIE : No. Maybe. What kind?

GEORGIA: I really think I should stay with you. Have you taken aspirin?
Cold decongestant?

MAGGIE

GEORGIA

MAGGIE

GEORGIA

I took something. I hope it works,

How long ago did you take it?

For awhile.

And Vitamin C?
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Yes, Mother.

Eight hours sleep?

Yes, Mother. At least eight hours in bed.

You look a little pale.

A little scared.

I'm sure it's nothing serious.

I'm glad you see it that way.

Would you like me to rock you?

No!

You used to love to be rocked when you were sick.

Not with paint fumes. I'd have hallucinogenic mal de mer.

You seem short today.

I'm just as tall as ever. I think. I've never heard of drastic
side effects.

You're tempermental

.

Pressure. School, graduation.

Won't you be glad to go home? Your own bed. I'll fix breakfast
every morning. Until you get your job. Of course you're still

welcome to stay,

(a loud moan from the room)

Shhhh!

What was that?

A stereo upstairs. They always blare,
(another moan)

It's from your room.

The mouse must have found the poison.

A mouse?

(another moan)

Well, we can't keep cats. We had to use poison. It was a big
mouse.

GEORGIA: Maybe it's Alice. She sounds very sick.
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MAGGIE : She snores.

GEORGIA: It sounds painful.

MAGGIE : Alice is not delicate. Sick, but not delicate.

GEORGIA: Maybe I should take a look at her, Maggie. Mother's always have

this intuition. Something sounds wrong.

MAGGIE : The doctor said she would be fine. She's been this way for weeks.

She's getting better. Not enough to see anyone. She's very contaminated.

GEORGIA: And you're staying with her?

MAGGIE : She's my roommate. I'm immune. A little sick, but immune. So

tell me about the preacher. Has the congregation grown?

(another moan)

Anymore baptisms, marriages, babies? Any divorces, tea parties, debutantes,

socials? Town meetings, fire drills, PTA, bakesales? How are the boy

scouts? I think I'd better check on Alice. But don't come in. Mother.

I wouldn't want you to be contaminated. Why don't you check on Father?

(EXIT Maggie to her room, Georgia fondly touches the pedestal, and

moves downstage SL. Beat. Ruth comes on from the upstage. She

stops at the pedestal.)

RUTH : (tentatively) Georgia? Maggie? Let's see, I think this is the

dorm and room. It looks like the right place. Maggie? I smell Georgia's
perfume. She must have just been here. Maggie.

MAGGIE : What's wrong Danny? You look awfully pale, even with no light.

Morning sickness? Perhaps paint fumes. Stick your nose out the
window ... No! There is my Mother waving in the parking lot.

Out the door . . . Come on.

(As she starts into the pedestal area she spies Ruth, backs into the
darkness.

)

MAGGIE : Stay there! It's Ruth. It's the shadow of the Baptist and the
death of me. Keep quiet can't you? Ruth is much more clever about
these things than Mother. She has a pregnant daughter. I'll try
to get you to some air soon.

(Stepping into the lighted area.)

MAGGIE : Ruth! How nice to see you. Did you come looking for Mother?
She has already gone.

RUTH : I came for your graduation, dear. My, you look good. Did you
hear, my daughter is pregnant?

MAGGIE : That's nice.
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RUTH : Yes, she is a nice girl. And married. I'm so proud of her.

MAGGIE : Everybody is getting married. Tell me, Ruth, do you believe
in marriage as an institution?

RUTH : Of course.

MAGGIE : Of course. Mother thinks only those things connected with
the Baptist church are institutions. Once the youth group had a

skating party. Skating is now institutionalized.

RUTH : Are you thinking of marrying, dear?

MAGGIE : Not exactly. I just wondered what you thought with your daughter .

What do you think of a career woman?

RUTH : That would be . . . nice.

MAGGIE : And a "not nice" career woman?

RUTH : Can I see your room, dear? Something besides Georgia's perfume
smells. Paint?

MAGGIE : Yes, paint. I wouldn't go in there if I were you--err, paint fumes.

Very intoxicating. I made honor roll. Are you proud of me, Ruth?
Thanks for the brownies. But I lost ten pounds. Are you proud of me?
And I got a job offer . . . the other day. Are you proud of me? I

could very well be a business woman earning $40,000 a year. Are you
proud of me?

RUTH : Your mother said you would have to paint your room back to its

original color. I wish I could have seen the pink and beige.

MAGGIE : I'm seeing someone, Ruth. Are you proud of me? Look Ruth,
watch . . .

(Maggie climbs on top of the pedestal, strikes a pose.)

MAGGIE : Well, what do you think?

RUTH : Did your mother make it?

MAGGIE : Yes, of course.

RUTH : A lovely dress. Now what is it you said about a friend? How
serious? Who is it? Where did he come from? Was he into sports? What
did he do in high school? Is he cute? Or maybe handsome? What kind
of car does he drive? Has your mother met him?

(Maggie plops down on the pedestal.)

MAGGIE : No. This has been outside my door since the day I came. Very
ugly. But I think perhaps an oracle. I have never bothered with it

but I really would like to move it.
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RUTH : Shall I help?

(a moan)

RUTH : What was that?

MAGGIE : A dying mouse. And I moved the pedestal a bit. Mother went
with Daddy. I'm sick. Why don't you go, Ruth? Meet with all of us

at dinner.

RUTH : You don't feel well? Who is the fellow? I'm so delighted you
found someone, (another moan) Are you sure you don't want some more
help with that pedestal?

MAGGIE : No. I'm fine. But I need some rest.

RUTH : Can I see your room, dear?

MAGGIE : No, I think you had better not, yet. The paint is still strong.

And the place is a mess.

ENTER Georgia

GEORGIA: Ruth! I'm so glad you could make it to Maggie's graduation.
Doesn't she look pretty?

RUTH : She has a boyfriend!

MAGGIE : A friend.

RUTH : A boy.

GEORGIA: A boy?!

MAGGIE : A friend.

GEORGIA: Where?

MAGGIE : It's purely Platonic. Neo-platonic.

GEORGIA: Don't be worried about fashions and trends my dear. Even if

everybody's getting married, you don't need to. If nobody's getting
married, you don't need to. You're my baby, and you need the very best
fellow. Who is this fellow? When the time comes you can get married.
When the right fellow comes you can get married. Not before.

MAGGIE : And that's Mother's speech on marriage. Where's Daddy?

GEORGIA: He went to get the car.

MAGGIE : I thought you went to get the car, together.
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GEORGIA: I saw . . .

MAGGIE : What?

GEORGIA: When I started towards the car.

MAGGIE : Where?

GEORGIA: Way out in the parking lot. My feet were killing me. Absolutely
killing me. I got new shoes to wear with my new dress for your
graduation.

MAGGIE : Where?

GEORGIA: Downtown.

RUTH : You parked the car downtown?

GEORGIA: No not here.

RUTH : You didn't park it here?

GEORGIA: Yes, it's here, it's very far . . .

MAGGIE : Where?

GEORGIA: I don't know ... I started out in the parking lot, and saw . . ,

MAGGIE : Where?

GEORGIA: In the parking lot--

RUTH : What?

GEORGIA: I saw--

MAGGIE : I mean where did you see?

GEORGIA: In the parking lot.

MAGGIE : To where?

GEORGIA: To here.

MAGGIE : What did you see?

GEORGIA: Here. I saw Ruth starting through the dorm doors.

RUTH : You got your dress downtown? I thought you got it at Sears.

GEORGIA: Ruth, I'm so glad you made it to Maggie's graduation.

MAGGIE : I really don't feel ^/ery well . . .

(a groan from within)
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MAGGIE : The mouse doesn't either. Perhaps I should go kill it.

GEORGIA: But you hate mice.

MAGGIE : That's why I put out poison.

GEORGIA: Don't touch it. It might bite . . .

MAGGIE : I hate to see suffering.

RUTH : When will we get to meet your boyfriend?

MAGGIE : When the right time comes. Did I hear Daddy pull up?

RUTH : Could I just take a peek at your room?

MAGGIE : My roommate is sick,

RUTH : Just a peek?

MAGGIE : The walls are wet. The fumes might get you. Or the mouse might
bite. No telling where he is.

RUTH : What about your roommate?

MAGGIE : She won't bite you.

RUTH : I mean the mouse.

MAGGIE : It might. It might have died.

GEORGIA: Why don't you let Ruth see your room? I've been telling here about
it for four years. Whether you had the bed by the window or by the
bathroom and what color it was and the posters you had. Just hold your
nose and look in, Ruth. I think the mouse must have died by now.

(Ruth starts to open the "door")

MAGGIE : Don't wake my roommate!

(a groan)

RUTH : The mouse!

ALICE appears upstage.

ALICE : What mouse?

GEORGIA: Alice?

ALICE : Mrs. Waters?
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MAGGIE : Alice?

RUTH : Alice?

ALICE : I'm Maggie's roommate.

RUTH : I thought you were sick.

GEORGIA: I thought you were in there.

ALICE : With a mouse?

MAGGIE : Didn't one of the girls say they wanted to take a nap in our room?

GEORGIA: With paint fumes?

(another moan)

ALICE : What was that?

MAGGIE : The dead mouse. Alice, what are you doing back? Did you have
an argument?

ALICE : No. I just got tired of John for the weekend.

RUTH : You have a boyfriend?

ALICE : Oh yes—

MAGGIE : Alice, did I ever tell you--my Mother is Baptist. Ruth goes to

church, too. Show them your engagement ring. Could you know who is

in our room? I believe whoever it is, is sick or will be. I feel a

bit nauseous myself. Mama, I think I hear Daddy. Just don't wait here
so that he has to come up. It's a long way for him to walk. And Ruth,
why don't you go with them? When the room airs, I'll get it straightened
a bit more and our sick visitor is gone, I'll let you in. We can
even have tea and discuss graduation.

ALICE : Well, I'll go in right now and open a window.

MAGGIE : Don't! . . . forget the dead mouse.

(groan)

ALICE : Mouse? Are you sure? I've never seen a mouse.

MAGGIE : The fumes are strong.

ALICE : I should open a window.

MAGGIE : Something tells me that for all my philosophical procrastination,
God is going to take out a huge eraser and turn his Baptist Book of
Life to page 342 .. .
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RUTH : Shall I help open windows?

ALICE : We only have one. I can get it.

RUTH : Are you sure you're feeling up to it?

ALICE : I haven't been sick. Yet. But I am engaged.

RUTH : I think that's wonderful. My daughter is married.

GEORGIA: My daughter is going to be a career woman, aren't you Maggie?

MAGGIE : If there's not a draft.

GEORGIA: Of course not, dear. You're a woman.

MAGGIE : Somehow that does not ease the argument. In fact, it seems only
to enhance my terror. I am terrified. God knows I've neglected a good
many things. I would teach Bible School or be a missionary, but
something tells me they don't allow sinners on the field . . .

GEORGIA: I hear your Father coming.

RUTH : And when will we meet your fellow?

MAGGIE : My life is passing before me. All my loves lined up like bowling
pins. I wonder if Father ever felt like a black forty pound ball about
to roll from the fingers of an agitated social Baptist God? My whole
childhood is before me . . . the slide, the swings. I never played
with dolls. I've always been slightly afraid of children. Oh God,
what if I'm pregnant? I remember when I was six, I held my baby
cousin and he spit up on my shirt. I couldn't help it if I dropped
him. The smell of baby food gurgle made me nauseous. It was either
drop him or return the gesture. And nobody would take him. My mother
said I had a responsibility to learn. Then she said I had failed and
would never make a mother. Somehow I think you drop babies or you
don't drop babies, but that has nothing to do with having them.

And my daughter will be visiting me next week.RUTH

MAGGIE : What? She only lives a couple of miles away. Some people never
drop babies.

GEORGIA: Anybody can have babies.

MAGGIE : I had a couple of sterile aunts. I think it ran in the family.
Mother is the exception to their rule. I have a feeling I'm the same way.

(There is another loud moan and Alice screams.)

GEORGIA: The mouse! The mouse bit her!

MAGGIE : Have I ever shown you the two bit pedestal hop? Look, Ma!

(She jumps up on the white pedestal and begins dancing furiously,
humming "If They Could See Me Now.")
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GEORGIA: That's ridiculous, Maggie. What about Alice? I'd better go check

(She starts for the door and just as she is about to open it Alice
appears.

)

GEORGIA: Dear, are you alright?

ALICE : There was a--

MAGGIE : Mouse, Alice. It was a mouse. Big, but a mouse. Close to a rat.

I'll double the poison.

RUTH : Did you kill it?

MAGGIE : It's not baptized. Can't say I haven't tried to save it.

ALICE : It's fine now. I just stubbed my toe actually. Have you all

heard, Maggie has a friend?

RUTH : A boyfriend.

GEORGIA: And you're getting married.

ALICE : Your husband is coming. Perhaps you should go get him.

Men really aren't allowed on the floor.

MAGGIE : If I had a baby I'd drop it. The paint is making me nauseous.

GEORGIA: Goodbye, darling, we'll be back soon.

MAGGIE : I hope you're going . . . with them, Ruth.

RUTH : Well, yes. Are you sure I can't help you clear the room?

MAGGIE : I'll clear it.

ALICE : I'll help.

(The two mothers exit.)

ALICE : He is cute.

MAGGIE : Don't tell me he looked at you.

ALICE : He grabbed me. I guess he thought I was you.

MAGGIE : Probably not. I always knew men were unreliable. I don't know
why I didn't trust my instincts. I have good instincts. Except for a

fear of heights. I wonder if that has anything to do with my hesitancy
about religion? I feel like my wings are falling off and I'm beating
the air with two feathers. Ruth must know. I see it in her eyes.

ALICE Hadn't we better clear the room? I think your friend is \jery sick,
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MAGGIE : He couldn't be as bad as I. His family is not religious.

ALICE : I'll go unload my things. You open the window, then I'll help
you straighten things.

MAGGIE : Somehow this is wrecking the high moral grandeur I had excavated
by undermining all previous moral systems. I think I just purchased
a Walgreen moral code on the red light special. And you know what they
do with Hong Kong doormats . . .

ALICE : Don't you love him?

MAGGIE : I thought I loved my mother. I'll send him out the window.
Just for safety.

(Maggie goes into the room, Alice exits up center. Beat.)

(Maggie reentering into center area . . . )

ALICE : Alright, stay there a minute. I don't know what could have
happened to your pants. I'll be right back.

(She exits up center.

)

(Quietly, Ruth enters upstage right.)

RUTH : Maggie. I came back to help you, dear. I understand, you're
under a lot of pressure, and really, I won't mind the paint.

(Cautiously she opens the door.)

RUTH : Maggie? Ahhhh!

MAGGIE : (reentering with pants) Ahhhhh!

(Ruth slams the door.

)

RUTH : Maggie.

MAGGIE : Ruth.

RUTH : I came back.

MAGGIE : So did I.

RUTH : Who is that?

MAGGIE : Who is what?

RUTH : In there.

MAGGIE : The mouse? Or did he die?

RUTH : The man?
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MAGGIE : Oh, ahhh, Alice's boyfriend, John. He stopped by just a few
minutes ago. He spilled coffee on his pants so since Alice is unloading
the car, I went to clean his pants. Please don't tell Mother.
She wouldn't understand.

RUTH : Oh, of course, of course dear. He is cute. I understand. Why
is he in your bed?

MAGGIE : By the window? The paint.

RUTHE : He looks pale.

MAGGIE : The paint. And he has a cold. A chill. That's why he's under
the blankets and has no pants.

RUTH : Of course.

(Alice enters, backing through the upstage center area.)

ALICE : Shhh, John. I'll check wait just a minute . . .

(turning and speaking more loudly)

ALICE : Maggie, guess who surprised me--

RUTH : I met your boyfriend, Alice.

ALICE : You did? Where?

RUTH : Now. He looks pale.

ALICE : So do I.

MAGGIE : Your friend in our room, Alice.

(Georgia's voice comes floating from up center.)

GEORGIA: Wait just one more moment, darling. I forgot to tell Maggie
something. Maggie-- Oh. Hello, young man.
(Georgia appears)
What a nice young man.

MAGGIE : The bell boy.

ALICE : No, thats . . .

MAGGIE : Your brother, John?

ALICE : No, my . . .

GEORGIA: I just had to check something, Maggie--it worried me so . . .

(she opens the bedroom door)
I got shoes for your new dress, too. I just wanted to check and make
sure they match. Ahhhh!
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MAGGIE : It is at a time like this when one turns to their mother. Mother
being the First Cause, one then turns to the Universe and God for
expiation. And there according to the canons of the Baptist church
I stand marked a sinner with no sincere desire to repent this.
Something smacks of heresy, but I think that's Catholic. Someone
just flushed the toilet without yell in "flushing". There is always
injustice, moreover, forgetful human nature and a great deal of cruelty.
The flusher could stand just as condemned as I. One has a very broad
perspective from a pedestal. I think there is a moral justice and
I've come to think Murphy must be at God's left.

GEORGIA: There is a man in that room.

MAGGIE : My room.

GEORGIA: Maggie's room.

ALICE : My room.

RUTH : Alice's room. That is Alice's fiancl-

ALICE : Please, not so loudly.

MAGGIE : Her brother does not know that she is engaged. It is a ticklish
affair at best. At worst, a bit of a problem.

RUTH : But shouldn't you take your fiance his pants?

GEORGIA: His pants?

ALICE : Pleasssssse.

GEORGIA: That young man has no pants? In my daughter's room?

MAGGIE : I have his pants.

RUTH : But it's Alice's fiance.

ALICE : Shhhh! Please ... Oh, John!
(She runs up center.

)

GEORGIA: What are you doing with Alice's fiance's pants?

MAGGIE : Alice gave them to me

—

GEORGIA: You have been rooming with that kind of a girl for four years?
Alice, I never suspected. Maggie, if I had known . . . Ruth,
please don't think . . .

(Yells toward the bedroom.)
Young man! I suggest you put your pants on!

MAGGIE : I just had to get some coffee out of his pants, Mother.

GEORGIA: Why couldn't Alice?
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MAGGIE : She had to get her brother--

ALICE : (reentering, crying) He's gone!

RUTH : Who?

ALICE : John. My fiance! I know he heard.

GEORGIA: I thought John was your brother.

MAGGIE : He is, she meant--

ALICE : My fiance!! As though one spat this weekend were not enough.

I know he heard. Now he'll never marry me.

GEORGIA: Her own brother! This is a den of iniquity.

MAGGIE : (climbing back on the pedestal) I tried to save her. Mother.

At least she's sprinkled.

RUTH : Don't you think she should confess to her fiance in there?
(Points to bedroom)

MAGGIE : No, ahhhh, he knows.

GEORGIA: She should and she will. Or I will. Confess.

ALICE : He's not my fiance!

GEORGIA: Not your fiance! Heavens! Iniquity, iniquity, iniquity.

MAGGIE : The English teacher has been teaching Sunday School again.
Mother is enlarging her vocabulary.

RUTH : Another man ... it sounds almost exciting.

GEORGIA: She's going to hell, Maggie. I can't believe you haven't saved
her.

MAGGIE : She did pass her French. In fact, I think she's going to France.
And there's no call for virgins there. Only experience.

GEORGIA: That my daughter was exposed to such corruption--

MAGGIE : Would be forgiveable, understandable, plausible?

GEORGIA: I only thank the Lord that my daughter had the opportunity to exert
her influence upon others.

MAGGIE : Definitely not 1 imited--inf luence or exertion.

RUTH : (to Alice) Darling, that fellow is handsome. Why don't you marry
him instead of your brother?
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ALICE : He's had a face lift, I don't know him, and I don't think Maggie

would appreciate it.

GEORGIA:
RUTH :

Maggie?

ALICE : Do I hear John coming up the steps? No, it's your father.

Oh, John!

(She runs off up center.)

MAGGIE : Thanks for the help . . . with the French, Alice. For a couple

of hours I felt successful today. Now my father is coming up the

stairs, my mother is enhaling large quantities of poisonous fumes

into her gaping mouth. Perfect wife, perfect mother. Ruth looks

yery pleased. As well she should be. I'm not intelligent enough

not to get caught, I'm not getting married. But if I told her I'm

going to have a baby, I might as well hand her a chisel and mallet.

She really needn't bother. The whole pedestal is foam rubber. Like

in Hollywood. And besides, I have to come down myself, because nobody

can really put me up here, but myself. And when I decide to come down,

I'll come down. It is time to make a speech.

I hereby declare a new state of marriage grounded upon an inherent

natural moral code. That is the code of beastial nature according to

the religious, and exquisite according to the Hedonists, Romantics, and

to some extent, the Platonists. You see here gathered before you

today in the sight of all--a woman. Yes, a woman come to full cycle

and maturity. Rebellious of all dirty linen and all silly religious

idiosyncrasies. Defiant of all moral code and Victorian presumptions.

Paradise Lost : If God made us to procreate, it is our design and duty.

All abstention is evil. But I propose new marriage. Not sixties

morality or immorality. Yes, marriage of living being to living

being, free like Renaissance bands encircling, never ending, dependent

and independent. I turn my lovers free and declare them creatures of

God's earth. I am free. To pick and choose. Freedom enhances marriage.

One free soul comes to another. My moral obligation is to myself--

I insist! So I am right and I am wrong. I resign my heights.

Now I declare to you--divorce. I am not bound to that creature

beyond the door. I loved him, love him, and will continue to do so,

but in any way that he represents a system, I decline all cohabitation

with him. And I do resign my post. Airs of Olympus, I surrender you

and "Down, down I come, like glist'ning Phaeton."

And as I dwell among mortal men, I apologize that I have fallen.

(She steps down. Tableau of Ruth and Georgia. LIGHTS.)
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